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ABSTRACT
Alternate sources of energy such as wind, solar photovoltaic and fuel cells are coupled
to the power grid with the help of solid state converters. Continued deregulation of the
power sector coupled with favorable government incentives has resulted in the rapid
growth of renewable energy sources connected to the distribution system at a voltage
level of 34.5kV or below. Of late, many utilities are also investing in these alternate
sources of energy with the point of interconnection with the power grid being at the
transmission level. These converter interfaced generation along with their associated
control have the ability to provide the advantage of fast control of frequency, voltage,
active, and reactive power. However, their ability to provide stability in a large system
is yet to be investigated in detail. This is the primary objective of this research.
In the future, along with an increase in the percentage of converter interfaced
renewable energy sources connected to the transmission network, there exists a possi-
bility of even connecting synchronous machines to the grid through converters. Thus,
all sources of energy can be expected to be coupled to the grid through converters.
The control and operation of such a grid will be unlike anything that has been en-
countered till now. In this dissertation, the operation and behavior of such a grid will
be investigated. The first step in such an analysis will be to build an accurate and
simple mathematical model to represent the corresponding components in commercial
software. Once this bridge has been crossed, conventional machines will be replaced
with their solid state interfaced counterparts in a phased manner. At each stage,
attention will be devoted to the control of these sources and also on the stability
performance of the large power system.
This dissertation addresses various concerns regarding the control and operation
of a futuristic power grid. In addition, this dissertation also aims to address the issue
i
of whether a requirement may arise to redefine operational reliability criteria based
on the results obtained.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
Symbol Description
aind, bind, cind Quadratic equation coefficients in induction motor powerflow
inclusion
Asat, Bsat Saturation function constants
ACE Area control error
AZ Arizona
ac Alternating current
Cdc dc capacitor of inverter
CIG Converter interfaced generation
CIL Converter interfaced load
CSC Current source converter
d/dt Time derivative
D Speed damping coefficient in synchronous machine
Dind Speed damping coefficient in induction machine
DFIG Doubly-fed induction generator
DSA Dynamic security assessment
dc Direct current
e Denotes the error signal in an exciter
e′′ Complex value of voltage behind subtransient reactance in the
dq frame
e′′d, e
′′
q d and q axis components of the voltage behind subtransient
reactance
Ea,b,c Internal converter voltage in abc frame
E ′d, E
′
q d and q axis components of the transient voltage
Ed, Eq d and q axis components of internal converter voltage
xxiii
Eln Line to neutral voltage magnitude on ac side of rectifier
E ′ Voltage behind transient reactance in a synchronous machine
in abc frame
E ′′ Voltage behind subtransient reactance in a synchronous ma-
chine in abc frame
E∗ Magnitude of internal converter voltage
E Magnitude of reference internal converter voltage
EFD Synchronous machine stator voltage corresponding to field
voltage
Ethev Magnitude of voltage of The´venin source
EMF Electro motive force
EWTGFC PSLF wind turbine controller model
EXAC4,EXST1 AC and static exciter models in PSLF
f Denotes the feedback signal in exciter
f() Function denoting a differential equation
fthev Frequency of The´venin source
fmetr Frequency meter model in PSLF
FACTS Flexible AC transmission system
g() Function denoting an algebraic equation
GE General electric
GENCLS Classical machine model in PSLF
GENROU Detailed synchronous machine model in PSLF
GENTPF Synchronous machine model in PSLF
GEWTG PSLF GE wind generator model
H Inertia constant of synchronous machine
Hind Inertia constant of induction motor
xxiv
i Synchronous machine behind rectifier-inverter set current
magnitude
id, iq Converter current along the d and q axis
id1, iq1 Converter current loop output currents along the d and q axis
Idrdc dc current of induction motor speed drive
idrinvd , i
dr
invq
d and q axis stator current components of an induction motor
I Current injected by the machine into the network in the abc
frame
I Vector of network currents
Igrid Current injected into the power network by converter
Ii, Io Inverter dc capacitor input and output current
Idrinv Inverter current of induction motor speed drive
Imax Maximum converter current
IPcmd, IQcmd Active and reactive current commands in converter controller
Ir Induction motor complex rotor current
Idrrect Rectifier current of induction motor speed drive
Is Induction motor complex stator current
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
kV Unit of voltage (kilo volts)
K Constant to denote constant air gap flux in induction motor
Ka Exciter gain
Kf Feedback gain in exciter
Kfv Gain in converter frequency control path
Kgi, Kgp Integral and proportional gains in governor of synchronous ma-
chine behind rectifier-inverter set
Ki, Kp Integral and proportional gains in converter controller
xxv
Kidc, Kpdc Integral and proportional gains in rectifier firing angle control
of synchronous machine behind rectifier-inverter set
Kidrive Integral gain in induction motor speed control drive
Kip, Kiq Integral gains in converter controller
Klimit Anti-windup proportional gain in converter controller
Kn Constants in induction motor steady state powerflow equations;
n=1,2,3,4
Kpdrive Proportional gain in induction motor speed control drive
Kpp, Kpq Proportional gains in inner current loop of converter controller
Ldc Rectifier dc side filter inductor
L′d, L
′
q Synchronous machine transient inductances along the d and q
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Fossil fuel fired steam power plants form the backbone of the electric power
infrastructure. In 2013, in the United States alone, fossil fuel power plants have
contributed close to 67% of the total 4 trillion kilowatt-hours of electricity genera-
tion, Figure 1.1 [1]. However, the contribution of coal to power generation has been
Figure 1.1: Sources of electricity generation in U.S. in 2013
steadily shrinking due to the increased production of electricity from natural gas,
nuclear and wind resources. As it can be seen from Figure 1.1, presently natural
gas and coal fired power plants provide the maximum contribution for the generation
of electricity. This generation resource portfolio however will soon have to have a
different profile as the predicted reserves of coal, natural gas and petroleum are set
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to last only for another 100 years or so [2, 3]. These figures bring about the need to
explore different viable options of power generation. Further, with more stringent en-
vironmental considerations and emission controls, there is a need and requirement for
cleaner energy generation sources. These sources, at present, represent the remaining
32% of the electrical energy generated. While nuclear power is considered to be a
clean and efficient energy source, there are many concerns with regard to the safe op-
eration of a nuclear power plant. The incident in Japan in 2011 has resulted in many
countries, such as Germany, Australia, Portugal and Switzerland, restructuring their
nuclear policy [4–6]. With the stacking of such odds, the electrical energy extracted
from renewable energy sources will have to rise from the present 13% to a significant
proportion of the total electricity energy generated.
Power systems are at present dominated by synchronous machines which gener-
ate electricity at an almost constant frequency of 60Hz (50Hz in certain parts of the
world). These large machines are the work horses of the power grid and are inter-
connected with each other through transmission lines, thereby enabling the transfer
of power to load centers located far away from the generation sources. The machines
operate in synchronism with each other and thus give rise to an inherent ‘in-built’
torque known as the synchronizing torque. Within a certain range of operation, upon
the occurrence of a disturbance, this torque is able to keep the generators in syn-
chronism with each other. Further, due to the internal electromagnetic field in these
machines, there is an inherent damping torque too which serves to damp out certain
oscillations that may arise [7].
The development of a nation brings about an increase in the standard of living
of a majority of its population. This results in an increase in electricity consumption
resulting in a situation wherein the large generators are now forced to operate at a
point close to their maximum capacity [8] as new sources of generation cannot be
added quickly. A higher operating point reduces the synchronizing torque and can
cause the machines to lose synchronism with each other even upon the occurrence of
small disturbances. Thus, with generators operating close to their maximum capacity,
the system stability margin reduces. Two effective solutions leading to the increase
in the stability margins are the expansion of the transmission network and the com-
missioning of new generating plants. These solutions are however time consuming,
expensive and require long term planning. In the short term, the reduction in the
stability margin can be tackled to a large extent with the addition of precise control
equipment such as power system stabilizer (PSS) and FACTS devices. In addition to
increasing the speed of response to a disturbance, these control equipment also serve
to increase the operating range of the synchronous machine.
In recent years, there has been an increase in generation from converter interfaced
sources. These converter interfaced sources do not operate in a synchronous manner
and thus, an almost constant frequency output is provided by the converter through
stringent control. While some of these sources such as wind farms and tidal energy
sources contain rotating parts, there are sources which are static in nature too, such
as solar farms and fuel cells. For the scope of this dissertation, all these sources will be
referred to as converter interfaced generation (CIG). The power system already has
a small penetration of CIG sources which can be easily accommodated and tolerated
due to the large presence of synchronous machines. However, due to technology
improvements and requirements to meet renewable portfolio standards (RPS), the
penetration level of CIG in some areas of the power system can and will rise within
a short period of time. Presently, this boom of CIG has taken place predominantly
at the distribution level. However, with the recent announcement of the Clean Power
Plan by the Environmental Protection Agency [9], an increase in the penetration of
converter interfaced generation in the transmission system is a distinct possibility.
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The future electric network will consist of various sources of energy such as wind,
solar, hydro and natural gas. In addition, a combination of ac and dc networks along
with a wide spread use of energy storage would warrant the use of converters to
interface an energy source/storage element to the network [10, 11].
Many utilities are now investing in alternate sources of energy resulting in the
connection of CIG at the transmission level. This connection to the bulk power
system presents a significant challenge with respect to the operation of the power
system. Supplementary storage devices or control mechanisms have to be usually
included to reduce the effect of the uncertainty in the power source (wind, solar
and tidal). The converters, either current source converters (CSC) or voltage source
converters (VSC), decouple the source of power from the network. Thus the mass and
inertia of a rotating machine like a wind turbine will now be electrically decoupled
from the network. In order to utilize the kinetic energy of the rotating wind turbine,
control algorithms have to be built into the converter operation. Further, to promote
maximum utilization of these renewable energy sources, many of them operate using
a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm. This reduces the number of
sources that can be scheduled by the system operator.
The use of Type 4 wind turbines has increased and will continue to increase
[12]. Taking converter interfaced technology one step further, there is a prospect of
even interfacing synchronous machines through converters with candidates including
variable speed, pressure controlled industrial expander turbines and hydro turbines. A
large number of the future synchronous machines would be powered by gas turbines.
From a thermodynamic point of view, a large gas turbine is more efficient when
compared to a combination of smaller turbines. However due to compressor-turbine
material stress constraints, a larger turbine would be required to operate at a lower
speed [13]. Thus, interfacing the synchronous machine to the grid through a converter
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releases it from operating at a fixed speed and can bring about an increase in the
efficiency of the overall power system. Further, in order to smooth renewable energy
fluctuations, hydro turbines are now moving towards a variable speed operation to
provide larger regulation capability, thereby requiring a power electronic interface
with the network [14].
The presence of converters is felt not only on the generation side but also on
the load end. Induction motors, due to their ruggedness and ease of manufacturing
have become the workhorse of many industries [15]. Precise control of motor speed
is however required in many process control operations. In addition to this, use of
speed control drives can bring about a reduction in the electrical energy consumed by
the motor [16,17] in terms of reactive power drawn from the network. It is estimated
that in the United States, motors are responsible for greater than 60% consumption
of the total electrical power generated [18]. The impact of these motor drives is to be
analyzed on the performance of the system.
1.2 Motivation and Objectives
The increase in CIG penetration brings about significant challenges to the
operation of a power system. Various paradigms that have been set in stone for con-
ventional synchronous machine operation may now have to be revisited and revised.
Equipment and control requirements may have to be specified considering the fact
that these new CIG may last for more than 30-40 years. It is akin to rebuilding the
power system as it would have been done when the first synchronous machine was
connected to the ac power grid.
The objectives of the research work are as given below:
1. Examination of the efficacy of CIG to provide frequency control. In large sys-
tems, with the increased penetration of CIG, their ability to provide frequency
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control under the occurrence of load/generation changes will be investigated.
Further, with their fast response and lack of inertia, the existing concepts of
primary frequency response need to be examined.
2. Full control of variable resources on a large scale. The variability of wind and
solar power has to be overcome by using multiple storage devices with a com-
bination of precise control spanning the entire length and breadth of a large
power system.
3. Dynamic behavior of the power grid. Even with full control of CIG, the dynamic
behavior of the power grid with only power converters feeding power into the
grid will be examined.
4. Behavior of various load profiles. Nowadays, the impact of power converters is
felt at the load end too with the advent of power drives and solid state electronic
devices. The impact of these loads on the network will be examined.
5. Transient and steady state stability. The stability of the power grid, which until
now relied largely on the natural operation of the synchronous machine, will be
re-evaluated under the presence of CIG.
6. Reactive power support. The present grid code does not allow for converters
at the distribution level to control voltage. However, the converters at the
transmission level will have to regulate the voltage at their buses. This would
result in converters with increased ratings. The ability of converters to regulate
the voltage and provide reactive power support is to be examined.
7. Development of accurate dynamic models to represent CIG. Commercial soft-
ware have dynamic models representing the converters and their associated
control blocks. However these control blocks are complex while the converter
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models do not seem to be robust with respect to system configuration. As
part of this work, simple and accurate converter models will be developed that
represent the characteristics of a practical converter. Further, integration of
the developed models in commercial software will be explored. In addition,
importance of modeling the source behind the converter will also be discussed.
By the end of this dissertation, a better handle on the operational aspect of the
power grid with a large penetration of CIG would be obtained. Further, the behavior
of the large scale power system with these distributed generation sources will be
examined and validated under the existence of the proposed control schemes and
stability profiles.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 will discuss an overview of the
work present in literature. Subsequently, the modeling of conventional power system
components will be presented in Chapter 3 while Chapter 4 covers the modeling of
converters and their associated control mechanisms. The testing of the converter
models along with proposed control strategies on systems of varying degrees of com-
plexity will be shown in Chapter 5. The words converter and inverter have been used
interchangeably throughout this dissertation. Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Past and Present
Solid state converters will form the backbone of new age power systems. The
presence of solid state switches in the power generation system can be traced back to
1951 with the appearance of the first static exciter [19]. These excitation systems had
a fast transient response and made the alternator self-regulating. However, until 1961,
these exciters were applied only to small generators with applications predominantly
in aircraft and ship power systems. In 1961, the first static excitation system was
developed for application to large land based steam turbine generators [20]. The
success of these static excitation systems brought about a change in the definitions
for excitation systems [21].
With the help of many design refinements through the passage of time and with
improvements in technology, nowadays, the basic framework of the static exciter for
large generators is different from the one proposed in 1961. Although these excitation
systems give the desired transient response, they are known to cause problems with
regard to steady state stability [22]. The development of PSS and FACTS devices
has however alleviated this scenario to a certain extent.
The transformation of the power grid and the advent of CIG sources will bring
the solid state switch to the foreground in power systems. This calls for a detailed
study of the control of converter sources. Though this topic is a relatively new one,
significant research activity has already been devoted to it starting from the micro
second level control of the switching signals, driving through the millisecond control
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of the production of the reference signals and ending at an analysis of the effects of
these sources on the power system.
The study of the behavior of the bulk power system is usually undertaken at a
millisecond level. It can thus be safely assumed that the micro second level switching
actions of the converter switches occur as expected. The onus is now to obtain the
appropriate reference signals at the millisecond level. The rapid growth of microgrids
has ensured that there is adequate literature on this aspect of control. As microgrids
are designed to be self-sufficient and can be expected to island from the main grid,
voltage and frequency control within the microgrid is of importance. The presence of
diesel generators in microgrids is quite common and [23] discusses the frequency and
voltage control in a small system when an unintentional islanding of the microgrid
occurs. The point raised by the authors of this paper is that under certain conditions,
renewable energy sources will have to operate in a derated manner. This can bring
about more control and also provide a reserve margin as shown in the paper.
With an increased penetration of CIG in the transmission system, it would be
worthwhile to have these sources contribute to the frequency recovery. Reference [24]
presents few of the key issues surrounding this issue. One of the issues mentioned
is that since renewable energy sources are variable, they cannot be considered as
reserves. Due to this variability, many utilities are still hesitant to include these
sources into the dispatchable set of sources. Further, unlike synchronous alternators
which have a large mass, wind turbines are comparatively small and their inertia
contribution is thus relatively small. Their contribution can only help during the
intervening time it takes for the slower acting conventional units to react. The au-
thors mention the necessity of designing primary and secondary frequency response
control loops which would act with the presence of minimal storage devices. Also,
concerns have been raised about the lack of accurate dynamic models to represent
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these sources. The most significant aspect shown by this paper is that with the ad-
dition of wind generators to the system, the total inertia of the system is shown to
increase as the kinetic energy in the rotating blades of the large wind turbines are also
considered. The typical value of inertia constant for wind turbines is 2s to 6s. Few
other papers, [25–28], have tackled the issue of wind turbine machines participating
in system frequency regulation. These papers discuss a variety of control mechanisms
and strategies specific to wind turbines. Though the concept of these mechanisms are
sound, their testing and validation has been performed only on small systems.
One of the aims of this research work is to explore the possibility of operating a
CIG grid in the same manner as the present grid. This would prevent a requirement
for a large scale change in terminology and metrics. Similar to primary frequency
response in the conventional power grid, the concept of applying droop control to
renewable sources has been widely discussed in [29–35]. However, as with previous
literature, these papers discuss the control strategies within a specified microgrid.
The concept of derating renewable sources is further explored in [30] wherein the
possibility of a frequency reserve margin from wind generators is proposed. Also,
the authors propose to continuously vary the droop coefficient with variation in wind
velocity. In order to improve the accuracy of existing droop control, [31] proposes
an addition of a supplementary control loop while [34] introduces cascaded control
loops of angle, frequency and power in order to improve the power sharing accuracy
in microgrids. The conventional frequency droop control loop is augmented with an
angle quantity to improve its accuracy.
Most of the above literature is based on wind turbine generator machines. Since
these are rotating machines with some amount of kinetic energy, it is easier to control
them for frequency response. However with photovoltaic sources few other issues
arise. These are succinctly described in [36]. The authors state that if PV sources are
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to contribute to frequency response, then, three options are available: (1) Continue
operation of PV at MPPT with energy storage devices; (2) Utilize a load bank to
dump the surplus power; and (3) Make the PV sources dispatchable. The authors
of [37] analyze that the best return on investment is obtained by operating the sources
as dispatchable sources. In order to tackle the input power fluctuation, [38] proposes
a fuzzy logic based frequency control for PV systems while [39] proposes the use of
an electric double layer capacitor to maintain a spinning reserve.
Presently, utility scale solar plants have the capability to curtail their power output
on the directive of the system operator. In addition, if curtailed, they also have
the ability to increase their output if required [40]. The Midcontinent Independent
System Operator (MISO) has introduced a scheme which allows for wind generators
to fully participate in the energy market and be dispatched in a manner similar
to a conventional energy source. These wind sources are termed as dispatchable
intermittent resources (DIRs) [41]. It is thus not unrealistic to assume that in the
future, with increased penetration of renewable resources, solar plants (and wind
farms) can be scheduled to operate at an operating point below their maximum
power output thereby providing a reserve margin to the system. Further, with the
increase in renewable energy, energy storage elements will have a significant presence
and thus also contribute to the reserve margin.
It has thus been established that there exists sufficient literature addressing fre-
quency recovery in the presence of CIG. However, as mentioned before, these tech-
niques have only been tested on small systems. As these sources start appearing in
the transmission system, the long distances and the requirement to transfer reactive
power may play a role in deciding the stability of the system. With renewable re-
sources, the question of variability and adequacy of reserves comes into the picture.
The aim of approaching close to 100% CIG in the power system includes the possi-
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bility of having conventional synchronous machines also interfaced to the network via
converters. Hydro power plants and gas turbine units can be interfaced to the grid
in this manner. For these sources, variability and adequacy of reserve is no longer a
major issue. However the issue of reactive power support over long transmission lines
still exists. This can be a deciding factor in maintaining the stability of the system.
According to the authors of [42], CIG providing reactive power support can increase
the probability of islanding especially when the penetration of CIG is high. However
if the power grid has to function in a stable manner, CIG will have to be called on
to provide reactive power support as has been analyzed in [43] with the possibility of
wind turbines providing reactive power support to improve rotor angle stability.
Analysis of the behavior of these sources in a large power system has turned up
very few articles in the literature. Further, with most converter based units appearing
in the distribution system, it is assumed that these units will have negligible impact
on the behavior of the bulk power system. The authors of [44] have analyzed the
effect of these units and have arrived at the conclusion that the effects are strongly
dominated by the type of distributed generator technology. The authors have used
the small New England Test System in their work with the maximum penetration of
additional CIG being around 33%. According to the authors, raising the penetration
level above this value was considered unrealistic as it would require a reconsideration
of the classical power system concepts. A maximum penetration level of 30% was
considered even in [8].
The first inkling of an analysis of a large power system with CIG is provided by [45]
wherein the impact of wind generators on the primary frequency control of the British
transmission grid has been analyzed. Though these generators are assumed to not
have any frequency control capability, an analysis of the amount of reserve required
has been carried out. Subsequent to this, [7] and [46] have analyzed the effect on the
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transient and small signal stability of the power system due to increased penetration
of DFIG based wind turbines. Further, a control strategy has been proposed by
the authors in [46] to alleviate the impact of wind turbines in large power systems.
However, though the system considered is large, the total penetration of CIG is quite
low.
With the consideration of a large system for analysis, namely the Western Electric-
ity Coordinating Council (WECC) system, [47] examined the impact of PV sources
on the small signal and transient stability. A portion of the conventional generation
was replaced to include the PV sources. However, the PV sources were added only
to those parts of the system that contained relatively large amounts of conventional
generation. It has also been assumed that the reactive power support decreases with
increase in CIG as most of the sources are rooftop PV which are not allowed to reg-
ulate voltage as per the existing grid code. The utility scale PV sources however
provide reactive power support. The analysis has been carried out with a maximum
penetration of 20% by the authors. Further, the PV sources were assumed to operate
in a constant power mode. It was shown that these sources can be both beneficial
and detrimental to the behavior of the grid. The exact effect depends on the location
of the disturbance and the location of the PV sources.
The analysis in [48] is with regard to the impact that CIG will cause on the
modes of oscillation of the power system. The authors tackle the task of analyzing the
behavior of a future WECC system, year 2020 and 2022, with an increased penetration
of CIG. The impact of these devices on the existing electromechanical modes has been
analyzed. Following this, it was further analyzed that certain modes in the inter area
frequency range arise that are entirely due to CIG. This aspect of operation is vital
for future high penetration schemes.
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In [49], a renewable penetration of 53% has been assumed and it has been shown
that for most contingencies, the system is stable and the behavior abides by the grid
code. The effect of converter based sources contributing to frequency response has
also been explored. However, the renewable sources were again spread across the
system and not concentrated in a particular area.
There is a definite possibility that the future power network would have a signifi-
cant percentage of synchronous machines interfaced through power electronic convert-
ers. Additionally, due to the presence of the capacitor on the dc bus, the modeling
of the source behind the inverter is important while considering the transient per-
formance of CIG on the dynamic behavior of systems. While generic mathematical
models representing the positive sequence behavior of synchronous machines are well
established, development of generic mathematical models representing the positive
sequence behavior of converter interfaced generation (CIG) is still an active research
topic [50]. Present generic converter models in positive sequence time domain simu-
lation software have been constructed with two primary assumptions
1. The dc bus capacitor is large enough to provide an invariant dc voltage.
2. The time scale of dc voltage control does not play a significant role in analyzing
the interaction between CIG and the bulk power system.
Reference [10] looks at the performance of power electronics interfaced distributed
generation in small systems. The authors mention that with the connection of a
rotating machine to the network through a power electronics interface, there is no
increase in the net inertia of the system as the inverter decouples the machine from
the network. As a result, upon the occurrence of a disturbance, the energy stored in
the rotating mass of the rotor is not transferred to the grid. Thus, the response of
the rotating machine behind the inverter is not addressed.
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However, the analysis of a synchronous machine connected to a rectifier supplying
a dc load, common in subsystems used to power aircrafts and ships [51], has been
well discussed in literature. Reference [52] develops a mathematical model describing
the behavior of a 3 phase synchronous machine connected to a dc load. The output
of the synchronous machine is fed to a three phase bridge rectifier connected to a dc
load. The effect of a load increase on the field of the machine was investigated.
Reference [51] examines the development of an average value model for the rectifier
portion of a synchronous machine fed rectifier circuit with a dc load. The value of
the voltage on the dc capacitor is used as an input to the excitation system of the
synchronous machine. The analysis is performed for a single machine-rectifier-load
setup. While the model is developed in [51], reference [53] extends the development
of the model to obtain a generalized procedure for extracting the parameters of the
average model for a variety of operating points.
Examining the dc distribution system used in marine and aerospace applications,
[54] describes an admittance/impedance based stability analysis. The improvement
in power electronics technology has resulted in the wide spread use of synchronous
machines behind rectifiers in stand alone power supplies [55]. Reference [55] examines
the modeling and control of a synchronous generator when connected to an inverter
through a non controlled rectifier. The focus is on the synchronous generator and
rectifier with the inverter only modeled as a load. The authors however neglect the
dynamics of the dc bus with the assumption that the capacitor on the dc bus is large
and prevents any ripples in the dc voltage.
With the increase in penetration of CIG (both in number and megawatt capacity),
the assumptions of a stiff dc bus would not be valid under all situations. In recent
years, various articles in literature have delved into aspects of the dc bus voltage
dynamics. In [56,57], reduced order models have been developed to analyze the small
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signal and large signal stability of the dc link voltage control for a Type 3 wind turbine.
Although, the rotor side converter has been modeled as a controlled current source;
additionally, the transients of the stator have been neglected. Also, the performance
of both these models have been analyzed on a single machine infinite bus system.
With the price of magnetic materials reducing [58], permanent magnet synchronous
generators could be an integral part of the future grid. The use of permanent magnets
for excitation allows for a smaller pole pitch resulting in a wide range of possible syn-
chronous operating speeds [59]. The point on wave simulation analysis of a permanent
magnet synchronous generator wind energy system connected to the grid through a
rectifier-inverter setup has been conducted in [60].
Traditionally, three phase synchronous machines have been used to directly con-
nect to the electrical network. However, with the possibility of a converter interface
between the machine and the grid, higher phase machines could be used. A higher
phase machine results in reduced current rating per phase, torque pulsations, current
ripple and dc-link voltage ripple [61]. In many dc power systems, the power source
is the rectified output from a 6-phase synchronous machine. In addition, with a 6
phase machine, the output can be easily rectified using two parallel 6 pulse rectifiers
thereby eliminating the need for a phase shifting transformer which results in lower
cost [62]. The possibility of converter interfaced synchronous generators could allow
for the use of a 6-phase machine for use in ac power systems.
The energy derived from natural gas fired electric power plants in the United
States is slated to increase by an average 1.3% annually to around 1600 million
megawatthours by 2040 [63]. It is also projected that by 2040, natural gas power
plants would account for 31% of the total electrical energy production as compared
to 34% produced from coal fired power plants [64]. Presently, single shaft gas turbines
are used to drive synchronous machines, due to the constant speed limitation imposed
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by the machine. In a single shaft gas turbine, the compressor and the turbine are
located on the same shaft. Thus, a reduction in the speed of the synchronous machine
due to a sudden load increase affects the speed of the compressor and the turbine too.
The alternative to a single shaft turbine is a two shaft turbine which is used when
the load on the turbine can be operated at varying speeds. In a two shaft turbine,
the compressor and the power turbine are located on different shafts. In addition,
the part load efficiency of a multi-shaft turbine is higher than the part load efficiency
of a single shaft turbine [13]. Thus, synchronous machines powered by multi-shaft
turbines operating at loading point specific optimal speeds can be interfaced to the
future power network through a rectifier-inverter setup.
The variable speed of a modern wind turbine requires a power electronic interface
to exist between the turbine and network. Reference [65] looks at the point on wave
simulation of a permanent magnet synchronous machine wind generator connected to
the network through a diode rectifier which is less expensive in comparison to an IGBT
based rectifier. Reference [66] provides a brief analysis of a wind turbine connected
to a direct drive synchronous generator and interfaced to the network through a back
to back voltage source converter. The dynamics of the inverter and the dc bus are
however neglected. An experimental setup of a wind turbine with a synchronous
generator, dc boost chopper and inverter is discussed in [67]. Again, it is assumed
that the capacitor on the dc bus is large.
The stability assessment of a direct drive synchronous generator connected to
the network through a rectifier-inverter combination is discussed in [68]. In order to
reduce the computation time of transient simulation for large systems, a simplified
model was derived with the assumption that the dc bus voltage is constant due to the
presence of a large capacitance in the dc circuit and fast acting dc voltage controllers.
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With this assumption, only the grid side inverter was modeled in simulations with a
dc voltage source as the input to the inverter.
However, there has been limited work done in developing a model for use in
large scale positive sequence time domain simulations to describe the behavior of a
synchronous machine interfaced through a power electronics device. Initial work on
this subject has been carried out in [14]. However, a classical model of the synchronous
generator has been used and as a result, the electrical characteristics of the machine
and its excitation systems have not been addressed. In addition, an ideal unity power
factor operation of the generator side rectifier has been assumed. Reference [69]
explored the changes to be made to the existing generic Type 4 wind turbine model
and proposed an inclusion of a controller to simulate the drive train oscillations.
Discussing various fault ride through control schemes, [70] recognizes the imprac-
tical aspect of requiring a large capacitor on the dc bus (of the back-to-back converter
of the Type 4 turbine) to store excess energy from the wind turbine during a network
voltage dip, thereby reducing the voltage rise. Various other aspects of low voltage
ride through control schemes have been discussed in [71–73]. However, a positive
sequence analysis has not been carried out.
In positive sequence analysis, the general assumption made until now is that the
capacitance on the dc bus is large and hence the source behind the inverter can be rep-
resented as an ideal dc voltage source. For large MVA rating synchronous machines,
this assumption will be impractical due the sheer size of capacitance required. In ad-
dition, in a future grid, with widespread converter interfaced generation, the transfer
of energy from the synchronous machine to the network through the rectifier-inverter
has to be analyzed. Use of a large capacitor on the dc bus to prevent voltage rise
during network faults was considered to be impractical in [70]. The same thought
process can be applied while evaluating the size of the capacitor for reduction in volt-
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age. Thus, the capacitor on the dc bus cannot serve as a near infinite source/sink of
energy.
Moving away from generation and towards load, the development of speed control
drives for induction motors is not a new topic and considerable research has already
been reported. References [74, 75], among others, give a concise description of the
various control schemes available for speed control drives. With vast improvement in
power electronic devices and technology, the use of speed control drives has greatly
increased.
Positive sequence time domain simulation techniques are used in analyzing the
behavior of the bulk power system. The positive sequence modeling of a squirrel
cage induction motor is well established [22]. There has however been little devel-
opment/implementation of a positive sequence model for motor speed control drives
that are suitable for use in large scale positive sequence time domain simulation soft-
ware such as PSS/E or PSLF [76, 77]. Present drive models are developed for use in
electromagnetic point on wave type of simulations. However, with the present wide
spread use of power electronic drives, it is important that a positive sequence drive
model be implemented for the analysis of the performance of large power systems.
Further, with the increase in penetration of renewable energy sources, it is possible
that a futuristic grid would have both load and generation interfaced through power
electronic converters. Preliminary work on this topic is reported in [78] which dis-
cusses the stability of a CIG based microgrid along with a converter interfaced load
(CIL).
2.2 Gaps in Literature
In this dissertation, a positive sequence converter model developed for the
purpose of coupling CIG into the standard production version of a large scale grid
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simulation will be discussed. While the modeling of converters at the point on wave
level and the ‘average voltage’ level is well established [79], difficulties arise in coupling
many established converter models into the network modeling of large scale grid
simulation programs.
The positive sequence converter model developed for a CIG makes use of and
demonstrates the effect of the fast maneuvering capability of a CIG on the power sys-
tem. When connected to the network through converters, sources like solar, wind and
batteries can very quickly provide frequency and voltage support upon the occurrence
of a disturbance. The convergence properties of the network solution in conjunction
with the boundary conditions imposed by loads and converter coupled devices is
strongly influenced by the form in which the boundary condition is expressed [80–82].
The models described in [76,83–86] (henceforth referred to as boundary current rep-
resentation) form the converter boundary conditions as a nonlinear algebraic rela-
tionship between complex power and the current and voltage phasors at the point
of connection. In contrast, the model described in this work is interfaced with the
network by a The´venin voltage source. This approach has given good convergence of
the network solutions in the simulations conducted. Additionally, it will be shown
that the boundary current representation is unable to capture the near instantaneous
response possible from controlled converters. Many research efforts are tackling the
task of improving the representation of these converters in positive sequence time
domain simulations [87]. Converters, in practice, are voltage sources which generate
an ac side voltage by manipulating the switching of the solid state switches. In the
proposed The´venin representation, the current injected into the network is now due
to the generated voltage and the terminal voltage on the network side of the coupling
inductor. It will be shown that this explicit representation of the coupling inductor
directly impacts the behavior of the converter at the instant of disturbance.
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It can also be seen that there has been little work done with regard to examining
the behavior of large systems with increased penetration of CIG. This research work
aims to study this aspect of large system with close to 100% penetration of CIG.
The conventional sources in all 21 areas of the WECC system were represented as
converter interfaced generation. Existing wind and solar farms that are already oper-
ational in the WECC system were represented by converter models presently used in
positive sequence time domain simulation software although these models differ from
the converter model proposed in this research work.
For a CIG to participate in frequency regulation, a reserve margin has to be
present. As per the associated material for the WECC system operating case [88],
all areas of the system have a defined amount of headroom available for frequency
regulation. This reserve is however not distributed uniformly among all generators
in the area, with some generators operating with the governors blocked. In this
dissertation, the maximum active power deliverable by a CIG unit has been assumed
to be equal to the MW rating of the turbine of the generator which the CIG replaces
while the MVA rating of the CIG has been assumed to be the same as the MVA rating
of the replaced generator. If the CIG replaces a generator with its associated governor
blocked, then it has been assumed that the CIG too cannot take part in frequency
regulation. Thus, with available headroom on a significant fraction of the converter
interfaced sources, a droop controller has been incorporated in the converter control
architecture. The value of the droop coefficient for a CIG unit was taken to be the
same as that of the droop coefficient in the governor mechanism of the generating
unit the CIG replaced.
Further, in this research work, a positive sequence model for a synchronous ma-
chine interfaced to the network through a diode rectifier-voltage source inverter has
also been developed. Such a model does not presently exist in any of the commercial
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positive sequence transient simulation software packages [76,77,86]. Recognizing this
limitation in modeling capability, and given that the power network is continuously
moving towards an all CIG system, this model of the source behind the inverter has
been developed. A non ideal operation of the rectifier has been considered and as a re-
sult, a static excitation system for the generator has been modeled. Each synchronous
generator is also equipped with a governor.
While the individual operation of these elements have been well documented,
the coordinated interaction between these elements and the bulk power network in
positive sequence has not been addressed in literature. The detailed dynamics of
a machine interfaced through a converter is well discussed in literature. However,
in these studies, a strong ac system has been considered with minimal presence of
converter interfaced machines. Thus, it was admissible to ignore the dynamics of the
dc bus.
The focus in this section of the dissertation is thus not the detailed modeling of
these converter interfaced machines. It is however on the practical implications &
assessments of simulating a system with large number of converters. A mathematical
tool will be required to control and manage the large amount of capacitance that may
arise in the dc bus with these sources. Hence, with the possibility of having a sig-
nificant portion of the generation fleet as converter interfaced synchronous machines,
it is desirable to incorporate this level of modeling detail for the analysis of the bulk
power system.
The well known sixth order representation of the synchronous machine [89] was
used. To represent the inverter, the proposed controlled voltage source representa-
tion was used. The satisfactory performance of this model in commercial simulation
software and its behavior on a test three machine nine bus equivalent system and the
18000 bus WECC system will be shown. In addition, the sensitivity of the dynamic
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performance of the proposed model to variation in the value of the dc capacitance
will be examined. It will also be shown that there is only a minor increase in simu-
lation computation effort. Further, with these sources providing primary frequency
response, the limitation of an ideal dc voltage converter representation will be shown.
There has been little work done with regard to consideration of detailed repre-
sentation of loads. In this research work, the implementation of a positive sequence
model for a squirrel cage induction motor speed control drive has been described.
The behavior of the model is first analyzed using a three machine nine bus WSCC
equivalent system under multiple scenarios with generation being conventional syn-
chronous machines. Additionally, the performance of the model in a test distribution
system has also been observed. The positive sequence time domain simulation has
been carried out in an independently developed phasor based simulation program
(referred to as C code) which represents the network in quasi steady-state using an
algebraic model.
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Chapter 3
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE POWER SYSTEM
The power system is considered by some to be the largest man-made machine in the
world. With a vast network of transmission lines spanning across large geographical
areas, interspersed with generators and load centers all operating at almost the same
frequency and in unison most of the time, it is indeed a large machine. Due to its
size and complexity, detailed mathematical models of its components are required to
study its behavior using computer simulations. The general equations of the nonlinear
power system can be described by a set of differential and algebraic equations as in
(3.1) [89]:
x˙ = f (x, y, u)
0 = g (x, y)
(3.1)
where, x is the vector of states, y is the vector of network variables and u is the vector
of inputs/control signals. The functions f and g represent the right hand sides of the
differential and algebraic equations respectively.
The differential equations represent the dynamics of each member device of the
power system. These equations usually represent the section of the power system
which is behind the network bus and not represented in the power flow. As an
example, these equations can represent the dynamic behavior of the internal operation
of a synchronous generator. The network variables of the vector y, bus voltage for
example, depict the boundary between the device and the network. The algebraic
equations of the function g link each device to one another through the network
admittance matrix.
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Simulation of large power systems involves a significant computational burden. To
this end, commercial software such as PSLF, PSS/E and DSA Tools are employed.
The results in this dissertation are from simulations run in PSLF. In the following
sections of this chapter, the mathematical models of few important devices, as used
by PSLF, will be discussed.
3.1 Synchronous Generator Model
In a large power system, depending on the system size, complexity, study
criteria and area of disturbance, models with different levels of simplification are
utilized. Three commonly used models are discussed below in decreasing order of
complexity.
3.1.1 The E ′′ Model
This model is also known as the ‘voltage behind subtransient reactance model’.
It is derived from the full model with the following assumptions:
1. The transformer voltage terms, λ˙d and λ˙q, are considered negligible in the stator
voltage equations when compared with the speed voltage terms ωλd and ωλq.
2. Additionally, in the stator voltage equations, the variation of ω is considered
negligible i.e. ω ∼= ωR.
The stator voltage equations get modified as shown in (3.2) upon incorporation
of the above assumptions.
vd = −rid − ωλq − λ˙d
vq = −riq + ωλd − λ˙q
=⇒


vd = −rid − ωRλq
vq = −riq + ωRλd
(3.2)
3. The subtransient reactances along the d and q axis are assumed to be equal
i.e.L′′d = L
′′
q .
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It should be noted that both the field circuit effects and the damper winding effects
are represented in this generator model.
Representing all flux linkages as corresponding generated EMFs, the final stator
voltage equations are,
vd = −rid − iqx′′ + e′′d
vq = −riq + idx′′ + e′′q
(3.3)
The EMF e′′ = e′′q + je
′′
d is known as the voltage behind the subtransient reactance
and the equivalent circuit of the generator in the abc frame is as shown in Figure
3.1. With the stator voltage equations defined, the remaining dynamic equations
E ′′
r
I
x′′
+
−
Vt
Figure 3.1: E ′′ model equivalent circuit
describing the machine can be derived as in Chapter 4 of [89]. In addition to the
damper winding, a fictitious short circuited winding is assumed to be present on the
q axis to mimic the field circuit winding in the d axis.
The final equations obtained as are given below:
λ˙D =
1
τ ′′d0
√
3E ′q −
1
τ ′′d0
λD +
1
τ ′′d0
(x′d − xℓ) id (3.4)
√
3E˙ ′q =
√
3
τ ′d0
EFD +
(xd − x′d) (x′′d − xℓ)
τ ′d0 (x
′
d − xℓ)
id −
√
3
τ ′d0
[
1 +
(xd − x′d) (x′d − x′′d)
(x′d − xℓ)2
]
E ′q
+
(xd − x′d) (x′d − x′′d)
τ ′d0 (x
′
d − xℓ)2
λD
(3.5)
λ˙Q =
−1
τ ′′q0
√
3E ′d −
1
τ ′′q0
λQ +
1
τ ′′q0
(
x′q − xℓ
)
iq (3.6)
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√
3E˙ ′d =
− (xq − x′q) (x′′q − xℓ)
τ ′q0
(
x′q − xℓ
) iq −
√
3
τ ′q0
[
1 +
(
xq − x′q
) (
x′q − x′′q
)
(
x′q − xℓ
)2
]
E ′d
−
(
xq − x′q
) (
x′q − x′′q
)
τ ′q0
(
x′q − xℓ
)2 λQ
(3.7)
2Hω˙ = Tm − e′′q iq/3− e′′did/3−Dω (3.8)
δ˙ = ω − 1 (3.9)
These differential equations are supported by the following algebraic equations
e′′q =
x′′d − xℓ
x′d − xℓ
√
3E ′q +
x′d − x′′d
x′d − xℓ
λD (3.10)
e′′d =
x′′q − xℓ
x′q − xℓ
√
3E ′d −
x′q − x′′q
x′q − xℓ
λQ (3.11)
This simplified model is the most detailed model used in power system transient
stability simulations and its model name in PSLF is GENROU.
3.1.2 The E ′ Model
While the previous model accounted for the subtransient circuit effects, this
model considers those effects as negligible. The remaining two assumptions with
regard to the transformer voltages and the variation of ω still hold for the two axis
model.
With the absence of the subtransient circuit, this model is also known as the
‘voltage behind transient reactance model’. The equivalent circuit for the model is as
shown in Figure 3.2. As a further approximation, the model can be represented as
a voltage behind the d axis transient reactance. The detailed reasoning behind this
approximation along with the complete derivation of the dynamic equations can be
obtained from Chapter 4 of [89].
The final dynamic equations are as given below:
E˙ ′q =
1
τ ′d0
(
EFD −E ′q + (xd − x′d) Id
)
(3.12)
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E ′
r
I
x′d
+
−
Vt
Figure 3.2: E ′ model equivalent circuit
E˙ ′d =
1
τ ′q0
(−E ′d − (xq − x′q) Iq) (3.13)
2Hω˙ = Tm −
(
E ′dId + E
′
qIq
)
+
(
L′q − L′d
)
IdIq −Dω (3.14)
δ˙ = ω − 1 (3.15)
3.1.3 Effect of saturation
To obtain an accurate representation of the field current drawn by the machine
(and hence an estimate of the excitation system rating), the effect of magnetic satura-
tion has to be taken into account. The saturation factor can be obtained by evaluating
the value of voltage behind leakage reactance at a given operating point. The voltage
behind leakage reactance (Vℓ) gives a good picture of the saturation curve as it is
assumed that the leakage reactance would not saturate.
Since air gap flux (φsync) is proportional to voltage, Vℓ can be used in the saturation
function to obtain the saturation factor. The saturation function is described as
follows:
S(φsync) = Asate
BsatV∆ (3.16)
where V∆ = (Vℓ− 0.8). A voltage of 0.8pu is assumed as the threshold for saturation
in the machine. Using values of the saturation factor at rated flux (S1.0) and 1.2pu
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flux (S1.2), the values of Asat and Bsat are calculated as
Bsat = 5ln
(
S1.2
S1.0
)
;Asat =
S1.2
e(Bsat∗(1.2−0.8))
(3.17)
Alternatively, the saturation function can also be modeled as a quadratic function
given as:
S(φsync) = Asat (Vℓ − Bsat)2 (3.18)
where,
Bsat =
1.2−
√
S1.2
S1.0
1.0−
√
S1.2
S1.0
Asat =
S1.2
(1.2−Bsat)2
(3.19)
The value of the saturation factor at any voltage can thus be calculated using either
(3.16) or (3.18).
As the machine saturates, its effect is incorporated as a change in the values of
the synchronous, transient and subtransient reactances.
xdsat = xℓ +
xd − xℓ
1 + S(φsync)
; xqs = xℓ +
xq − xℓ
1 + S(φsync)
xq
xd
(3.20)
An example comparison of the magnetization characteristic obtained due to both
exponential and quadratic saturation is shown in Figure 3.3 with S1.2=0.42 and
S1.0=0.08. In the narrow region of interest up to a flux of around 1.3pu, there is
little variation between the two functions. Hence, either saturation function can be
used. In software, all non-classical machine models incorporate the effect of saturation
to some degree.
3.1.4 Classical Model
This is the most simple model for the synchronous machine. The significant
assumptions made for the development of this model are as given below:
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Figure 3.3: Magnetization characteristic comparison between exponential and
quadratic saturation functions with S1.2=0.42 and S1.0=0.08
1. The air gap flux is constant. Thus the effects of armature reaction are neglected.
2. The voltage behind the transient reactance is constant.
3. The motion of the rotor of the machine coincides with the angle of the voltage
behind the transient reactance.
4. No damper windings exist.
5. Input mechanical power Pm is constant.
Since constant flux constant voltage is assumed, no excitation system can be used for
a generator represented by this model. Further, since the motion of the mechanical
rotor angle is assumed to coincide with the internal voltage angle, no governor model
can be used with this machine representation.
The equations representing this model are given below:
2Hω˙ = Pm − Pe (3.21)
δ˙ = ω − 1 (3.22)
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where, Pe is the electrical power injected into the network at the terminals of the
machine. The value of this quantity can be obtained by using the network admittance
matrix. In PSLF, this model goes by the name of GENCLS.
In simulations it is common to take one synchronous machine as the reference
machine. This is done because we are primarily interested in the relative movement
of machines with respect to one another. The relative movement also allows us to
capture the oscillatory behavior of the machines and the system.
3.2 Governor Model
The main function of a governor is to vary the input power to the generator in
accordance to the variation in frequency. While governors may have additional tasks
depending on the type of fuel used, the main operational loop of all governors remains
similar. To bring about primary frequency response, a droop controller is made use
of in governors. The operational characteristic of droop controllers is as shown in
Figure 3.4. At the rated frequency of ωs = 1.0pu the output of the generator is the
ω(pu)
P (pu)
ωref
R = 0.03 ∼ 0.05ωs
Pg
ωp
P ′g
Figure 3.4: Droop characteristic
scheduled power Pg. With a drop in frequency, the characteristic makes the governor
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increase the active power thereby arresting the fall in frequency. Eventually a steady
state frequency ωp is attained with an increased power output of P
′
g.
Based on this characteristic, a simple governor model can be derived as shown
in Figure 3.5. The differential equations describing the dynamic behavior of this
governor are as given by (3.23)-(3.25).
1
R
∑ 1
1+sTG
1+sT1
1+sT2
∆ω
(ω − ωs)
-
Pref
+
s1 s2
Pm
Figure 3.5: Governor based on droop characteristics
ds1
dt
=
1
TG
[
Pref − ∆ω
R
− s1
]
(3.23)
ds2
dt
=
1
T2
[
s1 − s2 − s1T1
T2
]
(3.24)
Pm = s2 + s1
T1
T2
(3.25)
In PSLF, a governor model very similar to this model is present under the model
name of TGOV1.
3.3 Static Exciter Model
Any realistic generator model, E ′′ or two axis model, has to have an associated
excitation system model to represent the exciter. While a handful of generators across
the system continue to have a dc exciter, the static exciter and the brushless ac exciter
are the most common exciters nowadays.
The basic framework of a static exciter model is shown in Figure 3.6 with the
dynamic equations given by (3.26)-(3.31).
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- e
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Figure 3.6: Static exciter basic framework
ds1
dt
=
1
Tr
(Vt − s1) (3.26)
e = Vref − s1 − f (3.27)
ds2
dt
=
1
Tb
[
e− s2 − eTc
Tb
]
(3.28)
ds3
dt
=
dE
dt
=
1
Ta
[
Ka
[
s2 + e
Tc
Tb
]
− E
]
(3.29)
ds4
dt
=
1
Tf
[−Kf
Tf
E − s4
]
(3.30)
f = s4 + E
Kf
Tf
(3.31)
In ac and dc exciters, the signal E is the input excitation to the exciter and the
armature voltage of the exciter becomes the input excitation to the synchronous
machine. In static exciters, the signal E can be directly applied as the input excitation
to the synchronous machine field winding and under these circumstances, this signal
can be denoted as EFD. In PSLF, the ac and static exciters models EXAC4 and
EXST1 are used.
3.4 Load Model
While nonlinear loads are represented by differential equations depicting their
dynamic behavior, static loads have been traditionally represented by either an ex-
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ponential model or a polynomial model. Both models can represent a load as either
constant power, constant current or constant impedance. Usually a complex mix of
all three types of load are present in the system at any given point in time. However,
if for some reason no detailed load information exists, then active power loads are
represented as constant current loads while reactive power loads are represented as
constant impedance loads [22].
A common simulation technique is to represent all static loads as admittance
loads. Constant power and constant current loads are then represented as varying
current injections at each time step. The current injection is the difference between
the current required to maintain its constant power/current characteristic and the
current drawn by the load’s steady state admittance representation. The current
injection into the network now comes from only those components that have been
represented by dynamic equations and the constant power and constant current load
buses. The remaining zero current injection buses can now be eliminated from the
network equations using matrix reduction techniques [89].
Since all generator models are representative of a voltage behind reactance model,
the generator reactance too can be absorbed into the admittance matrix and thereby
represent the generator internal bus as being directly hooked onto the network.
3.5 Network Model
While running a power flow algorithm, the slack bus angle is usually set to zero
and taken as the reference for all other bus angles. In dynamic simulations the slack
bus voltage phasor is considered to coincide with the Q axis of the synchronously
rotating network frame of reference with the D axis leading the Q axis by 90◦.
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The network equations of (3.1) i.e. g (x, y) = 0 describe the transmission network
in relation to the bus quantities and injections as given by (3.32) & (3.33).
I = Y V (3.32)
where,
I ,


I1
I2
...
In


and V ,


V 1
V 2
...
V n


(3.33)
To complete Ohm’s law, Y is the reduced admittance matrix of the network.
Since a network reduction has already been performed, I and V are vectors of
length nx1 wherein it is assumed that there are n buses in the system at which a non
zero current injection occurs. Correspondingly, the matrix Y is of size nxn. When
each phasor of I, V and Y is projected into its components onto the DQ frame,
then the length of the vectors become 2nx1 while the size of the reduced admittance
matrix becomes 2nx2n.
Each synchronous machine is said to have a dq axis which rotates in synchronism
with the rotor of that machine [90]. Due to the different loading levels of each machine,
the dq axis of any particular machine will be displaced from the network DQ axis
by an angle equal to the torque angle δ of that particular machine. Figure 3.7 shows
the displacement between the two reference frames for any individual machine i. The
relationship between the network and machine frame quantities, as given by (3.34),
can be easily obtained by inspection of Figure 3.7.
VQi + jVDi = (Vqi cos δi − Vdi sin δi) + j (Vqi sin δi + Vdi cos δi)
⇒ VD,Q = Vd,qejδi
(3.34)
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Figure 3.7: Machine and network reference frames for machine i
Therefore, (3.32) can now we re-written as,
ID,Q = Y VD,Q ⇔ VD,Q = Y −1ID,Q (3.35)
Since the aim of a dynamic simulation is to observe the behavior of the devices con-
nected to the network, it is preferred that the machine reference frame is maintained
throughout the simulation. Thus (3.35) has to be converted from the network frame
to the machine frame. The procedure as given in [89] is discussed below.
Using the transformation factor defined in (3.34), a transformation matrix T can
be formed for the entire network. Since the transformation factor for each bus is
independent of the other buses, the matrix T will be a diagonal matrix of size nxn
as given,
T =


ejδ1 0 ... 0
0 ejδ2 ... 0
... ... ... ...
0 0 ... ejδn


T−1 =


e−jδ1 0 ... 0
0 e−jδ2 ... 0
... ... ... ...
0 0 ... e−jδn


(3.36)
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At a load bus k, with non zero current injection, δk = 0. The vector of voltages in
the network and machine frame of reference is given by,
VD,Q =


VQ1 + jVD1
VQ2 + jVD2
...
VQn + jVDn


Vd,q =


Vq1 + jVd1
Vq2 + jVd2
...
Vqn + jVdn


(3.37)
Using the transformation matrix T, the two voltage vectors can be related as
VD,Q = TVd,q
Vd,q = T
−1VD,Q = T
∗VD,Q
(3.38)
Similar equations can be written to relate the current vectors of both frames of ref-
erence.
To transform (3.35), the relations in (3.38) are used.
ID,Q = Y VD,Q =⇒ TId,q = Y TVd,q (3.39)
Upon premultiplying by T−1,
Id,q =
(
T−1Y T
)
Vd,q , MVd,q ⇔ Vd,q =M−1Id,q (3.40)
where,
M ,
(
T−1Y T
)
(3.41)
Thus (3.40) gives the desired relation between the currents and voltages of each device
connected by the network, in the machine frame of reference.
If each device is represented as a The´venin source, then the solution of the dif-
ferential equations will give the values of the voltage vector of (3.40). In order to
proceed to the next time step, (3.40) is now solved to obtain the values of the current
vector. These new values of the current vector are then used in the next time step
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to obtain the solution of the differential equations. If the devices are represented as
Norton sources, then the solution of the differential equations would return the values
of the current vector and (3.40) would have to be solved to obtain the values of the
voltage vector. Since some of the elements of the transformation matrix T depend
on the torque angle of the machine, the transformation plays an important role in
the dynamic simulation.
In the following chapter, the modeling of the converters and their corresponding
control strategies will be discussed.
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Chapter 4
MODELING OF CONVERTERS
The previous chapter discussed the mathematical modeling aspects of ‘conven-
tional’ power systems. Recently, due to the increasing addition of renewable sources
of energy, converter models are being included into all commercial software. These
models however differ in complexity from one software vendor to another. In addi-
tion, the development of generic models had been stalled for quite some time due to
non negotiable proprietary information held by the manufacturers. In PSLF, the con-
verter models and their associated control models are mainly representative of GE’s
converter models for wind and solar applications [83–85], though, some manufacturer
independent wind models also exist. The basic framework of connecting a converter
based source to the grid in PSLF is as shown in Figure 4.1 [84] for a solar photovoltaic
source and in Figure 4.2 [85] for a wind turbine-generator.
Figure 4.1: Modeling solar photovoltaic plants in PSLF
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Figure 4.2: Modeling wind turbine-generators in PSLF
4.1 The Converter Model in Commercial Software (pv1g,gewtg)
The converter is the interface between the source of power and the network.
In PSLF, the models pv1g and gewtg represent the converter model for solar photo-
voltaic and wind applications respectively. There is minimal difference between the
two models. Figure 4.3 shows the block diagram of this converter model [91]. The
converter is represented as a current injection device which injects the required cur-
rent into the network. The active and reactive current commands are issued from
the control block. The model receives the individual current commands and injects
a complex current into the network. The 20ms time constant in the control block
of states s0 and s1 represents the switching of the solid state switches within the
converter.
Additionally, built into this block is the behavior of few limiting devices. The low
voltage power logic (LVPL) uses the terminal voltage magnitude to control the upper
limit on the active power injected. If the bus voltage magnitude of the converter falls
below a certain threshold, due to the occurrence of a disturbance, the LVPL block will
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Figure 4.3: Converter model in PSLF
reduce the upper limit as per the characteristic shown. Within a range of low voltage
magnitude values, the active current upper limit is varied in a linear fashion. If the
voltage magnitude falls below the lower boundary of the range, the active current
upper limit is made zero. In the normal operating voltage range, the LVPL block
does not affect the active current upper limit. All settings in the LVPL block can be
set by the user.
Two algebraic current limiters are also present in this block. The high voltage
reactive current management section is instrumental in reducing the reactive power
injected if the terminal voltage magnitude rises above a certain user defined limit.
The user also has the freedom to set the rate at which the reactive power is ramped
down. The low voltage active current management section takes care of reducing the
active power injected while the voltage magnitdue falls below a certain value. Its
function is similar to the LVPL block.
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4.2 The Converter Control Model in Commercial Software
(pv1e,ewtgfc)
The control model is responsible for generating the active and reactive current
commands for the converter model. The block diagram of this model is depicted in
Figure 4.4 [91]. The bottom section of the model shows the calculation of the active
Figure 4.4: Converter control model in PSLF
current command. The reference active power, Pord, can be either set by the user
using an external user-written dynamic model or the value scheduled in the power
flow. This feature thus allows for the inclusion of a governor type model to set the
active power.
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The model allows for three different ways of setting the reactive current command.
These various modes can be toggled using the varflg parameter as shown in the block
diagram. These different ways are:
1. PV VAr controller emulator: This emulator is essentially a voltage regulator.
The terminal voltage magnitude is compared to its reference value and the
desired amount of reactive power is calculated using a PI controller.
2. Power factor regulator: The converter can be operated at a desired power factor
and the reactive power is calculated based on the required power factor and the
active power.
3. User defined reactive power: The user has an option to provide a value of
required reactive power.
The converter current limit block ensures that all current commands are within certain
limits. The details of the operation of this limiter are provided in [84].
4.3 User Defined Converter Control Model
4.3.1 Generic Control Structure
While the control model described in the previous section was found to work as
per design and specifications, it was deemed to be complex. With the aim of achieving
close to 100% CIG penetration, a requirement arises for simpler control structures
bearing in mind that the stability of the system hinges upon the interaction of these
controls with one another. In addition, as different manufacturers would have their
own variation of control architecture, a simple control was used to focus on the model
of the converter. With this objective, a controller as shown in Figure 4.5 was designed
for the converter.
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Figure 4.5: User defined converter control model
The effective real power order (Figure 4.5(b)) is a combination of the power set-
point and the active power droop coefficient while the reactive power order (Figure
4.5(a)) is obtained from the voltage error along with a reactive power droop. The
QV droop is instrumental in obtaining a stable operation between converters when
multiple converters are connected to the same bus. The active power droop coeffi-
cient is denoted as Rp and the reactive power droop coefficient is denoted as Rq. The
equations describing the behavior of the controller are given by (4.1) to (4.9).
ds1
dt
= Ki [Vref − s2 − RqQg] (4.1)
ds2
dt
= (1/Tr) ∗ [Vt − s2] (4.2)
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ds3
dt
= (1/TGpv) ∗ [Pref − (∆ω/Rp)− s3] (4.3)
Pcmd = s3 (4.4)
ds4
dt
= Kip [Pcmd − Pactual] (4.5)
ds5
dt
= Kiq [Qcmd −Qg] (4.6)
Qcmd = s1 +Kp [Vref − s2 −RqQg] (4.7)
IQcmd = Qcmd/Vt + s5 (4.8)
IPcmd = Pcmd/Vt + s4 (4.9)
Limits have been imposed on the maximum active and reactive power and min-
imum reactive power deliverable. In choosing the limits for the reactive and active
power, it has been assumed that the converter can withstand an instantaneous MVA
of 1.7 times its rating [84]. Further, it has been arbitrarily assumed that at a terminal
voltage level of 0.75pu, the minimum operable power factor is 0.4. As the voltage
dips, the limits of the converter control will change to allow for more reactive power
to be delivered while curtailing the active power delivered to meet the MVA rating.
Though a terminal voltage of 0.75pu has been chosen as the minimum voltage, the
maximum deliverable reactive power is maintained constant for voltages below 0.8pu
as shown in Figure 4.6. The value of qmax1 is taken from the power flow but is as-
sumed to be the value of maximum reactive power at a voltage level of 1.0pu. The
value of qmax2 is obtained as given by (4.10).
qmax2 =
√
(1.7 ∗MVA)2
1 +
(
1
tan cos−1 0.4
)2 (4.10)
Therefore, at any voltage level Vt above 0.8pu, the value of qmax is obtained as given
by (4.11).
qmax = qmax1 +
qmax2 − qmax1
0.8− 1.0 (Vt − 1.0) (4.11)
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Qmax
0.75
Vt
qmax2
0.8
qmax1
1.0
pf = 0.4
Figure 4.6: Variation of Qlimit with Vt
The value of qmin is maintained constant as specified in the power flow while the
maximum active power is obtained as in (4.12) to maintain the MVA rating.
pmax =
√
(1.7 ∗MVA)2 − q2max (4.12)
For the integrator present in the reactive power loop, the windup limit has been
converted to an anti-windup limit as per the scheme mentioned in [92]. The block
diagram of this conversion is as shown in Figure 4.7 where the value of Klimit is
appropriately chosen.
Kp
∑ Ki
s
∑
∑
Klimit
Verr
+ +
+
QcmdQcmd
+ -
-
Qmax
Qmin
Figure 4.7: Conversion from windup to anti-windup limit
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4.3.2 Presently used Converter Model
Presently, in positive sequence time domain simulation software, converters
are represented as a boundary current injection in the network as shown in Figure
4.8 [87] and discussed in detail in Section 4.1. It will be shown in the next section
1
1+sTQ
1
1+sTD
Vt
Vt
S∗
V ∗
Iterate with network solution
IQcmd
IPcmd
Q
P
I˜grid
V˜t
Figure 4.8: Boundary current converter representation for positive sequence simula-
tion
that this positive sequence representation of the converter is unable to depict the
near instantaneous response that can be achieved from a converter interfaced source.
With a projected increase in CIG penetration in large systems, the ability of the CIG
to provide a near instantaneous response to a disturbance can prove beneficial to the
system and the positive sequence simulation model should be able to capture this
feature.
4.3.3 Proposed Converter Model
To model the converter, this research work proposes a controlled voltage source
representation of the converter to incorporate the effect of the converter coupling
inductance. This representation allows for the depiction of the near instantaneous
response that can be achieved from converter interfaced sources.
As the converter is practically a controlled ac voltage source with a voltage source
on the dc side, the converter is modeled as a The´venin voltage source described by
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Figure 4.9 and (4.13).
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Figure 4.9: Controlled voltage source converter representation for positive sequence
simulation
Ed = Vtd0 + idRf − iqXf
Eq = Vtq0 + iqRf + idXf
(4.13)
The impedance Rf+jXf represents the coupling impedance which can be either a
filter inductor or a transformer while E and δ represent the magnitude and angle of
the developed converter voltage. Vtd0 and Vtq0 represent the dq axis components of the
terminal voltage Vt. The current commands, IQcmd and IPcmd, represent the real and
reactive current commands provided by the outer loop control. The time constants TQ
and TD represent the effect of the inner current control loop of the converter control
structure.
The converter representation includes the effect of the dc voltage and the am-
plitude modulation ratio m of the pulse-width modulation control depicted by the
PWM block in Figure 4.9. To achieve a steady state modulation ratio of 0.6, the
carrier voltage (VT ) and dc voltage (Vdc) are initialized to be:
VT =
√
E2d + E
2
q
0.6
;Vdc =
√
E2d + E
2
q
0.5 ∗ 0.6 (4.14)
At every time step, the values of Ed and Eq from (4.13) are used in the following
manner:
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• magnitude and angle of the required internal voltage is obtained as |E| =√
E2d + E
2
q and φ = tan
−1(Eq/Ed)
• The modulation index is calculated as m = |E|/VT . The value of m is limited
to be between 0.4 and 1.0. Figure 4.10 shows the generation of switching pulses
for the inverter and the relation between the carrier voltage and the modulat-
ing/reference voltage. While the proposed positive sequence converter model
does not represent the actual switching model of the inverter, the effect of the
modulation index on the ac output voltage has been represented.
• The phase voltage values are then obtained as Ea,b,c = 0.5mVdc cos(ωst+φ−120i)
where ωs is 377 rad/s and i = 0, 1, 2 [93].
• values of E∗d and E∗q (E∗∠δ) are obtained by applying Park’s transformation on
Ea,b,c.
 
 
Carrier Wave (VT )
Modulating/Reference wave (E)
Figure 4.10: Generation of switching pulses for an inverter
A lower steady state modulation ratio will require a higher dc voltage magnitude to
maintain the same ac voltage and would restrict the lower band gap of the modulation
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ratio. A steady state modulation ratio of 0.6 has been chosen to allow for a sufficient
range of values for the transient modulation ratio.
The converter model proposed in this work is interfaced with the network solution
by a The´venin voltage source which is a simple function of the state variables of the
model and has a constant value from one iteration of the network solution to the next.
This form of interface avoids the numerical convergence issues that can arise [80–82]
when the model establishes a boundary condition based on the network solution.
In addition, two protection schemes have been incorporated:
• As the converters have a hard current limit, an instantaneous overcurrent pro-
tection has been implemented with a cut-off current of 1.7 pu [84].
• A time dependent overvoltage protection has also been implemented. If the
voltage at the terminal Vt rises 0.15 pu more than the steady state voltage for
more than 0.1s, the converter is tripped.
4.3.4 PLECS Model for Calibration
A point on wave simulation was used for calibration of this proposed positive
sequence voltage source converter model. For the point on wave simulation, using the
PLECS software package, an average model of the converter was used [79]. The inner
current control loop uses the generated current commands as shown in Figure 4.11 to
synthesize the reference voltage wave to be developed by the converter. While the fast
inner current control loops are required in the electromagnetic transient simulation,
these details of modeling the voltage source converter and its control are however not
suitable for the transient stability simulation of large networks as it would require a
smaller simulation time step to accurately capture the inner loop behavior and this
would considerably increase the computational burden.
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Figure 4.11: Inner current control loop in PLECS to synthesize reference voltage wave
Due to the effect of grid impedance on the operation of the inner current control
loop [94], a wide variety of inner current control loops are used in practical inverters
with the common characteristic of response times that are very fast in relation to the
bandwidth proposed for grid level controls. Accordingly, for the positive sequence grid
level model used in this research work, simple time constants represented as TD and
TQ with a value of 10ms each represent the behavior of the inner control loops. This
is a conservative estimate as practically, these inner control loops may have a quicker
response time. The time constants Ted and Teq also have a conservative value of 10ms
each and represent the delay in the PWM/switching process. Again, in reality, this
value could be lower than 10ms.
4.3.5 Alternate Control Structure and Converter Model
While accurate power control is ensured with the generic control structure
described in Section 4.3.1, current control is not guaranteed at all operating points
and network topologies. With power and terminal voltage being controlled, variable
power limiters and over current trip settings ensured that the current output of the
converter with the generic control does not exceed the maximum current limit.
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However, for certain applications and scenarios, accurate current control could also
be a priority. Thus, an alternative generic control structure with an inner current
loop control is also proposed for use with the developed controlled voltage source
converter model. With current and voltage controlled, power control does not require
an explicit control loop. The developed control model is as shown in Figure 4.12.
The reactive power output of the converter (Qg), terminal voltage (Vt), and the d-q
axis components of the converter output current (id, iq) are values at the point of
interconnection of the converter. With the explicit representation of the inner loop
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Figure 4.12: User defined converter control model with inner current control loop
current controller, the ac side voltage of the converter is calculated as in (4.15) and
the converter model is as shown in Figure 4.13.
Ed = Vtd0 + idRf − iq1Xf
Eq = Vtq0 + iqRf + id1Xf
(4.15)
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Figure 4.13: Controlled voltage source converter representation for positive sequence
simulation with inner current loop control
In addition to an active power droop component proportional to ∆ω, a droop com-
ponent proportional to the rate of change of frequency has also been included in this
control structure.
The implementation of the proposed converter model and the associated control
structures for positive sequence time domain simulation was carried out in PSLF
[77] by writing an EPCL code as given in the appendix. EPCL is PSLF’s in-built
programming language.
4.4 Source behind Inverter Model
The one line diagram of the synchronous machine behind a rectifier-inverter
set is as shown in Figure 4.14. To model the synchronous generator, the well known
sixth order voltage behind subtransient reactance model (without saturation) as de-
scribed in Section 3.1.1 has been used. The inverter is modeled using the proposed
controlled voltage source model described in Section 4.3.3. The following subsections
describe the mathematical modeling of the dc capacitance, the rectifier and the syn-
chronous machine controls. An overview of the various control loops used in the entire
synchronous machine behind rectifier-inverter model is shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.14: One line diagram of synchronous machine behind a rectifier-inverter set
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Figure 4.15: Control diagram of synchronous machine behind a rectifier-inverter set
4.4.1 dc Capacitance
From Figure 4.14, the variation of Vdc is governed by (4.16).
Cdc
dVdc
dt
= Ii − Io (4.16)
Multiplying both sides of the equation by Vdc and ignoring the active power losses in
the inverter,
CdcVdc
dVdc
dt
= Prect − Pconv (4.17)
The rectifier behaves as a load on the synchronous generator. Thus, ignoring the
small active power losses in the rectifier and transformer, Prect ≈ Pgen. Hence, (4.17)
can be written as,
CdcVdc
dVdc
dt
= Pgen − Pconv (4.18)
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In (4.18), all quantities are in standard units. Converting the equation to per unit,
using the MVA base of the synchronous generator as the power base and the line to
line voltage of the inverter as the dc voltage base,
Cdc(Farad)V
2
dcbase(kV )
MVAbase(V A)
Vdc(pu)
dVdc(pu)
dt(seconds)
= Pgen(pu) − Pconv(pu) (4.19)
The sensitivity to Cdc is discussed in the next chapter.
4.4.2 Rectifier Model
The set of equations describing the relation between the terminal of the syn-
chronous machine and the three phase bridge rectifier are given by (4.20)-(4.23)
[22, 95].
Vtgencosαrect = Vdc +
3
π
xtranIi (4.20)
In the above equation, the quantities are in per unit with the ac voltage and dc
voltage base chosen appropriately. αrect is the firing angle of the rectifier switches.
Upon the occurrence of a disturbance, the inverter control will act fast causing Pconv
to change. The change in power will cause the dc voltage Vdc to change. Hence,
to restore balance, the synchronous machine output Pgen would have to change and
match Pconv. Thus, the required current Ii in (4.20) can be defined as
Ii = Pconv/Vdc (4.21)
Converting the value of xtran from an ac base to dc base,
Vtgencosαrect = Vdc +
3
π
xtran
1.35052
Pconv
Vdc
(4.22)
Due to the presence of the source reactance (xtran) and a non zero firing angle, the
rectifier will consume reactive power. The approximate power factor of operation is
given as [22],
cosφrect = Vdc/Vtgen (4.23)
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The required reactive power is obtained from the synchronous machine. Further, to
help maintain the dc voltage level, the firing angle of the rectifier is varied as shown
in Figure 4.16. The active power output of the rectifier is given as
∑
Kpdc +
Kidc
s
∑Vdcref +
Vdc
-
-
π/2
+
αrect
Figure 4.16: Rectifier firing angle control
Prect = IiVtgencosαrect − I2i
3
π
xtran
1.35052
(4.24)
4.4.3 Synchronous Machine Current
In steady state, the real and reactive power to be generated by the synchronous
machine is defined by
Pgen(t) =Pconv(t) = Prect(t), t→∞
Qgen(t) =Pgen(t) tanφ, t→∞
(4.25)
Upon the occurrence of a disturbance, energy is extracted from the dc capacitor.
However, due to the time constant (τ) of the dc L-C circuit, the synchronous machine
behind the dc bus, does not sense the disturbance immediately. This delay can be
represented either by explicitly modeling the dc inductor or by using an approximate
lag function. The explicit modeling of the dc inductor will be discussed first followed
by the discussion of the approximate lag function.
4.4.3.1 Explicit Representation of dc Inductor
In Figure 4.14 only a capacitance is used to represent the dc circuit. However, a
more detailed representation of the dc circuit is as shown in Figure 4.17. With (4.16)
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Figure 4.17: One line diagram of detailed dc circuit for the synchronous machine
behind a rectifier-inverter set
governing the variation of Vdc, the variation of current Ii can be written as,
Ldc
dIi
dt
= Vtgencosαrect − Ii 3
π
xtran
1.35052
− Vdc (4.26)
Thus, the approximate power factor of the rectifier can be written as,
cosφrect = V
rect
dc /Vtgen (4.27)
where,
V rectdc = Vdc + Ldc
dIi
dt
(4.28)
The real and reactive power to be generated by the synchronous machine can now be
evaluated as
Pgen(t) =Prect(t)
Qgen(t) =Pgen(t) tanφrect
(4.29)
As the current Ii is a state variable, it cannot change value instantaneously thereby
accounting for the delay/time constant of the dc L-C circuit.
4.4.3.2 Approximate Representation of Delay by Lag Function
Instead of using the detailed representation of the dc circuit, the approximate
representation as in Figure 4.14 can be used with the delay of the dc circuit represented
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in the control structure as,
Pgen(t) =
Prect(t)
1 + sτ
Qgen(t) =
Pgen(t) tanφrect
1 + sτ
(4.30)
It will be shown in the next chapter that the performance of the model with this
approximate representation of the time constant is similar to the performance with
the detailed representation of the dc circuit. Thus, for simulation of large systems,
the approximate representation leads to a saving in computation effort.
Irrespective of the method used to represent the dc circuit time constant, the
generator terminal current is determined by control of the inverter and the voltage
on the dc bus. The active power to be delivered by the generator is determined by
the inverter and the charge on the dc capacitor. The reactive power to be delivered
by the generator is determined by the operation of the rectifier. Hence the load on
the generator, Pgen and Qgen, is known and the one line diagram of the machine is as
shown in Figure 4.18.
E ′′∠α Ra X ′′
i∠ψ Pgen(t)
Qgen(t)
Figure 4.18: Loading of synchronous machine
As the generator is located behind the rectifier and is electrically decoupled from
the ac network, the terminal voltage (Vtgen) is assumed to always be at an angle 0
with the real-imaginary (r-i) axis while the magnitude of the internal subtransient
voltage (E ′′) is at an angle α with respect to the axis.
According to Faraday’s law, a change in the induced voltage (E ′′∠α) can only
occur with a change in the magnetic coupling in the machine. For a change in
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load, the change in the magnetic coupling is brought about by the change in current
flowing through the stator of the machine. However, from the law of constant flux
linkages [96], an instantaneous change in the current is brought about solely due to the
change in load impedance at the machine terminals. Hence, to calculate the current
at a time instant tn, the subtransient voltage at time instant tn−1 can be used. With
the subtransient voltage (E ′′∠α) being a function of the generator state variables, the
lower positive root of the quartic equation (4.31) gives the value of the magnitude of
the current while (4.32) and (4.33) are used to obtain the value of the real (R) and
imaginary (I) components of the current along the network axis.
(
R2a +X
′′2
)
i4 +
(
2Pgen(t) + 2Qgen(t)− (R (E ′′∠α))2 − (I (E ′′∠α))2
)
i2
+
(
P 2gen(t) +Q
2
gen(t)
)
= 0
(4.31)
R (i∠ψ) =
(Pgen(t) + i
2Ra)R (E
′′∠α) + (Qgen(t) + i
2X ′′)I (E ′′∠α)
E ′′2
(4.32)
I (i∠ψ) =
(Pgen(t) + i
2Ra)I (E
′′∠α)− (Qgen(t) + i2X ′′)R (E ′′∠α)
E ′′2
(4.33)
These components of current are then used in the differential equations of the syn-
chronous machine.
4.4.4 Machine Governor and Exciter Models
With an increase in converter interfaced generation, the future grid operators
would need the freedom to dispatch every source of energy. Maintaining a headroom
on each source allows for the successful deployment of primary frequency control
actions thereby increasing the stability margin of the system. Additionally, upon
the occurrence of a disturbance, due to the fast action of the inverter active power
control, energy is extracted from the dc capacitor causing the dc voltage to deviate
from its pre-disturbance value. Due to the finite size of the capacitor, recovery of the
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dc voltage depends on the recovery of this energy. Thus, the presence of an active
governor on the synchronous machine is imperative.
∑
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Kgi
s
1
1+sTGsync
1+sT1
1+sT2
∑
Rp
+
Pset
+
Pmech
ωref +
ω
-
-
Pgen
Figure 4.19: Governor of synchronous machine
The governor of the synchronous machine as shown in Figure 4.19 has speed error
as its input. In addition, the governor is also enabled with an active power droop
control with the same value of droop coefficient (Rp) as used in the active power
loop of the inverter. The change in dc voltage changes the load on the synchronous
machine. The change in speed of the machine due to this change in load, will cause
the input mechanical power to change.
In this work, a non ideal operation of the rectifier has been used. Due to the
presence of the transformer reactance xtran the rectifier also consumes reactive power
and operates at a non unity power factor. Further, it can be seen from (4.20) that
the dc voltage magnitude is dependent on the terminal voltage of the synchronous
machine. Hence, in order to support the voltage, an excitation system is required on
the generator to maintain the generator terminal voltage. A static exciter as shown
in Figure 4.20 has been modeled to maintain the generator terminal voltage (Vtgen).
The implementation of this model was also carried out in PSLF by writing an
EPCL code.
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Figure 4.20: Static exciter of synchronous machine
4.5 Induction Motor Drive Model
The need for precise speed control of induction motors has resulted in the
development of speed control power electronic drives. In a future grid, both the
generation source and the loads could be interfaced through converters. It is thus
important to simultaneously develop positive sequence models for converter interfaced
loads. The one line diagram of the induction motor drive is as shown in Figure 4.21.
In the following sub-sections, the mathematical model of each element of the one line
diagram will be discussed.
4.5.1 Induction Motor Model
The equations representing the induction motor are as developed in [22] given here
by (4.34)-(4.36) with the transient equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 4.21. As a
squirrel cage induction motor is assumed to be used, the rotor side circuit is shorted
and the rotor windings are represented as an equivalent three phase winding.
dωrind
dt
=
1
2Hind
(Te − Tm) (4.34)
T ′o
dv′d
dt
= −v′d −
X2m
Xr
idrinvq +
sindXrv
′
q
Rr
(4.35)
T ′o
dv′q
dt
= −v′q +
X2m
Xr
idrinvd −
sindXrv
′
d
Rr
(4.36)
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Figure 4.21: Induction motor drive model
V ′ is a voltage behind transient impedance which represents the effect of the rotor
flux on the rotor voltages and is given by (4.37).
v′d = −
ωsLm
Lr
ψqrind; v
′
q =
ωsLm
Lr
ψdrind (4.37)
The load torque Tm is represented as a function of speed as given by (4.38).
Tm = Pm0ω
Dind−1
rind
(4.38)
The value of Pm0 is obtained during initialization as,
Pm0 =
v′d0ids0 + v
′
q0iqs0
ωDind−1rind0
(4.39)
where the subscript 0 indicates the value of the variable during initialization of the
model.
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4.5.2 Drive Model
The network one line diagram of the drive model is as shown in Figure 4.21 along
with the control block diagram of the drive [93].
The rectifier for the drive was considered to be an uncontrolled full bridge diode
rectifier. The sinusoidal pulse-width modulation reference signal, denoted by V refs and
ωrefs , was generated to maintain constant flux inside the motor while maintaining a
constant rotor speed of ωrefrind . The dynamics of the capacitor on the dc bus have been
assumed to be negligible.
4.5.3 Inclusion of Model in Powerflow
At a conventional load bus, both the active and reactive power demand is specified.
However for an induction motor or rectifier load, the reactive power drawn varies with
variation in the terminal voltage magnitude. Hence, for inclusion in the power flow,
two approaches have been used depending on whether the motor is directly connected
or connected through a drive.
4.5.3.1 Directly Connected Motor
For a directly connected induction motor, the method of including the motor
equations in the Newton Raphson powerflow setup as detailed in [97] has been used.
From the steady state equivalent circuit of the motor as shown in Figure 4.22,
Rs
Is
Xsl Xrl
Ir
Xm
Rr
sind
Vs
Figure 4.22: Steady state equivalent circuit of induction motor
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Peind =
|Vs|2
{(
Rr
sind
) [(
Rr
sind
)
Rs −XsℓK1 −XrℓXm
]
+K1
[(
Rr
sind
)
(Xm +Xsℓ) +RsK1
]}
[(
Rr
sind
)
Rs −XsℓK1 −XrℓXm
]2
+
[(
Rr
sind
)
(Xm +Xsℓ) +RsK1
]2
Qeind =
−|Vs|2
{
K1
[(
Rr
sind
)
Rs −XsℓK1 −XrℓXm
]
−
(
Rr
sind
) [(
Rr
sind
)
(Xm +Xsℓ) +RsK1
]}
[(
Rr
sind
)
Rs −XsℓK1 −XrℓXm
]2
+
[(
Rr
sind
)
(Xm +Xsℓ) +RsK1
]2
(4.40)
In (4.40), the values of |Vs|, sind and Qeind change with each iteration of the Newton
Raphson solution. Assuming that the value of Peind is invariant to voltage, the active
power equation of (4.40) can be rearranged as:
(
Rr
sind
)2
aind +
(
Rr
sind
)
bind + cind = 0 (4.41)
where,
aind = Peind
(
R2s +K
2
3
)− |Vs|2Rs
bind = 2Peind (RsK2 +K3K4)− |Vs|2 (K2 +K1K3)
cind = Peind
(
K22 +K
2
4
)− |Vs|2K1K4
(4.42)
and,
K1 = Xrℓ +Xm; K2 = −XsℓK1 −XrℓXm
K3 = Xsℓ +Xm; K4 = RsK1
(4.43)
At the start of the Newton Raphson solution process, the constants K1-K4 are calcu-
lated. Subsequently, during each iteration of the process, the values of aind, bind and
cind are calculated and used in (4.41) to solve for the value of Rr/sind. The larger
value of Rr/sind is used in the reactive power equation of (4.40) to obtain the value
of Qeind. This value of Qeind is now used along with Peind as the value of load in
the mismatch equations. To account for the voltage dependency, the partial deriva-
tive of Qeind given by (4.44), is added to the diagonal term of the Jacobian matrix
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corresponding to the motor bus.
∂Q
∂V
=
2
|Vs|Qeind (4.44)
With this method, the converged power flow solution includes the values of sind and
Qeind along with the value of Vs at every induction motor bus.
4.5.3.2 Drive Interfaced Motor
When the motor is connected to the network through a drive, the inverter supplies
the reactive power required by the motor. The rectifier however draws reactive power
from the network as commutation overlap occurs in the full bridge rectifier due to the
presence of the interconnection transformer (xdrtran in Figure 4.21). Thus, to solve the
powerflow, the values of P drrect and Q
dr
rect are required.
Neglecting losses in both the rectifier and inverter, the active power terms can be
equated as,
P drrect ≈ P drdc ≈ P drinv = Peind (4.45)
In order to obtain the reactive power consumption of the rectifier, first, the dc voltage
(V drdc ) has to be calculated. From [22], (4.46) relates the dc side voltage to the ac side
voltage as
V drdc =
3
√
2
π
|Vac| − 3
π
xdrtranI
dr
dc (4.46)
Converting the quantities of the above equation from standard units to per unit and
recognizing that Idrdc = Peind/V
dr
dc ,
(
V drdc
)2 − |Vac| (V drdc )+ π6xdrtranPeind = 0 (4.47)
Using the value of |Vac| from the previous Newton Raphson iteration, the larger root
of (4.47) is an estimated value for V drdc . For this value of V
dr
dc , the reactive power
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consumption of the rectifier can now be calculated as,
Qdrrect = Peind tan cos
−1
(
V drdc
|Vac|
)
(4.48)
Thus, at every iteration of the Newton Raphson solution process, (4.47) and (4.48)
are used to obtain a new value of Qdrrect. This new evaluated value of Q
dr
rect and the
known value of P drrect are subsequently used in the next Newton Raphson iteration as
values of load in the mismatch equations.
As the inverter supplies reactive power to the motor, the obtained value of V drdc
is now used instead of |Vs| in (4.40)-(4.43) to calculate the values of the slip and
reactive power consumption of the motor. The voltage bases are chosen to ensure
that pre-disturbance, the per unit values of V drdc = |Vs|. Due to the decoupling of the
motor from the network by the drive, the reactive power consumption and slip of a
drive connected motor do not affect the power mismatch at the network boundary
bus.
The converged power flow solution includes the values of Qdrrect, V
dr
dc , sind and Qeind
along with the value of Vac at every drive connected induction motor bus.
4.5.4 Inclusion of Model in Transient Simulations
For a directly connected motor, (4.34)-(4.38) are used to represent the motor in
transient simulations. However, for a drive connected motor with an uncontrolled
rectifier, the value of V drdc depends on the dc link current (I
dr
dc ) and the network ac
bus voltage magnitude (|Vac|). But, the value of |Vac| is itself dependent on Idrdc , V drdc
and the rest of the network. Thus iterations within the network solution are required
at every time step of the transient simulation. The algorithm is described below
while the flowchart of the entire process is shown in Figure 4.23. The steps of the
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algorithm are referenced to the corresponding blocks in the flowchart by encircled
block numbers.
1. Estimate Vˆ drdcnew = cosφrect ∗ |Vac|new, where cosφrect is the rectifier power factor
from the previous time step and |Vac|new is the value obtained from the initial
network solution (block 1 ).
(a) With the new inverter ac side voltage |Vs| = mindVˆ drdcnew , the value of Idrinv
is calculated as (block 2 )
Idrinv =
|Vs|∠0− V ′
Rs + jX ′s
(4.49)
(b) Using this value of Idrinv, the value of I
dr
dc = mindR
(
Idrinv
)
. R indicates the
real component of the quantity. (block 3 )
(c) Thus, the new value of the dc voltage is calculated as (block 3 )
V drdcnew = |Vac|new −
π
6
xdrtranI
dr
dc (4.50)
(d) If |Vˆ drdcnew−V drdcnew | ≤ ǫ, go to step 2. ǫ is a very small tolerance, e.g. 0.00001.
(block 4 )
(e) Else set Vˆ drdcnew = β ∗ V drdcnew + (1 − β) ∗ Vˆ drdcnew and go to step 1a. β ≤ 0.5
(block 5 )
2. Now, Idrrect = I
dr
dc∠
(
∠Vac − cos−1
(
V drdcnew/|Vac|new
))
(block 6 )
3. Solve for the new estimate of the bus voltages (|Vˆac|new) by solving the network
equation I˜ = Y˜ V˜ (block 7 )
4. If the difference between the estimated ac voltages from step 3 and the ac
voltages from step 1 is lower than ǫ, exit and integrate the differential equations
using the converged value of Vac and V
dr
dc (block 8 )
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5. Else set Vacnew = Vˆacnew and go to step 1. (block 9 )
Having obtained the value of V drdcnew , the implementation of the drive model begins
with the equations describing the controller of the drive as in (4.51)-(4.53).
ds1
dt
= Kidrive
(
ωrefrind − ωrind
)
(4.51)
ωrefslind = s1 +Kpdrive
(
ωrefrind − ωrind
)
(4.52)
The slip speed is restricted to be between 0.15pu and 0.001pu.
ωrefs = ωrind + ω
ref
slind
V refs =
V
f
ωrefs = φairgapω
ref
s
(4.53)
Using these quantities, the phase voltages to be applied by the inverter to the stator
of the motor are obtained as,
V statora = mindV
dr
dcnew
cos(ωrefs t)
V statorb = mindV
dr
dcnew
cos(ωrefs t− 120◦)
V statorc = mindV
dr
dcnew
cos(ωrefs t+ 120
◦)
(4.54)
If VT is designated as the triangular reference voltage to generate the pulsed width
modulation signals for the inverter, then the amplitude modulation index is
mind =
V refs
VT
(4.55)
Further, to maintain constant air gap flux
φairgap =
V refs
ωrefs
(4.56)
Combining (4.55) and (4.56) we get:
mind = ω
ref
s
φairgap
VT
= Kωrefs (4.57)
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With K being a constant determined during initialization of the model, the value of
the amplitude modulation ratio can be obtained from the value of ωrefs . With the
resultant values of the phase voltages from (4.54), the dq axis stator voltages are
obtained by applying the Park’s transformation on the phase voltages as in (4.58).
vqs =
2
3
[
V statora cos(ω
ref
s t) + V
stator
b cos(ω
ref
s t− 120◦) + V statorc cos(ωrefs t+ 120◦)
]
vds =
−2
3
[
V statora sin(ω
ref
s t) + V
stator
b sin(ω
ref
s t− 120◦) + V statorc sin(ωrefs t+ 120◦)
]
(4.58)
Subsequently, the values of currents idrinvq and i
dr
invd
required in equations (4.35) and
(4.36) are obtained using the obtained values of vqs and vds.
In the following chapter, a discussion of the results verifying the performance of
these converter models for various system configurations is recorded.
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(
Idrinv
)
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Figure 4.23: Flowchart of the procedure of inclusion of drive model in transient
simulations
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Chapter 5
SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The description of the simulation results in this chapter is divided into four sec-
tions. The behavior of the proposed controlled voltage source converter model is first
discussed followed by the behavior of the synchronous machine behind the rectifier-
inverter set. Subsequently, the behavior of the induction motor drive model is de-
scribed. The final section discusses a couple of preliminary results for a system with
all CIG and CIL.
5.1 Controlled Voltage Source Converter Model
The performance of the proposed controlled voltage source converter model
along with its associated control was first validated with the performance of the
converter in PLECS1, a point on wave simulation software. Following this, the per-
formance of the converter was analyzed in a 3 generator system and the 2012 WECC
system with varying percentages of penetration.
5.1.1 Justification of Value of Inner Current Loop Time Constants
To justify the use of a 10ms time constant to represent the inner control loop
(TD and TQ in Figure 4.9), a simple test network of a 247 MVA converter connected
to an infinite bus as shown in Figure 5.1 was set up in PLECS. A local load of
90MW and 30MVAR was also present at the high voltage side of the transformer. At
t=5s, the local load was increased by 30MW. The output current magnitude of the
converter for different values of proportional gain of the PI controller of Figure 4.11 is
1PLECS Version 3.7.4
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Figure 5.1: Converter connected to an infinite bus to justify the values of inner current
loop time constants
as shown in Figure 5.2. The subscript indicates the factor by which the original gain
was multiplied. The pre-disturbance active power set point of the converter was at
80MW. From Figure 5.2 it can be seen that the magnitude of the near instantaneous
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Figure 5.2: Converter current output for 30MW load increase with different inner
current loop PI controller gains
response of the converter is controllable by adjusting the proportional gain of the PI
controller of the inner current loop. It can also be seen that irrespective of the value
of the proportional gain, the response trend is similar 10ms after the occurrence of
the disturbance. The near instantaneous rise and subsequent settling of the converter
current can also be observed from the plots of the three phase currents as seen in
Figure 5.3. These figures showcase the fast maneuvering capability of a CIG.
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Figure 5.3: Three phase converter current output for 30MW load increase with inner
current loop proportional gain I1
While conducting positive sequence simulations, the standard time step of inte-
gration is taken as a quarter cycle of a 60 Hz sine wave. With this time step, it is
impossible to accurately depict the same response as obtained in Figure 5.2. How-
ever, for the purpose of studying the behavior of the converter in a large system, it is
sufficient for the response from the positive sequence software to have the same form
as that obtained from the PLECS response within the bandwidth of the grid simula-
tion. This validates the use of the 10ms time constant to represent the inner control
loop. Further, for calibration and comparison, the proportional gain in PLECS was
suitably chosen as will be shown in the following section.
The next section will discuss the implementation of the model in commercial
positive sequence time domain simulation software. The proposed positive sequence
converter model (Section 4.3.3) and the ‘presently used’ converter model (Section
4.3.2) were implemented with the ‘user written model’ feature of the large scale grid
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simulation program PSLF2 [77] for further comparison of performance. A user written
model in PSLF is known as an ‘epcgen’ model wherein the mathematical model of
the generation source is developed using PSLF’s EPCL programming language.
5.1.2 Small Scale System-Validation of Results
A three machine nine bus equivalent system [89] shown in Figure 5.4 was
used to validate the performance of the developed converter model along with its
associated control in PSLF. This system consists of 9 buses, 3 generators and 3 static
Figure 5.4: Three machine nine bus equivalent system
loads. Though the size of the system is small, it is sufficient to showcase a variety of
2PSLF Version 18.1 01
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stability concepts. The powerflow solution of this network, power consumed by the
load at buses 5, 6 and 8 and the dynamic data is given in the appendix.
From the structure of the system it can be seen that any type of fault will signif-
icantly affect all three sources. However the purpose of this system is to analyze the
effect of small disturbances that occur frequently in the power system. The load in
a system is continuously changing and the generation sources have to appropriately
adjust their load setpoints to meet the demand. Thus, the behavior of the converter
model to an increase in load was compared with its behavior in PLECS for the same
disturbance. Simultaneously, the behavior of the proposed controlled voltage source
converter model was also compared with the existing boundary current representation
converter model.
With the loads treated as constant admittance, the load at bus 6 was increased
by 10MW at t=5s. The proportional and integral gains of the PI controller in the
reactive power loop were set at as 4.0 and 20.0 respectively while the integral gain
Kip and Kiq were each 10.0. The value of Rf was set to be 0.0025pu while Xf was set
to be 0.06pu on the converter MVA base. In this work, the value of Xf was so chosen
as to restrict the current ripple to a maximum of 5% and limit the THD in voltage
to 3%. The remaining controller parameter values used for this simulation were as
tabulated in Table 5.1.
In the first scenario, only the machine at bus 1 was replaced with a converter while
the machines at buses 2 and 3 were retained as synchronous machines with associated
governors and static exciter models. Figure 5.5 shows the active power output of the
converter at bus 1.
The PLECS response has been compared with both the voltage and boundary
current representation of the converter in positive sequence. The inset figure shows
the response of the models at the instant of disturbance. It can be seen that both
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Table 5.1: Converter-controller parameter values for three generator equivalent sys-
tem
Parameter Value
Tr 0.02s
Rq 0.0
Rp 0.05pu on 100 MVA
TQ 0.01s
TD 0.01s
TGpv 0.01s
Ted 0.01s
Teq 0.01s
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the active power output of converter at bus 1 between
PLECS and the ‘epcgen’ model in PSLF with synchronous machines at buses 2 and
3
the proposed controlled voltage source representation of the converter model and the
PLECS response capture the near instantaneous response achievable by the converter
while the boundary current representation is unable to do so. The difference in
the peak value between the voltage source representation response and the PLECS
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response can be attributed to the fact that the time step of simulation is much smaller
in PLECS which allows for the change in the internally generated converter voltage
upon recognition of the disturbance. In the positive sequence simulation however,
at the instant of disturbance, the internally generated converter voltage is constant
while the terminal voltage changes.
Further, the dissimilarity can be attributed to the difference between the point
on wave modeling in PLECS wherein a differential R+sL model is used in PLECS
for the filter inductor whereas in the positive sequence phasor model the filter is
represented by its algebraic fundamental frequency resistance and reactance in the
The´venin impedance.
The instantaneous 3 phase voltage and current waves at the converter terminals
are as shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 respectively. These figures show that there
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Figure 5.6: Phase voltage waveforms at the converter terminal from PLECS
is a negligible change in the terminal voltage while the converter current rises near
instantaneously to meet the demand. The magnitude of the converter current output
from PLECS is compared with the positive sequence simulations as shown in Figure
5.8. It can be seen that the near instantaneous response achievable by the converter
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Figure 5.7: Line current waveforms at the converter terminal from PLECS
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of current output of converter at bus 1 between PLECS and
the ‘epcgen’ model in PSLF with synchronous machines at buses 2 and 3
is captured by voltage source representation of the converter.
The reactive power response is shown in Figure 5.9. It can be immediately ob-
served from this figure that the voltage source representation response is the more
acceptable positive sequence phasor approximation to the point on wave simulation.
From the inset of the figure it can be seen that the reactive power trajectory of
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the boundary current simulation is evidently inconsistent with the result from the
PLECS simulation. The trajectory produced by the voltage source positive sequence
model, while not reproducing the slight oscillatory component of the electromag-
netic response, is consistent with the PLECS simulation in the direction of its initial
change. This difference in the response at the instant of disturbance justifies the use
of the voltage source representation as the model of choice for the simulation of large
systems. Due to the absence of any connection to ground at the terminal bus of
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of reactive power output of converter at bus 1 between PLECS
and the ‘epcgen’ model in PSLF with synchronous machines at buses 2 and 3
the converter in the positive sequence boundary current representation, the network
solution results in an instantaneous large voltage dip at the instant of disturbance.
This results in the initial change of reactive power in the direction opposite to the
PLECS simulation.
The sensitivity of the terminal voltage to the value of the coupling inductor is
as shown in Figure 5.10. It can be seen that as the per unit value of the coupling
inductor increases, the nadir of the terminal voltage decreases. The boundary current
representation of the converter is akin to a voltage source representation with a very
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Figure 5.10: Sensitivity of the terminal voltage of converter at bus 1 for positive
sequence controlled voltage source representation to different values of coupling in-
ductor Xf
high value of coupling inductance as voltage sources are represented by their Norton
equivalent in positive sequence time domain simulation software. Thus, as the value
of the coupling inductor increases, the impedance to ground increases thereby causing
a higher voltage drop at the terminal bus.
It could be argued that the nadir of the terminal voltage can be affected by the
control mechanism used for the boundary current source representation. However
to achieve the same nadir as the electromagnetic transient simulation response, an
exceptionally high value of control gains would be required. This would however still
not represent the near instantaneous response obtained and it could make the con-
trol structure unstable. Practically, a wide range of control techniques for converter
interfaced generation exists. The intricacies of the control structure vary with the
type of energy source and the manufacturer of the equipment used to harness said
energy source. These control techniques can however become quite complicated and
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since the focus of this research was to be on the representation of the converter, a
simplified control structure was used.
The sensitivity of the magnitude of the converter terminal current to the value of
the coupling inductor is as shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Sensitivity of the terminal current magnitude of converter at bus 1
for positive sequence controlled voltage source representation to different values of
coupling inductor Xf
In order to look at an all CIG system, the machines at buses 2 and 3 were also
replaced with both forms of the positive sequence converter model. The instantaneous
rise in the active power of the voltage source representation can be calculated on the
same lines as the distribution of impact calculation for synchronous machines.
Based on the electrical distance between the internal voltage source of the con-
verter and the disturbance point, the instantaneous response of a converter at bus i
for an impact at bus k can be obtained as:
Pi∆(0
+) =
(
Psik/
n∑
j=1
Psjk
)
PL∆(0
+) i = 1, 2, .., n (5.1)
where
Psik = ViVk (Bik cos δik0 −Gik sin δik0) (5.2)
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and PL∆(0
+) is the load impact at bus k. The entire derivation of (5.1) is available
in [89]. Thus, for a given converter rating, (5.1) could give an approximate idea of
the maximum load change that the converter can handle and could be used as a tool
by the system operator. Alternatively, it could also be used in a planning problem to
decide the maximum rating of the converter to be placed at a particular bus.
For the same load increase of 10 MW at bus 6, the active power output from
the converters is as shown in Figure 5.12 while Figure 5.13 shows the reactive power
output. With the final steady state values being almost the same, the behavior of
the models at the instant of disturbance becomes the deciding factor. It can be
seen that in an all CIG system too, the boundary current representation response
instantaneously moves in a direction opposite to what would be expected while the
response from the voltage source representation is as expected and it conforms to
(5.1).
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Figure 5.12: Active power output of the converters for an all CIG system with increase
in active power load
To further compare the two positive sequence converter representations, the re-
active power load at bus 6 was increased by 10MVAR at t=1s while the active part
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Figure 5.13: Reactive power output of the converters for an all CIG system with
increase in active power load
remained unchanged, in an all CIG system. In a synchronous machine, the rotor
speed gives an indication of the network frequency. However since converters are
static sources, an approximate network frequency is obtained by performing a nu-
merical differentiation of the bus voltage angle. In PSLF, the dynamic model fmetr
performs this task. With the load change as mentioned, Figure 5.14 shows the fre-
quency response. This response was obtained at bus 5.
The figure shows a large difference in the maximum transient frequency between
the two converter representations. Ignoring the oscillatory mode, which is a result
of the controller gains, a possible explanation can be as follows: for the boundary
current representation of the converter, at the instant of disturbance, the bus voltage
angles can experience a step change which upon differentiation can produce a large
change in frequency. In the voltage source representation however, the bus voltage
angles does not change drastically.
The plot of the voltage magnitude at the terminals of the converters and at the load
bus is as shown in Figure 5.15. It can be seen that the drop in voltage magnitude at
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Figure 5.14: Frequency response of an all CIG system with increase in reactive power
load
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Figure 5.15: Voltage magnitudes of an all CIG system with increase in reactive power
load
the terminals of the converters is negligible while the drop at the load bus is around
0.015pu. For a 10 MVAR increase in load, this is a nominal decrease in voltage
84
magnitude and the fast action of the converters bring the voltage back to the pre-
contingency value within 1s. Due to the increase in load, the voltage at the load bus
is lower, as expected. The change in active and reactive power of the converters are
shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17 respectively.
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Figure 5.16: Active power output of the converters for an all CIG system with increase
in reactive power load
It has thus been established that the voltage source representation of the converter
is a more robust representation in positive sequence phasor simulations of large sys-
tems.
5.1.3 Large Scale System-Economy of Computation
To ensure that this model is practical in a large scale system, the WECC 2012
system has been used. At this stage, it is important to test the robustness and
numerical behavior of the model when large number of converters are present in the
system. This system has 18205 buses, 13670 lines and 2592 generators. The total
generation is 176 GW while the total load is 169 GW. The power flow pattern of the
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Figure 5.17: Reactive power output of the converters for an all CIG system with
increase in reactive power load
system is as shown in Figure 5.18 [88]. To obtain a sizable presence of converters, all
the generators in the Arizona and Southern California area (528 units) were replaced
with converters represented by the proposed controlled voltage source representation
(Section 4.3.3). This accounted for 24.3% of the total system generation with 25.6
GW in Arizona and 17 GW in Southern California.
For a CIG to take part in frequency regulation, a reserve margin has to be present.
As per the associated material for the WECC system operating case [88], all areas
of the system have a defined amount of headroom available for frequency regulation.
This reserve is however not distributed equally among all generators in the area,
with few generators operating without a governor. In this dissertation, the maximum
active power deliverable by a CIG unit has been assumed to be equal to the MW
rating of the turbine of the generator which the CIG replaces while the MVA rating
of the CIG has been assumed to be the same as the MVA rating of the generator.
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Figure 5.18: Power flow in the WECC system
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If the CIG replaces a generator without an associated governor, then it has been
assumed that the CIG too cannot take part in frequency regulation.
Thus, with an available headroom on almost all converter interfaced sources, the
value of the droop coefficient Rp was taken to be the same as that used by the
governor of the synchronous machine it replaced while Rq was taken to be 0.05pu on
the converter MVA base. The reactive power PI controller gains of all converters were
set to Kp=1.0 and Ki=5.0 while the integral gains Kip and Kiq had a value of 10.0
each. The value of Rf and Xf were taken as 0.004pu and 0.05pu on the converter
MVA base. The values of all other parameters were kept the same as in Table 5.1.
This initial penetration of 24.3% is used to test the numerical stability of the
converter model for three system contingencies.
5.1.3.1 Generation Outage (24.3% CIG penetration)
With reference to the map shown in Figure 5.19, at t=15s, two of the three units
at Plant A were tripped resulting in a generation outage of 2755 MW. Figure 5.20
shows the power output from the remaining sources in the Arizona area while the
effect on the adjacent area of Southern California has been shown in Figure 5.21.
The effect of this generation outage on the flow of power between these two areas is
as shown in Figure 5.22. The system frequency plot is shown in Figure 5.23. The fast
action of the converters can be observed from the frequency response when compared
to the response with all units represented as conventional synchronous machines. The
presence of voltage control on all CIG units results in a different steady state loading
thus resulting in a different steady state frequency.
In terms of computation time, PSLF took 7:04 minutes to run this 60 second
simulation with the first 20 seconds of simulation taking 1:52 minutes. In comparison
to this, when all machines were represented in the conventional manner, the same
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Figure 5.19: Map showing the locations of important generating units, critical buses
and tie lines in the WECC system
60 second simulation took 6:41 minutes with the first 20 seconds of simulation being
completed in 1:39 minutes. Both simulations were run on a machine with an i7
processor and 16.0 gb of RAM with a simulation time step of 0.0041s.
5.1.3.2 Line Fault followed by Outage (24.3% CIG penetration)
A three phase fault was applied on a tie line between Arizona and Southern
California at t=15s. Subsequently, at t=15.05s, the breakers at both ends of the line
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Figure 5.20: Active power generation in the Arizona area due to trip of two Plant A
units
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Figure 5.21: Total generation in Southern California area due to trip of two Plant A
units
were opened. The initial flow on the line was 1408.6 MW and 134.4 MVAR from the
Arizona side. Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show the changes in the power transfer between
Southern California and the areas of Arizona, Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power (LADWP) and San Diego. Negative values indicate that the power flow is
into Southern California while positive values indicate power flow out of the region.
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Figure 5.22: Active power flow from Arizona to Southern California due to trip of
two Plant A units
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Figure 5.23: System frequency due to trip of two Plant A units
The opening of the line causes a reduction in flow between Arizona and Southern
California as expected.
It should be noted that only the voltage source representation of the converter was
able to function reliably following the fault. The boundary current representation of
the converters resulted in frequent non convergence issues with regard to the network
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Figure 5.24: Active power flow to Southern California from Arizona and LADWP
with the opening of a tie line between Arizona and Southern California following a
line fault
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Figure 5.25: Active power flow from Southern California to San Diego with the open-
ing of a tie line between Arizona and Southern California following a line fault
solution following the occurrence of the fault as it was unable to represent the near
instantaneous response available from CIG to a disturbance.
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5.1.3.3 Bus Fault (24.3% CIG penetration)
The third contingency carried out on the WECC system was applying a bus fault
for 0.1s at t=15s at some distance from Plant G. The active power and terminal
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Figure 5.26: Active power output of a unit of Plant G for a bus fault
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Figure 5.27: Terminal voltage of a unit of Plant G for a bus fault
voltage of one of the units is as shown in Figures 5.26 and 5.27. From the active power
plot the familiar damped rotor angle oscillations can be observed from the output of
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Figure 5.28: Magnitude of converter current for a voltage source representation of
the converter for a bus fault
the synchronous machine. In addition, it can also be seen that a large electronic
source brings about a highly damped response. However, the voltage dip in the
converter response is smaller than that of the corresponding synchronous machine.
The value of the coupling inductor Xf along with the absence of a sub-transient
capability influences the magnitude of this dip in voltage. The magnitude of the
converter current for the voltage source representation is as shown in Figure 5.28.
The current is well within its short time current rating of 1.7pu. It has also been
observed that for few other significant bus faults, the network solution diverges when
the boundary current representation is used.
The performance of the developed controlled voltage source converter model and
its associated control structure has been validated for a large system by these three
contingencies. The simulation is numerically stable and not computationally inten-
sive.
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5.1.4 Note on Boundary Current Representation of Converter
In order to study the effect of large penetration of converter interfaced gener-
ation in the power system, it is very important that the computer simulation models
have a reliable representation of the converter. Based on the results of the previous
section, it has been shown that the boundary current representation is not a suitable
representation due to the following reasons:
1. It is unable to capture the near instantaneous response that can be achieved by
a CIG following a disturbance.
2. The initial change of the reactive power trajectory does not conform with the
expected change.
3. The absence of the coupling inductor results in a larger voltage dip as compared
to the voltage source representation and the PLECS response.
4. The network solution fails to converge for simulations of certain contingencies
in large systems.
In each case mentioned above, the voltage source representation is consistent with
the properties of these devices and is thus a more appropriate approximation of the
electromagnetic transient model for positive sequence simulations.
The development of this controlled voltage source model and the corresponding
validation results have been published in [98]. In the following section, the behavior
of the WECC system will be shown for a 100% CIG penetration with the use of the
proposed controlled voltage source model.
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5.1.5 All CIG WECC System
In this scenario, all the conventional synchronous machine models in the dy-
namic file of the WECC system were replaced and represented by the voltage source
representation of the converter. With this replacement, the only rotating machines in
the system were the induction motor loads and 3 wound rotor induction generators.
The 3 induction generators represent 3 wind turbine units. The remaining wind units
(33 in number) were represented by the boundary current injection converter model
as they were already present in the dynamic file as a converter interfaced source.
Thus, the entire generation set (barring the 3 wound rotor induction generator
wind models) were converter interfaced. With a total system generation of 176 GW,
the three wound rotor wind generators produce 0.34 GW. The value of the droop
coefficient Rp for the converter was taken to be the same as the value of the droop
coefficient in the governor of the synchronous machine the converter replaced. This
results in a varied value of active droop across the system. The value of coefficient Rq
was taken as 0.05pu on a machine MVA base while the PI controller in the reactive
power loop had a proportional gain Kp of 1.0 and an integral gain Ki of 5.0. The
values of Kip and Kiq were chosen as 10.0 for all converters except the three Plant
A units. The values of Kip and Kiq for the Plant A units were set at 10.0 and 120.0
respectively. In addition, all time constants except Tfrq had a value of 0.01s. The
parameters Rf and Xf were chosen to be 0.004pu and 0.05pu on the converter MVA
base respectively. The simulations have been run using PSLF [77].
In the simulations, the electrical frequency is numerically evaluated as the rate
of change of the bus voltage phase angle. Further, since the converter controls the
magnitude and phase angle of the bus voltage, the frequency can be varied. The
∆ω term in Figure 4.5(b) represents the bus frequency recorded by PSLF while Tfrq,
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with a value of 0.05s, represents the default time constant used by the software in
measuring ∆ω.
The behavior of this all CIG system has been analyzed for the following contin-
gencies:
5.1.5.1 Generation Outage (100% CIG penetration)
With reference to the map shown in Figure 5.19, two of the three units of Plant A
in Arizona were tripped at t=15s resulting is a loss of 2755 MW. Figure 5.29 shows
the phase angle at the terminals of the CIG in different areas of the system, relative
to Plant D while Figure 5.30 shows the rate of change of the phase angle. The under
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Figure 5.29: Relative change of voltage phase angle for the trip of two Plant A units
frequency trip setting of relays in WECC are set at 59.5 Hz [99]. When all machines
are synchronous machines, the frequency response of the entire system is calculated
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Figure 5.30: Frequency (rate of change of voltage phase angle) in five generation areas
for the trip of two Plant A units (droop coefficient of each CIG unit is Rp)
as (5.3) [49],
f =
n∑
i=1
MVAiωi
n∑
i=1
MVAi
(5.3)
where MV Ai is the rating of the machine, ωi is the speed of the machine and n is
the number of synchronous machines. However in a system where all sources are
interfaced through converters, the speed of rotation of a machine (if present) behind
the converter will not give any picture of the system frequency as it is electrically
decoupled from the network. Thus an approximate frequency has been obtained by
performing a numerical differentiation of the bus voltage angle.
From Figure 5.29, it can be seen that the largest excursion in phase angle is in the
Arizona area as expected. Due to the large electrical separation between the north
and the south of the WECC system, phase angles in the two regions move away from
each other in the first 0.5s after the disturbance as shown by Figure 5.29. However,
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with an increased inflow of power from the north as shown by Figure 5.31, the droop
control action prevents the system from separating. Figure 5.31 shows the active
power flow from the Northwest area to central northern California.
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Figure 5.31: Active power flow from the Northwest area to central northern California
for the trip of two Plant A units
The voltage magnitude at some key buses in the system were observed as shown
in Figure 5.32. It can be seen that as the phase separation between the north and
the south increases, the voltage at around the central section of the north-south
interface at Bus 3 decreases. However, with the action of the droop control, the
voltage stabilizes at a lower value. It can also be seen from this figure that the steady
state voltages in the system settle at a lower value following the disturbance. As the
majority of the load in the system is voltage dependent, the lower voltage results in
a lower loading level of the system.
As all CIG units have a voltage controller with reactive power droop enabled,
following the trip of the two units at Plant A(loss of 2755 MW), the final steady
state total active power generation in the system is 172300 MW. In comparison, the
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Figure 5.32: Voltage magnitude at few critical buses for the trip of two Plant A units
total pre-disturbance active power generation is 172670 MW. The plots in Figure 5.30
show the calculated frequency in the five major generating areas of the WECC system
which account for 63.4% of the total system generation while Figure 5.33 shows the
actual active power in four of these areas.
It can be seen that the largest excursion in frequency occurs in the Arizona area
as expected. Further, even with the total inertia of the system being close to zero,
the frequency nadir is well above the under frequency trip setting. The fast action
of the converters and their associated control help in arresting the rate of decrease of
frequency and bring about a steady state operation quickly.
As the third unit at Plant A is electrically the closest to the outage, the response of
the converter representing this unit is informative. The active power, reactive power,
terminal voltage and current of the converter representing the third unit at Plant A
is as shown in Figure 5.34. It can be seen that the converter response is quick and
none of its limits are violated. The converter current is well within its maximum
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Figure 5.33: Active power output in four areas of WECC for the trip of two Plant A
units
rating and the voltage control loop maintains the voltage at the pre-fault value. As
the Plant A units are operated close to their maximum active power limit, there is
very little reserve margin available.
To observe the effect of the active power droop coefficient, two other simulations
were run. In the first case, the values of the droop coefficient were doubled while in
the second they were halved. Thus, if we denote Rp as the droop coefficient of each
CIG unit for the plot in Figure 5.30, the values of the droop coefficients were made
2Rp and Rp/2 in order to observe the effect of droop. Individual CIG units may still
have different values of droop as the coefficient Rp takes on different values for each
unit as mentioned at the start of this section. The rate of change of the voltage phase
angle plots of Figures. 5.35 and 5.36 show the performance for the trip of two Plant
A units when the values of the droop coefficient were 2Rp and Rp/2 respectively.
It can be observed that a change in droop coefficient changes the response time to
a disturbance in addition to changing the final steady state value of the phase angle.
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Figure 5.34: Behavior of the third Plant A unit for the trip of two other Plant A
units
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Figure 5.35: Frequency (rate of change of voltage phase angle) in five generation areas
for the trip of two Plant A units (droop coefficient of each CIG unit is 2Rp)
A large value droop has a larger response time while a smaller value of droop has a
shorter response time.
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Figure 5.36: Frequency (rate of change of voltage phase angle) in five generation areas
for the trip of two Plant A units (droop coefficient of each CIG unit is Rp/2)
In addition, this comparison brings to light the fact that although CIG units are
fast acting, a finite time is required to bring about a steady state operation as rotating
elements are still present in the system in the form of induction motors. The inertia
of these motors play a role in the transient behavior of the system. There is also a
difference in settling time with different values of droop coefficients and this can be
seen from all frequency plots.
To further compare the performance of the system with varying droop coefficients,
Figure 5.37 shows the system mean frequency with the droop coefficients of Rp, 2Rp
and Rp/2 while Figure 5.38 shows the voltage magnitude at Bus 3. A larger value of
droop (2Rp) corresponds to a lower value of gain in the forward path of the frequency
control loop (Figure 4.5(b)) while conversely, a small value of droop (Rp/2) would
correspond to a higher value of gain. However, from the figures of system mean
frequency and bus voltage magnitude, it is seen that with the lower value of gain,
the response is more oscillatory in nature. The lower value of gain leads to a longer
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Figure 5.37: Comparison of system mean frequency for the trip of two Plant A units
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Figure 5.38: Comparison of voltage magnitude at Bus 3 for the trip of two Plant A
units
time required to arrest the frequency decline resulting in a larger decrease in voltage
magnitude at key system buses. Thus, due to a significant percentage of voltage
dependent load in the system (both static and induction motor load), the system
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response is more oscillatory in nature. Although, a comprehensive controller tuning
exercise could increase the overall damping in the system with this large value of
droop, but the topic is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
In all subsequent scenarios, the value of the droop coefficient has been assumed
to be Rp.
In terms of computation time, with a droop coefficient Rp, PSLF took 8:10 minutes
to run the 40 second simulation of this generation outage scenario with the first 20
seconds of simulation taking 3:52 minutes. The simulation was run on a machine
with an i7 processor and 16.0 gb of RAM with a simulation time step of 0.0041s. It
can be concluded that an all CIG system is capable of providing a stable frequency
response through the fast action of the controllers and the simulation is numerically
stable too.
5.1.5.2 dc Voltage Dip and Subsequent Recovery (100% CIG penetration)
In all of the above scenarios, the dc voltage has been assumed to be constant,
implying a battery as a source of power. However, even for units of a size as low as
100 MVA, the assumption of a battery as a constant source of power is not realistic.
A practical source must be present. Such sources would require a capacitor on the dc
bus to maintain a controlled voltage input to the inverter. However, a disturbance
in the network would cause fluctuations in the current levels causing the dc voltage
across the capacitor to vary. The magnitude of the ac voltage that the converter is
able to produce falls generally in proportion to the voltage on its dc bus. It is hence
important to study the effect of this variable dc voltage on the system behavior.
At t=15s, two Plant A units are tripped resulting in a generation outage of
2755MW. With a capacitor on the dc link, the immediate response to this contingency
would be an increase in the converter current and a decrease in capacitor voltage.
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Gradually, as the active power control of the source behind the capacitor reacts, the
capacitor voltage will be restored. To simulate this situation, the dc voltage on all
CIG units participating in frequency regulation in the Arizona and Southern Califor-
nia areas was reduced by 10%, 20ms after the generation outage. Gradually, over the
subsequent 10s, the dc voltage was restored. The relative phase angle plot for this
scenario is as shown in Figure 5.39 while Figure 5.40 shows the voltage magnitude at
some key buses.
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Figure 5.39: Relative change of voltage phase angle for the trip of two Plant A units
followed by the reduction in dc voltage by 10% and its subsequent recovery
It can be seen from Figure 5.39 that the drop in dc voltage does not increase
the phase separation between the north and south of the system. However from
Figure 5.40 it can be seen that the voltage at Bus 3 decreases by a larger amount
when compared to the decrease in the voltage shown in Figure 5.32. This reduction in
terminal voltage in the south, in addition to the loss of generation, increases the power
flow on the interface between the north and south thereby reducing the voltage by a
larger amount at Bus 3. In addition, with most of the load being voltage dependent,
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Figure 5.40: Voltage magnitude at few critical buses for the trip of two Plant A units
followed by the reduction in dc voltage by 10% and its subsequent recovery
as the dc voltage is ramped up to its pre disturbance value, the load around the
system continuously changes resulting in a more pronounced oscillatory behavior.
Under these conditions, Figure 5.41 shows the active power, reactive power, ter-
minal voltage and current of the third Plant A unit.
The results of this scenario are a set of conservative results as the dc voltage has
been assumed to drop only on those CIG units in the Arizona and Southern California
areas that take part in frequency regulation. In reality, the voltage would drop at
all units while the recovery of the voltage is possible only on units that take part in
frequency regulation.
In practice, the size of the capacitor at the dc bus would have to be designed
so as to restrict the drop in voltage. Additionally, in order to maintain the system
reliability, a coordinated, well designed wide area control action may be required.
In the following two contingencies, the dc voltage is assumed to remain constant
throughout the entire scenario.
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Figure 5.41: Behavior of the third Plant A unit for the trip of two other Plant A
units followed by the reduction in dc voltage by 10% and its subsequent recovery
5.1.5.3 Line Fault followed by Outage (100% CIG penetration)
A fault on a transmission line followed by the tripping of the line can be a signif-
icant contingency on the system especially if the line is a tie line between two areas
and has a considerable amount of power transfer across it. At t=15s a three phase
fault was applied for 0.05s at the midpoint of a line between the Arizona and Southern
California areas. The line was subsequently tripped at both ends. Modern protection
devices are able to clear the fault and isolate the corresponding elements within 4
cycles [100]. The initial flow of power on the line was 1408.6 MW and 134.4 MVAR
from the Arizona side. Figures 5.42, 5.43 and 5.44 show the active power generation
in the Arizona area, Southern California area and the active power flow between these
two areas respectively. The figures show that the response is satisfactory. Again, as
the Plant A CIG units are located near the fault, their behavior is informative and
will serve as a pointer to the behavior of other CIG units in the system. The active
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Figure 5.42: Arizona active power generation with the opening of a tie line between
Arizona and Southern California following a line fault
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Figure 5.43: Southern California active power generation with the opening of a tie
line between Arizona and Southern California following a line fault
power output of the one of the Plant A units is as shown in Figure 5.45 while the
terminal voltage and converter current is as in Figures 5.46 and 5.47 respectively.
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Figure 5.44: Active power flow from Arizona to Southern California with the opening
of a tie line between Arizona and Southern California following a line fault
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Figure 5.45: Active power output of one Plant A unit for the opening of a tie line
between Arizona and Southern California following a line fault
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Figure 5.46: Terminal voltage magnitude of one Plant A unit for the opening of a tie
line between Arizona and Southern California following a line fault
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Figure 5.47: Converter current magnitude of one Plant A unit for the opening of a
tie line between Arizona and Southern California following a line fault
5.1.5.4 Bus Fault (100% CIG penetration)
A three phase fault for 0.05 seconds at t=15s was applied at a bus at some distance
from Plant G. Six converters in the New Mexico area tripped due to overcurrent
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upon the occurrence of the fault. The active power, terminal voltage and current of a
converter at the generating is as shown in Figures 5.48, 5.49 and 5.50. It can be seen
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Figure 5.48: Active power of a converter of Plant G for a three phase bus fault
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Figure 5.49: Terminal voltage magnitude of a converter of Plant G for a three phase
bus fault
from Figure 5.49 that the terminal voltage falls by 0.12pu almost instantaneously
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Figure 5.50: Current magnitude of a converter of Plant G for a three phase bus fault
thereby reducing the active power produced at the terminals of the converter by
around 50 MW as can be seen from Figure 5.48. However, from the increase in
current in Figure 5.50, it can be inferred that the reactive power produced increases
to bring the voltage level back to 1.0pu within 3 seconds. The absence of an oscillatory
mode for a fault close to a source is a significant observation that can be made from
this scenario.
5.1.5.5 Line Reconnection (100% CIG penetration)
The re-closure of a transmission line must be studied to ensure that it does not
cause excessive transients of current and voltage.
To observe this scenario, the power flow of the system was solved with a line
between two major buses in Arizona outaged, resulting in an angle difference of 40.23
degrees between the buses. During the simulation, at t = 15s, the line was closed.
With the maximum converter current set as 1.7pu, Figures 5.51 and 5.52 show the
converter currents for nearby generating units. From the figures it can be seen that
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Figure 5.51: Current of a generating unit located close to the line with Imax=1.7pu
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Figure 5.52: Current of a generating unit located one bus away with Imax=1.7pu
though there is a large increase in the instantaneous current, the pre-disturbance
current value is achieved within 1s. In addition, as expected, the unit located close to
the line is affected to a much larger extent. The system however is stable and secure.
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In order to observe the behavior with a lower current rating, the maximum current
of the nearby units were set as 1.4pu. Due to the lower current setting and due to
the over current trip mechanism, the unit located closer to the line would trip while
the remaining units pick up the slack. This can be observed from the current of the
unit located one bus away as shown in Figure 5.53.
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Figure 5.53: Current of a generating unit located one bus away with Imax=1.4pu
From the figures, it can be seen that despite the tripping of the unit close to the
line, the system is still stable and secure. Thus, with switches of sufficient rating, the
converter interfaced system can withstand a line closure with large angle separation
between the two ends. This analysis of an all CIG WECC system has been published
in [101].
5.1.6 Sensitivity to System Short Circuit Ratio
In grid connected mode, one of the primary concerns regarding the operation
of converters is their behavior in relation to varying short circuit capacity (SCCMVA)
and short circuit ratio (SCR) at the point of connection [102]. SCR is a metric used to
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evaluate the voltage stiffness of the grid. At a bus where a device is to be connected,
the short circuit ratio is defined as in (5.4). A larger value of SCR indicates that
the system is strong/stiff at the particular bus. Usually, a value of SCR ≥ 4 [22] is
considered to indicate a strong system. The short circuit capacity at a bus is defined
as the product of the rated bus voltage and short circuit fault current. It can also be
mathematically defined as in (5.5).
SCR =
Short Circuit Capacity(SCCMVA) before device connection
Rated MW value of device at the bus
(5.4)
where,
SCCMVA =
(Per unit pre-fault bus voltage)2(Network base MVA)
per unit The´venin impedance
(5.5)
The per unit pre-fault bus voltage magnitude is usually assumed to be 1.0pu. In
order to evaluate the performance of the proposed converter model for varying SCR
at the point of connection, a slightly modified topology of the system of Figure 5.4
was used, as shown in Figure 5.54. The short circuit capacity of the system was
varied by varying the value of the X, the per unit reactance between buses 4 and 10.
With the loads considered as constant admittance, an assumed 200 MW rating for a
converter at bus 1 and value of Rf + jXf=0.0025+j0.06pu on a 247 MVA base, Table
5.2 tabulates the short circuit ratio at bus 1, on a network MVA base of 100 MVA,
for the different values of X . For a 10 MW increase in load at bus 6 at t=5s, the
active power output and change in reactive power output of the converter at bus 1 is
as shown in Figures 5.55 and 5.56 respectively while the change in converter current
and voltage magnitude at bus 1 are as shown in Figures 5.57 and 5.58 respectively.
As the short circuit ratio decreases, the near instantaneous rise in the active power
output of the converter decreases due to the decrease in the near instantaneous rise
in current, while there is a negligible difference in the near instantaneous change in
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Figure 5.54: Three machine nine bus equivalent system
Table 5.2: Short Circuit Ratio at bus 1
X (pu) Z11∠θ
◦
11 (pu) SCCMVA SCR
0.0 0.2600∠70.87 384.49 1.922
0.1 0.3552∠75.64 281.5 1.407
0.5 0.7493∠83.25 133.45 0.667
0.8 1.0479∠85.18 95.43 0.477
1.0 1.2473∠85.95 80.17 0.40
reactive power due to the negligible change in terminal voltage magnitude. It can be
seen that as the strength of the system decreases, the contribution of the converter
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Figure 5.55: Active power output of converter at bus 1 for varying SCR
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Figure 5.56: Change in reactive power output of converter at bus 1 for varying SCR
to the disturbance, at the instant of disturbance, also decreases resulting in a larger
oscillatory transient in the voltage. The electrical distance between the converter and
the disturbance location increases with increase in X resulting in a lower contribution
at the instant of disturbance. While the converter is still able to act quickly to restore
the voltage to the pre-disturbance value, the larger oscillatory component could be a
cause for concern in larger systems.
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Figure 5.57: Change in current magnitude output of converter at bus 1 for varying
SCR
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Figure 5.58: Terminal voltage of converter at bus 1 for varying SCR
In order to evaluate the small signal stability of the control loop, the eigen values of
a single machine infinite bus equivalent system shown in Figure 5.59, were evaluated.
The complete derivation of the state space representation is given in Appendix A
while Figure 5.60 shows the trajectory of the eigen values for varying values of Xe.
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Figure 5.59: Single machine infinite bus equivalent system
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Figure 5.60: Eigen values of controlled voltage source converter model for varying
values of Xe
For the analysis of the WECC system, first, the The´venin impedance and the
SCC at every generator bus were calculated using the short circuit analysis module
of PSLF. Figure 5.61 shows the SCC in per unit on a 100 MVA base at the gen-
erator buses. Subsequently, to evaluate the small signal stability of the controlled
voltage source model at each generator bus, the evaluated The´venin impedance, the
active power generation level and the terminal voltage magnitude from the powerflow
solution were used in a single machine infinite bus equivalent system as shown in
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Figure 5.61: SCC in pu on a 100 MVA base at the generator buses of the WECC
system
Figure 5.62. The resulting eigen values are shown in Figure 5.63. The eigen value
trajectory has a similar trend to that observed for a mini-WECC system in [103],
thereby validating the developed small signal state space model. From the results of
Pg(MW )
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Figure 5.62: Single machine infinite bus equivalent system for analysis of the WECC
system
this section it can be concluded that the proposed controlled voltage source converter
model and its associated generic control structure is stable for different short circuit
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Figure 5.63: Eigen values of controlled voltage source converter model at every gen-
erator bus in the WECC system
ratios and the oscillatory modes have a high damping ratio. The examination of the
sensitivity and robustness of the converter model to various short circuit ratio has
been published in [104].
5.1.7 Performance of Alternate Current Control Structure
The nine bus test system was used to demonstrate the proof of concept of this
alternate control structure while the 2012 WECC system was used to demonstrate
the economy of computation and comparison with the generic control structure.
5.1.7.1 Three Machine System
The performance of the alternate control structure with explicit representation of
the inner current control loop was validated using the three machine nine bus test
system [89] with the synchronous machine at bus 1 replaced by a converter described
by Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
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The values of Kpp and Kpq were set to 10.0, the values of Kip and Kiq were set to
60.0 and the values of Kfv and Tfrqv were set to 1.0 and 0.01s respectively. The values
of the remaining parameters were taken to be the same as in the generic controller
performance described in the previous sections. For a load increase of 10 MW, Figure
5.64 shows the converter output current magnitude along with the current command.
Further, the plot also compares the performance of the generic control structure
of the previous sections along with the alternate control structure with the inner
current control loop. As the objective of the control structure without the inner
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Figure 5.64: Comparison of current magnitude for converter at bus 1 both with and
without the inner current control loop
current control loop (Section 4.3.1) was to ensure power control, the generated current
commands used in the calculation of the internal voltage ((4.13)) were influenced by
the mismatch in power and sought to minimize the mismatch.
In comparison, the alternate control structure has an objective of ensuring cur-
rent control. Hence, the method of calculating the internal voltage by (4.15) has been
modified to be similar to the technique used in point on wave simulations. It can be
observed from the figure that with this control structure, the objective of current
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control is met and consequently, power control is also obtained as shown in Figure
5.65. The effect of the additional droop component can be observed in the current
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Figure 5.65: Comparison of active power output for converter at bus 1 both with and
without the inner current control loop
command when the inner control loop is represented. Due to the limitation on the
time step of integration in positive sequence simulations, the current command lags
behind the actual current output required by the network at the instant of distur-
bance. However, point on wave simulations with time steps of the order of micro
seconds would not see this lag in the current command. Figure 5.66 shows the com-
parison of system frequency, with both control structures. It can be seen that from a
system behavior point of view, both control structures perform equally well.
5.1.7.2 WECC System
A comparison of the two control methodologies was also carried out using the
2012 WECC high summer case. Again, all conventional synchronous machines were
replaced with the converter model and the operating point and reserve margins were
maintained as in the previous sections of this dissertation. The values of Kpp and
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Figure 5.66: Comparison of system frequency both with and without the inner current
control loop
Kpq were set to 1.0. The behavior of the system for a generation trip of 2755 MW
at Plant A was observed. Figure 5.67 compares the interconnection mean frequency
obtained with both control structures. It can be seen that with the use of the inner
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Figure 5.67: Comparison of interconnection mean frequency both with and without
the inner current control loop
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current control loop, the frequency nadir is slightly lower. A possible explanation can
be provided by looking at the plot of voltage magnitude at few key buses shown in
Figure 5.68. Due to the explicit representation of the inner current control loop, the
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Figure 5.68: Comparison of voltage magnitude at key buses both with and without
the inner current control loop
control on current leads to a higher voltage nadir resulting in a higher loading level in
the system as a result of the presence of voltage dependent loads. This higher loading
level results in a lower frequency nadir. Thus, the current control objective ensures
control of both current and power with minimal difference in system performance.
5.1.8 Enforcing a Current Limit on the Output of the Inverter at the Instant of
Disturbance
Due to the voltage source representation of the inverter, the value of current in-
jected into the network (Igrid) instantaneously upon the occurrence of the disturbance
can reach a large value depending on the inverter ac terminal voltage (Vt). This is
primarily because the internal voltage E∠ψ (Figures 4.9 or 4.13) is a function of state
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variables and would thus not change instantaneously. Whereas the terminal voltage
can change instantaneously with change in network conditions. Further, due to the
methodology by which positive sequence transient stability simulations are carried
out, with the sequential solution of the differential and algebraic equations, an in-
stantaneous change occurs in the inverter output current for a change in terminal
voltage. If the disturbance is applied at time t, this instantaneous change is termed
as the solution at time t+ second. In certain situations, this instantaneous value of
current can exceed the maximum current rating of the inverter despite the restricted
value of current command.
Practically, or even in point-on-wave simulations, the internal voltage would be
controlled rapidly to ensure that the current does not exceed the maximum value.
However, due to the relatively large time step of simulation used for positive sequence
simulations (generally ≈ 4 ms) iterations with the network solution could be required
to ensure that the output current of the inverter does not exceed its maximum value.
The flowchart for this process of iterating with the network solution is as shown in
Figure 5.71. The simulations described in this section were however not carried out
in PSLF and were instead carried out in an independent transient simulation tool
developed in-house.
In order to illustrate the effect of this process, the machine at bus 1 in Figure 5.4
was replaced with the converter model shown in Figure 4.9 and the generic control
without the inner current loop. The other two synchronous machines were not re-
placed. A fault with a fault resistance of 0.1pu was applied on bus 4 for a duration
of 5 cycles. The output current magnitude of the inverter is as shown in Figure 5.69
while the terminal voltage magnitude is shown in Figure 5.70.
The plots compare the results when no current limit was enforced and when a
current limit of 1.7pu and 1.2pu were enforced. It can be seen when the current limit
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Figure 5.69: Inverter current magnitude for a fault while enforcing a current limit
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Figure 5.70: Inverter terminal voltage magnitude for a fault while enforcing a current
limit
is enforced, the terminal voltage decreases by a larger amount than when the current
limit was not enforced. This could have a critical impact on the behavior and recovery
of a system following a fault.
To observe the effect of enforcing the current limit on a larger system, a 118 bus
system was used. The topology of this system is the same as the IEEE 118 bus
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START
At every time step,t
With known value of source Norton current,
solve network equation (I = Y V );
get complex voltage Vt
Set Vtold = Vt
At every converter bus, obtain the current injected
Igrid =
E∗∠δ−Vtold
Rf+jXf
If
|Igrid| ≥ Imax
E∠ψ = 0.95E∠ψ
for the corresponding converter
Obtain a new value of E∗∠δ
With this new value,
obtain the Norton current = E
∗∠δ
Rf+jXf
After obtaining the Norton current for all converters,
solve network equation (I = Y V ) and,
get new values of complex voltage Vt
If
Vt-Vtold ≤ ǫ
Integration step;
update all state variables
If
t ≥ tend Increment time step
STOP
Yes
No for all converters
No
Yes
No
Yes
Figure 5.71: Flowchart of the procedure for network iterations in the converter model
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system whose data is available at [105]. However, for the purpose of this analysis,
the generation and loading level of the system was altered. The input system data
and the converged power flow solution are given in Appendix C. The network one
line diagram of the system is as shown in Figure 5.72. However, this one line diagram
does not have all the generator locations marked.
Figure 5.72: Network one line diagram of the 118 bus system
All the generating sources in the system were represented by the converter model
shown in Figure 4.9 and the generic control without the inner current loop. The
MVA rating of the converters was chosen in accordance to the absolute value of
their respective maximum/minimum reactive power and specified active power. The
loads were represented as constant impedances. To observe the effect of enforcing
the current limit, a fault with a fault resistance of 0.1pu was applied on bus 37 for
a duration of 5 cycles. As all the generation sources in the system are converter
interfaced, the effect of the fault was observed for two load scenarios; one scenario
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where all the load was static load and another scenario where the load on buses
2, 3, 11, 13, 16, 17, 29, 35, 39, 41, 45, 47, 60, 67, 75, 78, 82, 83, 88, 95, 98, 106
and 115 were induction motor load. The location of these induction motor loads
was arbitrarily assigned. For the dynamic model of the motor, a single cage motor
without implementation of saturation was used, represented by the data in Table A.5
Figure 5.73 compares the system mean frequency for the event while Figure 5.74
compares the voltage magnitude at bus 35 for various current limits while also showing
the difference between effect of the static load and induction motor load.
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Figure 5.73: Comparison of mean frequency of the 118 bus system for the fault with
various converter current limits
For this event, the near instantaneous current magnitude of converters at buses
34 and 36 had to be controlled to ensure that the current limit was not crossed. As
expected, it can be seen from the figures that with the presence of the induction
motor load, the voltage magnitude at the load bus has a different transient behavior
in comparison to the behavior with the presence of static load. With the presence of
an induction motor, the enforcement of the current limit decreases the nadir of the
voltage magnitude thereby increasing the chances of stalling. However, the enforce-
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Figure 5.74: Comparison of voltage magnitude at bus 35 of the 118 bus system for
the fault with various converter current limits
ment of the converter current limit has minimal impact on the frequency profile of
the system both with static load and induction motor load.
While the methodology used to enforce the current limit (Figure 5.71) is still in
a preliminary stage of investigation, the impact of the enforced current limit can be
clearly observed in the system behavior. In the following section however, for the
inverter model, the generic control without the inner current loop has been used and
a current limit has not been enforced through network solution iterations.
5.2 Source behind Inverter Model
Using PSLF3, the behavior of the proposed positive sequence model was first
validated using the three machine nine bus equivalent system. Subsequently, its
performance on the 18000 bus WECC system was observed.
3PSLF Version 18.1 01
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5.2.1 Small Scale System: Model Validation
The three machine nine bus equivalent system shown in Figure 5.4 was used
to validate the behavior of the model in software. The synchronous machine at bus
1 is replaced by a synchronous generator behind a rectifier-inverter set. The value
of Cdc was taken to be 7300 µF. On a base voltage of 16.5kV and base MVA of 100
MVA, the energy stored at voltage Vdc amounts to 12.1 MWs. The value of τ was
taken to be 0.02s.
At t=5s, the load at bus 6 (Figure 5.4) was increased by 50 MW. The values
of the controller gains and time constants were as tabulated in Table 5.3. Figure
Table 5.3: Controller gains for source behind inverter
Parameter Value
Kp,Ki 4.0,20.0
Kip,Kiq 10.0,10.0
Tfrq 0.05s
Rq 0.0
Rp 0.05pu on 100 MVA
Ka,Ta 200,0.02s
Kpdc,Kidc 0.0,0.1
αrect 15
◦
Kgp,Kgi 10,1.0s
TGsync 0.2s
T1/T2 3.0/10.0
All other time constants 0.01s
5.75 compares the real power at the inverter ac terminals (Pconv) with the real power
(Pgen) at the generator ac terminal when the dc circuit is represented explicitly (Sec-
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tion 4.4.3.1) and is represented approximately (Section 4.4.3.2). The two values are
nearly, but not exactly, equal; they differ by the flow of energy into the capacitor
supporting the dc bus. The inset in Figure 5.75 shows the extent of the difference
as estimated by a detailed simulation of the bus inductance and capacitance, and by
using the approximate representation given by (4.30). For the simulation with the
detailed representation of the inductor, the values of Kpdc and Kidc were set as 1.0
and 0.5 respectively. The comparison supports the use of the approximation. This
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Figure 5.75: Validation for use of τ to approximate the dynamics of L-C circuit on
dc bus
is important in large scale grid simulation work because detailed simulation of the
dc bus would require very small time steps and would adversely affect computation
time. Details of the design and tuning of the dc bus voltage controller could affect
the details of the bus response, but the topic is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Using τ , the active power output of the inverter (Pconv) and the active electrical
power output of the synchronous generator (Pgen) behind the rectifier-inverter set
are shown in Figure 5.76. Further, Figure 5.76 also compares Pgen of the generator
connected electronically with the active power output of the generator if it had been
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Figure 5.76: Active power output of the unit at bus 1
directly connected to the network. From the figure, two important observations can
be made; firstly, the output of the inverter interfaced generator follows the inverter
output, and secondly, due to the decoupling of the generator from the electrical
network, there is no rotor angle oscillation present.
The system frequency, reactive power output of the inverter (Qconv) and the syn-
chronous machine (Qgen) is shown in Figure 5.77. As the inverter handles the control
of its ac terminal voltage, the reactive power demand on the synchronous machine is
lower because it only needs to supply the reactive power consumed by the rectifier.
This is observed from the figure with the pre-disturbance reactive power output of
the machine being 20 MVAR in comparison to the inverter output of 27 MVAR.
Figures 5.78, 5.79 and 5.80 illustrate the importance of recognizing the finite size
and control of the dc bus capacitance From (4.19), a smaller value of Cdc would result
in a larger dip in dc voltage when the inverter power is increased. To practically
achieve a near infinite value of capacitance, a very large capacitor would be required.
A comparison of the performance of the positive sequence model using different values
of Cdc was carried out. On a base voltage of 16.5 kV and base MVA of 100 MVA, the
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Figure 5.77: System frequency & reactive power output of inverter and synchronous
machine
performance with values of Cdc as 730 µF, 7300 µF and 73000 µF were compared.
The corresponding values for the time constant (τ)(4.19) were 0.002s, 0.02s and 0.2s
respectively. The energy in the capacitor at voltage Vdc is 1.21 MWs, 12.1 MWs and
120.35 MWs respectively.
For the same 50MW load increase at bus 6, Figure 5.78 shows the variation of
the inverter ac terminal voltage. It can be seen the response that to replicate an
ideal/infinite dc voltage source, the value of Cdc should be 73000 µF. Figure 5.79
shows the variation of the inverter reactive power for the same event while Figure
5.80 shows the dc voltage. From these figures, it is apparent that the existing
assumption of modeling the source behind the inverter as an ideal dc voltage in
positive sequence simulations, will not be accurate. The large capacitors required
to validate this assumption will not be practical. Further, due to the significant
reduction in inverter terminal voltage due to the presence of a small capacitance on
the dc bus, it is essential to model the dc bus and the source behind the rectifier while
studying the dynamic behavior of large systems.
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Figure 5.78: Variation of inverter terminal voltage for different values of Cdc
Figure 5.79: Variation of inverter terminal reactive power for different values of Cdc
The steady state recovery of the dc voltage is primarily due to the action of the
synchronous machine excitation control with the rectifier firing angle control providing
minimal support. For the results in Figure 5.80, a strong excitation control was
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Figure 5.80: Variation of dc voltage for different values of Cdc
assumed to be present on the synchronous machine. To compare the performance
between a controlled and uncontrolled rectifier, the synchronous machine excitation
control gain Ka was reduced to 1.0 thereby weakening the excitation control, while
the firing angle control gains Kpdc and Kidc were increased to 0.1 and 1.0 respectively.
The value of the dc capacitance was set at 7300 µF with a time constant of 0.02s. The
effect of the weaker synchronous machine excitation control and the rectifier firing
angle control on the capacitor voltage is shown in Figure 5.81.
From these set of results it is observable that the reduction in the dc voltage,
primarily due to extraction of energy from the capacitor, causes the inverter terminal
ac voltage also to reduce. To showcase the difference between using an ideal dc
voltage source (converter model of Section 4.3.3) and using the explicit representation
of the dynamics of the dc bus and the source behind the rectifier, all machines in
Figure 5.4 were replaced with converters. However, the converters at buses 2 and 3
were represented with an ideal dc voltage source while the converter at bus 1 was
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Figure 5.81: Effect of rectifier control on capacitor voltage
represented by the detailed model of the source behind the inverter. In Figure 5.82
the ac side terminal voltage of the converter at bus 1 is shown when the converter at
bus 2 was tripped at t=5s. With the proposed detailed model, the inverter at bus 1
responds to the 163 MW generation trip by near instantaneously extracting a large
amount of energy from the capacitor causing the dc voltage to reduce by a significant
amount thereby resulting in the large drop in ac terminal voltage. However, with the
use of the ideal dc voltage source converter model, the energy/power made available
for the primary frequency contribution of the inverter is not accounted for on the
source side of the inverter and is consequently not accounted for in the ac terminal
voltage.
In another scenario, the converters at buses 2 and 3 were prevented from partici-
pating in primary frequency response. Figure 5.83 shows the ac side terminal voltage
of the converter at bus 1 for a 50 MW load increase at bus 6 at t=5s. With this
converter at bus 1 now being solely responsible for frequency response, again the
difference between the ideal converter model vs the detailed model can be observed.
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Figure 5.82: Inverter terminal voltage magnitude at bus 1 for converter trip at bus 2
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Figure 5.83: Inverter terminal voltage magnitude at bus 1 for constrained primary
frequency response
The detailed converter model with representation of the source behind inverter
would thus provide a better estimated representation of the system behavior. Further,
with lower values of capacitances on the dc bus, it becomes even more important to
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look at its effect on the ac side of the system. It can be concluded that the modeling
of the actual source behind the inverter, as proposed, is required for the simulation
of large systems with significant converter interfaced generation as a detailed point
on wave simulation will be computationally burdensome.
5.2.2 Large Scale System: Economy of Computation
Again, the WECC 2012 system has been used to test the behavior of this
model in a large scale system. This system has 18205 buses, 13670 lines and 2592
generators. The total generation is 176 GW while the total load is 169 GW. In this
section, all active power producing generators in the Arizona area were replaced with
the proposed model of the synchronous generator behind a rectifier-inverter set. This
amounted to 169 units. The remaining 5 units in the Arizona area act as synchronous
condensers and were thus replaced with inverters with an ideal dc voltage. Further,
the conventional generation of all other areas were also replaced with inverters with an
ideal dc voltage. Thus, again, the entire generation fleet was replaced with converter
interfaced generation but in the Arizona area, the source behind the inverter was also
modeled.
In the Arizona area, for conventional machines with a rating of more than 200
MVA, the synchronous generator behind the rectifier-inverter set had the same pa-
rameters as the conventional generator it replaced. For conventional machines with
rating lower than 200 MVA, a standard set of default values were used for the re-
placement synchronous generator behind the rectifier-inverter [77]. In addition, the
value of the active power droop coefficient Rp was taken to be the same as that used
in the governor of the conventional machine it replaced. The initial value of αrect was
set as 10◦ while Kp and Ki were set as 1.0 and 5.0 respectively. The values of Kip
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and Kiq were set as 5.0 each. All other controller gains and time constants remained
the same as in Table 5.3.
At t=15s, two units of Plant A were tripped resulting in a generation deficit of
2755 MW. Figure 5.84 shows the collective sum of the active power output of the
remaining on line units in Arizona. The solid line shows the collective ac output of
the inverters (Pconv); the dashed line shows the corresponding collective output of the
generator behind the rectifier (Pgen). The area between the two curves corresponds to
energy from the dc bus capacitance. The frequency in this pure converter interfaced
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Figure 5.84: Active power output of inverter and synchronous generator behind rec-
tifier in Arizona area for trip of two Plant A units
system is calculated as the rate of change of the terminal bus voltage angle. Figure
5.85 shows the calculated frequency in the Arizona area for the trip of two Plant A
units.
It can thus be seen that the simulation with a large presence of detailed models of
the source behind the inverter, is numerically stable and the increase in the runtime
of the simulation is acceptable when compared to the runtime of the simulation with
the source behind the inverter represented as an ideal dc voltage.
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Figure 5.85: Frequency in Arizona area for trip of two Plant A units
Plant H (Figure 5.19) in the Arizona area has three 890 MVA generators at a
voltage level of 26 kV. The value of τ was chosen to be 0.005s; correspondingly the
value of Cdc was 6580 µF which is equivalent to an energy level of 24.1 MWs. The
response of a unit of Plant H to the trip of two Plant A units is as shown in Figure
5.86. The figure compares the active power output of the inverter to the active power
output of the generator behind the inverter. It can be seen from the figure that the
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Figure 5.86: Active power response of a unit of Plant H for trip of two Plant A units
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inverter, drawing power from the dc capacitor, responds quickly to the generation
outage. Due to the presence of the capacitor and its assumed time constant of 5 ms,
the synchronous machine behind the rectifier is not loaded immediately and thus the
machine response to the outage is smooth.
The withdrawal of power from the capacitor causes the dc voltage and the terminal
voltage to drop as shown in Figure 5.87. Though a larger capacitor would reduce
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Figure 5.87: Dc voltage and inverter terminal voltage of a unit of Plant H for trip of
two Plant A units
the drop in voltage, it would also be a safety hazard due to the large amounts of
energy stored and the near instantaneous discharge of energy upon the occurrence of
a contingency.
To further illustrate the need for use of this detailed model, primary frequency
response participating units in the Southern California area were also replaced by this
detailed model. Again, the value of the active power droop coefficient Rp was taken
to be the same as that used in the governor of the conventional machine that was
replaced. A standard set of default values were used for the replacement synchronous
generator behind the rectifier-inverter [77].
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With a large renewable energy footprint, at a given time of the day, there could be
a possible situation wherein generating sources in multiple areas of the system would
not be able to provide primary frequency response. Such a situation can have impli-
cations both in the post contingency steady state operating condition and transient
behavior of the system. In order to study a possible scenario, units in the Northwest,
British Columbia, and other areas in California were blocked from participating in
primary frequency response for a generation outage contingency. While conducting
a steady state analysis, the lost generation was re-dispatched among the units that
were allowed to participate in primary frequency response (not on baseload). A sim-
ple re-dispatch based on the size of the unit was implemented with a rudimentary
distributed slack bus scheme. Additionally, area interchange control was disabled
while re-solving the power flow. The parameters of interest in this analysis were the
incremental system wide losses and the increase/decrease of flow on couple of critical
tie lines (shown in Figure 5.19) and interfaces. The results are tabulated in Table 5.4
for the trip of two units of Plant A.
It can be seen that there is an increase in system wide losses. Additionally, the
post contingency flow on tie line 1 and the North-South California Interface is greater
than the steady state rating of the interface. While this may not be an issue for a
short amount of time, additional reserves could have to be brought on line in a timely
manner to maintain the reliability of the system.
To investigate the transient behavior of the system under the same conditions, at
t=15s, two units of Plant A were tripped. Figure 5.88 shows the calculated frequency
in the Arizona area and the system mean frequency for the trip of these two units.
Also, the frequency plot shows the comparison between use of the ideal dc voltage
converter model for all units (including Arizona and Southern California) and use of
the detailed model for units in Arizona and Southern California (with the remaining
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Table 5.4: Change in tie line power flow and system losses after re-dispatch following
a generator contingency
Base case After re-dispatch Rating
MW MW ∆MW MVA
System Losses 5856.36 6372.26 515.90
Tie 1 4114.84 4883.00 768.16 4800
Tie 2 3050.06 3050.05 -0.01 3100
Arizona - California Interface 4240.96 2676.89 -1564.07 5700
N-S California Interface 3527.31 5041.74 1514.43 4000
units in the system having an ideal dc voltage). It can be seen that with the repre-
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sentation of the source behind the inverter (termed as practical dc source), the nadir
of the system frequency is slightly lower while also occurring slightly later.
In terms of computation time, PSLF took 27.14 minutes to run this 30 second
simulation. In comparison to this, when all machines were represented as converters
with an ideal dc voltage source, PSLF took 25.44 minutes to run the 30 second
simulation of this generation outage scenario. All simulations were run on a machine
with an i7 processor and 16.0 gb of RAM with a simulation time step of 0.001s.
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Figure 5.89: Bus voltage magnitude near Plant A
Figures 5.89 and 5.90 show the bus voltage magnitude near Plant A and Plant G
respectively. The figures also compare the voltage magnitude between use of the ideal
dc voltage converter model and the detailed model with representation of the source
behind converter. As before, it can be seen that use of the detailed model provides a
more detailed representation of the behavior of the system. As seen from the figures,
at the instant of disturbance, the dip in the magnitude of ac terminal voltage is more
when using the practical dc voltage source representation. However, when an ideal
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Figure 5.90: Bus voltage magnitude near Plant G
dc voltage source representation is used, the oscillatory behavior is more pronounced.
Thus, while these plots concur with the trend of the plots shown in Figure 5.78, it
would be difficult to comment on the exact reason for this difference in oscillatory
behavior without a detailed small signal analysis.
To further observe the effect of the dc capacitance on the system performance,
Figure 5.91 shows the output of the synchronous machine behind the inverter in
the Arizona area for two different values of τ . The larger value of τ corresponds to
a larger value of capacitance on the dc bus. To meet the immediate requirements
of the network following a disturbance, a larger capacitance provides more energy.
Thus, the synchronous machine behind the rectifier notices the change in network
conditions after a longer duration of time. This can also be surmised from the larger
area between the Pconv curve and the Pgen− τ = 0.05s curve. In comparison however,
the frequency plot (Figure 5.92) for these two values of capacitances does not show
much difference in the nadir.
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for trip of two Plant A units with limited frequency response capacity
Thus, while moving towards a system with large penetration of CIG, with CIG
sources participating in primary frequency response, use of this detailed source behind
inverter model (rather than the ideal dc voltage source converter model) could give
a better estimate of the performance of the system. This simulation has also served
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to validate the numerical stability of the model when present in large numbers in the
simulation of a large system in a commercial simulation software.
5.3 Induction Motor Drive Model
The performance of the motor drive model was analyzed using two different
systems. First, an equivalent transmission system was used to validate the perfor-
mance. Following this, a sample test distribution feeder was used to observe the
performance of the model to changes in the source substation voltage and frequency.
5.3.1 Equivalent Transmission System
The three machine nine bus system as shown in Figure 5.4 was again used
to analyze the performance of the speed drive model. The synchronous generators
were represented by detailed models with associated thermal governors and static
exciters. For the machine models, the parameter values provided in [89] were used.
For the governor model, a basic steam turbine governor model (TGOV1 in commercial
simulation software) was used with the following parameter values - time constant
TG=0.5s and transient gain reduction T1/T2=3.0/10.0. An active power droop of
0.05pu on the system 100MVA base was present on all three governors. The static
excitation system was represented by a single gain and time constant with values of
200 and 0.02s respectively. The static load at bus 5 was replaced with an induction
motor of inertia constant 0.3s on a 100MVA base and a speed damping factor of
2.0pu. The parameters of the motor are given in Table A.5 in the appendix.
With reference to the speed control block diagram (Fig. 4.21), the values of the
controller gains Kpdrive and Kidrive were taken as 5.0 and 4.0 respectively while the
value of ωrefslind was limited to be between 0.15pu and 0.001pu. The following sections
describe the various scenarios studied.
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5.3.1.1 Static Load Increase
At t=5s, the static load at bus 6 was increased by 10MW. Figure 5.93 shows the
speed of the motor both with and without the speed control drive present while Figure
5.94 shows the electrical torque developed by the motor. In order to validate the per-
formance of the independently developed C code, the figures also show the response
obtained from PSLF Version 18.1 01 for an induction motor without the presence
of the speed control drive. A motor without the presence of a speed control drive
represents a directly connected motor. Comparing the responses, it can be observed
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Figure 5.93: Speed of induction motor for a 10MW static load increase
that in the absence of the drive, the performance of the C code emulates the response
obtained from PSLF. The difference in the procedure used to evaluate the slip and
reactive power consumption results in the slight difference visible from the figures.
Further, the speed control drive is successful in maintaining the speed of the motor
at the pre-disturbance value. When the drive is present, the pre-disturbance value of
speed differs from the pre-disturbance value of speed when the drive is absent due to
different motor terminal voltages caused by the different reactive power consumptions
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Figure 5.94: Developed electrical torque of induction motor for a 10MW static load
increase
at the network terminal. With the speed maintained at the pre-disturbance value fol-
lowing the transient, based on (4.38), the mechanical torque and hence the developed
electrical torque are also at their pre-disturbance values as observable from Figure
5.94. As the pre-disturbance value of speed with the drive present is different from
that with the drive absent, for the same active power load Pm0, the pre-disturbance
value of electrical torque differs with the presence and absence of a drive, as shown
in Figure 5.94.
The static load increase causes a change in the bus voltages across the system.
Figure 5.95 shows the bus voltage magnitude at the induction motor bus, bus 5.
Upon the occurrence of the disturbance, it can be seen that the magnitude of the bus
voltage first decreases. This decrease in voltage would cause the slip of the motor to
increase as is evident from the decrease in speed shown in Figure 5.93. Due to control
action of the drive, this decrease in motor speed causes an increase in the reference
stator angular speed (ωrefs ) as seen in Figure 5.96. To maintain constant air gap
flux within the motor, this increase in ωrefs has to be accompanied by a proportional
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Figure 5.95: Bus voltage magnitude at induction motor bus for a 10MW static load
increase
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Figure 5.96: Change in rotor speed and reference stator angular speed for a 10MW
static load increase
increase in stator voltage magnitude reference (V refs ) (4.57). In order to maintain
constant flux in the motor, an increase in stator frequency would cause the stator
voltage magnitude reference (V refs ) to also increase, represented as an increase in the
modulation index mind, by (4.57).
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As the rectifier of the drive is an uncontrolled rectifier, the voltage on the dc side
is proportional to the magnitude of voltage on its ac side. Further, as the amplitude
modulation index mind of the inverter has a maximum allowable value of 1.0, the
per unit magnitude of voltage on the ac side of the inverter would be lower than
the corresponding per unit voltage magnitude on the ac side of the rectifier. As a
result, to maintain the same amount of developed electrical torque, the magnitude of
current drawn by the motor behind the drive would be higher than the magnitude of
current drawn by the motor when the drive is absent. This results in a lower voltage
magnitude at the induction motor bus.
With the mechanical load on the motor being constant and the speed held constant
by the drive, the active power consumed at the motor bus is also held constant at the
pre-disturbance value with the presence of the drive as shown in Figure 5.97. With
the drive present, a slight increase in the magnitude of consumed current results in
a slight increase in reactive power consumed by the motor to maintain constant flux
and this is observable from Figure 5.98. This reactive power demand of the induction
motor is met by the inverter. The reactive power consumption of the rectifier is due
to the presence of commutation losses resulting in a lagging power factor operation.
Thus, the rectifier draws reactive power from the network. Following the transient,
the increased current drawn by the motor increases the magnitude of current drawn
by the rectifier from the network bus. From (4.46) and (4.48), this increased rectifier
current results in a decrease in the power factor, resulting in an increase in reactive
power drawn by the rectifier from the network.
With the drive absent, the reactive power consumption decreases slightly as the
speed of the motor and the voltage at the terminal is slightly lower than their respec-
tive pre-disturbance values.
The active power outputs of the three generators are as shown in Figure 5.99. It
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Figure 5.97: Active power consumed by induction motor for a 10MW static load
increase
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Figure 5.98: Reactive power consumed by induction motor and rectifier for a 10MW
static load increase
can be seen from the results of this scenario that with the drive absent, the results
from the C code are coincident with the results from PSLF thereby validating the
accuracy of the C code for use in the transient stability time domain simulation.
Thus, the response from the C code has not been compared with the response from
PSLF in the two subsequent scenarios.
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Figure 5.99: Active power output of synchronous machines for a 10MW static load
increase with induction motor
5.3.1.2 Induction Motor Load Increase
In this scenario, the active power consumed by the motor is increased by 0.1pu
at t=5s. Figure 5.100 shows the speed of the induction motor again both with and
without the presence of the drive while Figure 5.101 shows the electrical torque de-
veloped by the motor. From Figures 5.100 and 5.101 it can be seen that the speed
control drive fulfills the primary objective of maintaining the speed of the motor at
the pre-disturbance value while simultaneously ensuring that the load torque is met.
Figures 5.104 and 5.105 show the electrical power drawn by the motor at the network
bus while Figure 5.102 shows the voltage magnitude at the bus. The control signal
from the drive is as shown in Figure 5.103. The increased value of Pm0 results in an
increase in current drawn by the motor, which results in the reactive power increase
at the ac terminal of the drive.
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Figure 5.100: Speed of induction motor for a 0.1pu increase in motor load torque
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Figure 5.101: Developed electrical torque of induction motor for a 0.1pu increase in
motor load torque
5.3.1.3 Change in Reference Rotor Speed
For a constant steady state load of Pm0, a need could arise that requires the motor
to operate at a different speed. This can be achieved by changing the value of ωrefrind of
Figure 4.21. In this scenario, at t=5s, the value of ωrefrind was increased by 0.01pu. The
speed of the motor, as controlled by the drive model, is as shown in Figure 5.106. In
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Figure 5.102: Bus voltage magnitude at induction motor bus for a 0.1pu increase in
motor load torque
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Figure 5.103: Change in rotor speed and reference stator angular speed for a 0.1pu
increase in motor load torque
order to accelerate the motor, initially, the electrical torque developed would have to
increase thereby increasing the active power drawn from the network. The increase in
current will also result in an increase in reactive power drawn from the network. This
can be observed from Figures 5.107 and 5.108 respectively. As the motor accelerates,
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Figure 5.104: Active power consumed by induction motor for a 0.1pu increase in
motor load torque
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Figure 5.105: Reactive power consumed by induction motor and rectifier for a 0.1pu
increase in motor load torque
the slip reduces, thereby transiently reducing the total active power drawn from the
network. However, as the steady state load on the motor (Pm0) has not changed,
the steady state active power settles at the pre-disturbance value while the electrical
torque developed varies according to (4.38) to settle at a slightly increased steady
state value. This results in a slight increase in the magnitude of current drawn by the
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Figure 5.106: Speed of induction motor for a 0.01pu increase in reference rotor speed
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Figure 5.107: Developed electrical torque of induction motor for a 0.01pu increase in
reference rotor speed
motor thus, resulting in a marginal increase of reactive power drawn from the network
bus, observable from Figure 5.108. The marginal increase in current also manifests
as a marginal decrease in the voltage magnitude of the induction motor bus as shown
in Figure 5.109.
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Figure 5.108: Reactive power consumed by induction motor and rectifier for a 0.01pu
increase in reference rotor speed
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Figure 5.109: Bus voltage magnitude at induction motor bus for a 0.01pu increase in
reference rotor speed
The behavior and validation of the performance of the induction motor speed
control drive is thus showcased by these results. The following section looks at the
performance in a distribution feeder with multiple drive interfaced motors.
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5.3.2 Distribution System Feeder
With an increase in penetration of induction motor speed drives in the distri-
bution system, it is important to analyze the performance of multiple motors on a
feeder fed from a single substation source. Further, with the single source modeled
as a The´venin source, the performance of the drive model can be captured for con-
trolled changes in the source behavior. The test system constructed is as shown in
Figure 5.110. The locations and values of the capacitor banks C5, C6 and C7 and
∞
Programmed source
|V |=1.05 pu
1
230 kV/33 kV
Xtran=0.05 pu
Sbase=1 MVA
2 3
M
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M
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M
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M
M - 100 kW Induction Motor
Branch Xij = 0.0025 pu on 100 kVA
Branch Rij = 0.7Xij pu
Branch B = 0.1 pu on 100 kVA
Figure 5.110: Test distribution system feeder
the value of the voltage magnitude at bus 1 were decided to ensure a voltage magni-
tude between 1.0pu and 1.01pu at bus 9. Additionally, the sum total of all allowed
capacitor banks was restricted to a maximum of 300 kVAR. With all motors being
identical, the motors parameters in per unit on a 100 kVA base are as given in Table
5.5. The values of the controller gains Kpdrive and Kidrive (Figure 4.21) were taken
as 0.5 and 1.0 respectively while the value of ωrefslind was limited to be between 0.15pu
and 0.001pu. The programmed source was represented as a The´venin voltage whose
voltage magnitude and frequency could be controlled.
With the motors directly connected without a drive, the values of the capacitor
banks were: C5=20 kVAR, C6=20 kVAR, C7=220 kVAR. With the drive present
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Table 5.5: Distribution system induction motor parameters
Parameter Value
Xs 3.5
X ′s 0.17
Rs 0.015
T ′o 0.2s
Hind 0.1s
Dind 2.0
Xsℓ 0.1
on all motors, the values of the capacitor banks were: C5=0 kVAR, C6=0 kVAR,
C7=100 kVAR. The following sections describe the various scenarios studied, with
each scenario comparing the behavior of the motors with speed drives present and
speed drives absent.
5.3.2.1 Change in Frequency of the Programmable Source
A significant contingency event in the transmission system can cause the fre-
quency in the system to change. At the distribution end of the system, this change
in frequency is represented as a change in the frequency of the programmable voltage
source. In order to model a drop in frequency, it was assumed that the nadir be
around 0.99pu, ten seconds after the occurrence of the event. The final steady state
value of the frequency was assumed to be around 0.995pu with a settling time of
40s after the occurrence of the event. With these assumptions, the frequency of the
source was modeled as given by (5.6) and shown in Figure 5.111 with the change in
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frequency initiated at t=5s.
fthev(t) =


1.0 if t ≤ 5
0.9955 + 0.0045e−0.099(t−5) cos(0.3178(t− 5))
+ 0.00141e−0.099(t−5) sin(0.3178(t− 5))
otherwise
(5.6)
The active and reactive power drawn by the motor at the far end of the feeder at
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Figure 5.111: Applied frequency change
bus 9 is as shown in Figures 5.112 and 5.113 respectively. The figures compare the
performance both with the presence and absence of the speed drive. The total active
and reactive power supplied by the source at bus 1 is as shown in Figure 5.114. It can
be seen from Figures 5.112, 5.113 and 5.114 that with the reduction in frequency, the
active power drawn by the motor from the network and the active power demand on
the source reduces when the drive is absent. However, with the presence of the drive,
the frequency reduction has no effect on the active power consumed by the motor and
the active power demand on the source. Similarly, with the presence of the drive, the
reactive power consumed by the motor and rectifier and the reactive power demand
on the source remain unchanged. This is due to the fact that the operation of an
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Figure 5.112: Active power consumed by motor at bus 9 for frequency change applied
to the voltage source
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Figure 5.113: Reactive power consumed by motor and rectifier at bus 9 for frequency
change applied to the voltage source
uncontrolled rectifier depends only on the magnitude of its ac side voltage and the
magnitude of the dc current. A frequency change is essentially a change in the rate
of change of phase angle; thus the magnitude of the ac side voltage of the rectifiers
remain unchanged as the network reactances are assumed to be frequency invariant.
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Figure 5.114: Active and reactive power at bus 1 for the applied frequency change
In comparison, when the motor is directly connected to the network without a
drive, a change in the phase angle of the ac terminal voltage results in a change in the
current drawn by the motor which changes the power drawn by the motor. As the
supply frequency reduces, the motor speed reduces as shown in Figure 5.115 thereby
reducing the developed electrical torque as shown in Figure 5.116 for constant power
load. This causes a reduction in the current drawn by the motor resulting in reduced
power drawn from the network. In the absence of the drive, the reduced magnitude
of current on the line along with the presence of the capacitor banks results in a
higher voltage profile as seen in Figure 5.117.
5.3.2.2 Small Change in Voltage Magnitude of the Programmable Source
Another disturbance that can occur at the distribution system source bus is the re-
duction of voltage magnitude on the high voltage side of the distribution transformer.
This reduction in voltage is modeled by changing the magnitude of the programmable
voltage source. If the pre-disturbance value of the magnitude of the voltage source
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Figure 5.115: Speed of motors at buses 3 and 9 for the applied frequency change
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Figure 5.116: Developed electrical torque of motors at buses 3 and 9 for the applied
frequency change
is represented as |Ethev|, then it is assumed that the voltage drops by 1% instanta-
neously but settles at 98% of |Ethev| with a settling time of around 10s following the
occurrence of the disturbance. With these assumptions, the voltage magnitude of the
source was modeled as given by (5.7) and the voltage at bus 1 is shown in Figure
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Figure 5.117: Bus voltage magnitude at buses 1, 2 and 9 for the applied frequency
change
5.118 with the change in voltage magnitude initiated at t=5s.
|Ethev|(t) =


|Ethev| if t ≤ 5
(0.98 + 0.01e−0.5(t−5.0))|Ethev| otherwise
(5.7)
The active and reactive power consumed by the motor at bus 9 is as shown in Figures
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Figure 5.118: Applied small voltage magnitude change
5.119 and 5.120 respectively while the total active and reactive power supplied by
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the source at bus 1 is as shown in Figure 5.121. As the load on the motor is
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Figure 5.119: Active power consumed by motor at bus 9 for voltage magnitude change
applied to the voltage source
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Figure 5.120: Reactive power consumed by motor and rectifier at bus 9 for voltage
magnitude change applied to the voltage source
unchanged, a dip in the voltage magnitude of the source results in a larger reactive
power demand across the feeder as can be seen from Figure 5.121. With the reduced
voltage magnitude, the current drawn by the motor increases to maintain the flux in
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Figure 5.121: Active and reactive power at bus 1 for the applied voltage magnitude
change
the motor. The increase in active power consumed by the motor is due to the increase
in losses in the motor. As can be seen from the power consumed by the motor, with
the presence of a drive, the motor is isolated from the network and thus does not
decrease the loading on the source. The power consumed by a directly connected
motor however decreases with the decrease in voltage thereby reducing the loading
on the source.
The speeds of the motors at bus 3 and bus 9 are as shown in Figure 5.122 while
the developed electric torque is shown in Figure 5.123. The voltage profile across the
feeder is as shown in Figure 5.124.
5.3.2.3 Large Change in Voltage Magnitude of the Programmable Source
A fault on the substation bus, or a fault in the transmission system, could depress
the voltage magnitude at the substation bus by a large amount followed by a slow
recovery of the voltage. In this scenario, three simulation runs were carried out with
the voltage magnitude of the programmable voltage source reduced to 0.75pu, 0.65pu
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Figure 5.122: Speed of motors at buses 3 and 9 for the applied voltage magnitude
change
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Figure 5.123: Developed electrical torque of motors at buses 3 and 9 for the applied
voltage magnitude change
and 0.45pu respectively. In each run, the voltage magnitude recovered to 1.0pu after 5
cycles and then recovered to the pre-disturbance value over the period of one second.
The voltage magnitude at bus 1 is as shown in Figure 5.125. For this applied voltage
change, the active power drawn at bus 3 is shown in Figures 5.130 and 5.127 when
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Figure 5.124: Bus voltage magnitude at buses 1, 2 and 9 for the applied voltage
magnitude change
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Figure 5.125: Applied large voltage magnitude change
the motor is drive connected and directly connected, respectively. The comparison
is also made for the reactive power drawn at the bus as shown by Figures 5.131 and
5.128 respectively. When the voltage magnitude drops, the speed of the directly
connected motor, shown in Figure 5.126, reduces to reduce the active power drawn
from the network, as shown in Figure 5.127. However, the reactive power consumed,
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Figure 5.126: Motor speed at bus 3 for the applied large voltage magnitude change
with directly connected motor
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Figure 5.127: Active power drawn at bus 3 for the applied large voltage magnitude
change with directly connected motor
shown in Figure 5.128 momentarily increases in order to prevent the flux in the air gap
from changing instantaneously. In comparison, when the motor is drive connected,
for approximately the same decrease in speed as shown in Figure 5.129, the decrease
in active power, shown in Figure 5.130, is also approximately of the same order as the
directly connected motor. However, as shown in Figure 5.131, there is no momentary
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Figure 5.128: Reactive power drawn at bus 3 for applied large voltage magnitude
change with directly connected motor
increase in reactive power drawn from the network as the reactive power demands of
the motor are met by the inverter. The reactive power drawn from the network is
the reactive power consumed by the rectifier. Similarly, as the voltage recovers, the
reactive power drawn from the network by the drive connected motor is significantly
lower than the reactive power drawn by the directly connected motor.
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Figure 5.129: Motor speed at bus 3 for the applied large voltage magnitude change
with drive connected motor
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Figure 5.130: Active power drawn at bus 3 for the applied large voltage magnitude
change with drive connected motor
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Figure 5.131: Reactive power drawn at bus 3 for the applied large voltage magnitude
change with drive connected motor
In a pure CIG network, upon the occurrence of a disturbance, the drop in the dc
voltage of a source inverter could result in the widespread dip of voltage magnitude
at the load buses. The results of this section show that the presence of speed control
drives at the motor terminal could increase the reactive power drawn at the load bus
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when the source voltage magnitude is depressed and could aggravate the low voltage
situation for a sustained voltage magnitude dip. However, for a significant voltage
event, due to the comparatively lower increase in power drawn from the network, the
performance of the drive connected motor could be more beneficial to the system than
the directly connected motor. Additionally, during a frequency disturbance, the help
that is usually provided by an induction motor in terms of lower speed and hence
lower power consumption, is reduced with the presence of a drive. Few results are
shown in the next section.
5.4 Performance of an all CIG and CIL System
A preliminary analysis was conducted to analyze the performance of a system
with both, sources and loads being converter interfaced. Using the modified IEEE
118 bus system discussed in Section 5.1.8, the transient behavior for a load increase
event and for a fault event was observed. All generation sources were represented by
the ideal dc voltage source converter model without the inner current loop.
The load increase event was the increase of the load at bus 6 by 100 MW. The
system mean frequency is as shown in Figure 5.132. For the scenario with a small
presence of induction motor load, only the loads at buses 11, 17, 39, 41, 45, 60, 83 and
88 were represented by an induction motor while the scenario with a large presence
of induction motor load was the same as in Section 5.1.8.
It can be seen from the figure that when the induction motors are interfaced
through a drive, the support from the natural response provided by the induction
motor in terms of lower power consumption with reduction in speed is lost thereby
increasing the rate of decrease in frequency. With the induction motors directly
connected, the rate of decrease in frequency is arrested to a larger extent leading to
a higher nadir value. However, with an increase in induction motor presence, the
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Figure 5.132: Mean frequency of the 118 bus system for a 100 MW load increase
event
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Figure 5.133: Voltage magnitude at bus 35 of the 118 bus system for a fault
value of the nadir is nearly the same both, with directly connected motors and drive
connected motors.
In response to a fault, a drive connected motor has a faster voltage recovery when
compared to a directly connected motor. This can be seen from Figure 5.133 for a
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5 cycle fault applied at bus 37 with a fault resistance of 0.1pu. A converter current
limit of 1.2pu was enforced.
Again, as the natural response of the induction motor is isolated from the network,
the network sees the drive as a static load and correspondingly the recovery of voltage
at the load bus is faster.
While the speed control drive provides a better voltage response to a fault, it wors-
ens the frequency response of the system. Thus, in a system with both generation
and load being converter interfaced, the system behavior is quite different from the
conventional system behavior and further work needs to be done to study the perfor-
mance of such a system before a conclusion can be made with regard to whether an
all CIG and CIL system performs better or worse than the conventional system.
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Chapter 6
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
6.1 Discussion
In this dissertation, mathematical models have been developed for converter
interfaced generation and load for use in positive sequence time domain simulations.
The simulation results portraying the performance and behavior of these mathemat-
ical models in the various test networks must however be interpreted with the under-
standing that there is a difference between the time scale of the simulation and the
time scale of actual operation of these devices in the field. In analyzing the positive
sequence performance of the bulk power system, the exact characteristics of converter
devices are of low interest. However, the trend of the responses from these devices
is of high interest and possible concern. In this dissertation, the focus has been on
representing this trend more accurately.
With the percentage of penetration of converter devices increasing rapidly, more
importance must be placed on developing accurate, while at the same time realistic,
mathematical models for simulation and analysis of the bulk power system. Simulta-
neously, operational policies and practices for the future grid have to be established
in order to prevent a case of closing the stable door after the horse has bolted. In this
dissertation, an attempt has been made to address these issues of simulation modeling
and operational practices. As simulation capability continues to evolve, there could
be a possibility to represent these devices and their associated control mechanisms in
more detail during the analysis of the bulk power system.
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However, there is no single correct mathematical model to represent these con-
verter interfaced devices. Each representation described in this dissertation has its
own advantages, applicable scenarios and disadvantages. Good engineering judgment
must be used while using these various representations. Use of these mathematical
models for bulk power system analysis must however come with the understanding
that in positive sequence analysis, certain control characteristics of these converters
are ignored and thus, the results of the analysis must be interpreted accordingly.
To summarize the work done in this dissertation, a controlled voltage source math-
ematical model was developed to represent the converter in positive sequence time-
domain commercial software to analyze the behavior of the bulk power system with
100% converter interfaced generation (CIG). The development of this converter model
was calibrated by comparison to a detailed electromagnetic transient model. Further,
to take into account the dynamics of the dc bus and the physical energy source behind
the inverter, a model to represent synchronous generators coupled to transmission
through rectifier-inverter links has been developed with recognition of the finite size
of the capacitor on the dc bus. The commercially available PSLF and PLECS soft-
ware were used to run the simulations. At the other end of the spectrum, in order to
examine the impact of the presence of converters at the load end, the development
and implementation of an induction motor speed control drive in a positive sequence
transient simulation has been described. An independently developed C code was
used to perform this simulation.
6.2 Conclusions
From the simulation runs, it can be concluded that the developed positive se-
quence controlled voltage source converter model is numerically robust and behaves
satisfactorily in a large realistic system such as the WECC system. Based on the
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long proven principle of droop relationships between real power and frequency, reac-
tive power and voltage magnitude, an all converter WECC system could operate in
a stable manner for various contingencies and that such a system, if required, could
be viable. This result is however contingent on the availability of adequate reserves
from CIG sources thereby first requiring the formulation of a dispatch schedule.
Recognition of the characteristics/dynamics of the dc bus and the source behind
the inverter becomes important in a system with a large presence of CIG as these
sources could play a crucial role in maintaining frequency and voltage. Examples of
the use of the source behind rectifier-inverter model have shown the sensitivity of
voltage control and complex power flow to the size of the capacitor with only minor
increase in computing times. This mathematical model can serve as an essential tool
in the simulation analysis of a future power system.
At the load end of the network, it has been shown that during a disturbance, the
support that is usually provided by an induction motor in terms of lower speed and
hence lower power consumption, is reduced with the presence of a drive. However,
the analysis conducted in assessing the impact of this converter interfaced load model
is still in the preliminary stages and more work has to be done before a conclusion
can be drawn regarding its impact on the power network. Accurate representation of
the changing load characteristics for use in analysis of the bulk power system is still
an open topic and possibly this converter interfaced load model will help in providing
a better representation of the drive interfaced loads in the power network.
It has been seen while converter interfaced generation can provide a quick response
to disturbance events, the overall system performance is also influenced by the char-
acteristics of the source behind the converter, the characteristics of the load and the
method by which the load is connected to the network. Through this dissertation,
a small but important step has been taken in addressing modeling capability issues
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and operational practices of a future power system. While the results obtained are
promising, it is hoped that they would serve to facilitate a giant leap in research
activity on this topic.
6.3 Future Research
During the course of this research work, new questions were raised which can
lead to avenues for future research work such as:
1. With a larger drop in the dc voltage of a source inverter upon the occurrence
of a contingency, widespread tripping of induction motors due to undervolt-
age and converters due to overcurrent could occur. It is possible that a well
coordinated wide area control strategy could increase the system reliability by
bringing voltage support units online quickly.
2. As a planning problem, a capacitor of appropriate size will have to be placed
on the dc bus to reduce the voltage drop. Further, it is possible that different
locations in the system can withstand different amounts of drop in voltage on
the dc bus. This problem would have to be analyzed and addressed as a large
sized capacitor could pose a safety hazard.
3. In developing the model for the source behind converter, a single source i.e. the
synchronous machine, was assumed. With the realization that it is important
of model the source behind the inverter, it is also imperative to identify and
mathematically describe the numerous types of sources that can be connected
on the dc side of the inverter both individually, and in a combined manner.
4. For large systems, a robust analytical tuning procedure of the controller gains
is required. This would ensure the maximum utilization of the converter band-
width and bring about a healthy system operation.
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5. Currently, the stress on the blades of a steam turbine determines the operating
frequency range of the system. With an all CIG system, an optimal frequency
range is yet to be determined.
6. The effect of generator ramping constraints on the dc bus voltage and ac system
behavior will have to be analyzed with synchronous machines interfaced through
converters.
7. It is to be determined if the energy stored in the dc capacitor can compensate
for the lost kinetic energy of a directly connected rotating machine.
8. The behavior of the induction motor speed drive model has been tested only
on a small system. A complete analysis of its behavior and interaction with
CIG in a large system is yet to be seen. Further, as induction motor drives can
various modes of operation, all these characteristics have to be included in the
mathematical model.
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A.1 Power Flow Solution
The power flow solution along with the power demand and generation at each bus
is as tabulated in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Power flow solution for the three generator equivalent system
Bus V(pu) Ang(deg) Pd(MW) Qd(MVAR) Pg(MW) Qg(MVAR)
1 1.040 0.0 0.0 0.0 71.6 27.0
2 1.025 9.3 0.0 0.0 163.0 6.7
3 1.025 4.7 0.0 0.0 85.0 -10.9
4 1.026 -2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 0.996 -4.0 125.0 50.0 0.0 0.0
6 1.013 -3.7 90.0 30.0 0.0 0.0
7 1.026 3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 1.016 0.7 100.0 35.0 0.0 0.0
9 1.032 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
A.2 Dynamic Data
The generator, exciter and governor data is as given as in Tables A.2, A.3 and
A.4 respectively. The reactances in the generator data are given in pu on a 100 MVA
base while the time constants and the inertia constant are in seconds. The machine
at bus 1 was modeled using the GENSAL model while the other two machines were
modeled using the GENROU models. The induction motor data is given in Table
A.5. A static exciter EXST1 was used on all machines while the governor model
Table A.2: Generator dynamic data for the three generator equivalent system
Bus MVA kV xd x
′
d xq x
′
q xℓ τ
′
d0 τ
′
q0 H
1 247.5 16.5 0.1460 0.0608 0.0969 0.0969 0.0336 8.96 0 23.64
2 192.0 18.0 0.8958 0.1198 0.8645 0.1969 0.0521 6.00 0.535 6.4
3 128.0 13.8 1.3125 0.1813 1.2578 0.25 0.0742 5.89 0.6 3.01
TGOV1 was used as a governor on all machines.
Table A.3: Exciter dynamic data for the three generator equivalent system
Bus Tr Vimax Vimin Tc Tb Ka Ta Vrmax Vrmin Kc Kf Tf Tc1 Tb1 Vamax Vamin Xe Ilr Klr
1 0.0 0.1 -0.1 1.0 10.0 200.0 0.02 5.0 -5.0 0.05 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 -5.0 0.04 2.8 5.0
2 0.0 0.1 -0.1 1.0 10.0 200.0 0.02 5.0 -5.0 0.05 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 -5.0 0.04 2.8 5.0
3 0.0 0.1 -0.1 1.0 10.0 200.0 0.02 5.0 -5.0 0.05 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 -5.0 0.04 2.8 5.0
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Table A.4: Governor dynamic data for the three generator equivalent system
Bus MWcap R T1 Vmax Vmin T2 T3 Dt
1 247.5 0.05 0.5 1.0 0.01 1.0 10.0 0.0
2 192.0 0.05 0.5 1.0 0.01 1.0 10.0 0.0
3 128.0 0.05 0.5 1.0 0.01 1.0 10.0 0.0
Table A.5: Induction motor data
Parameter Value
Xs 3.97
X ′s 0.236
Rs 0.013
T ′o 1.139s
Hind 0.3s
Dind 2.0
Xsℓ 0.17
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With reference to Figures 4.5 and 4.9, and (4.13), the equations representing the
controller and converter are linearized as below,
I
ds1
dt
= Ki [Vref − s2 − RqQg] (B.1)
⇒ ∆s˙1 = Ki∆Vref −Ki∆s2 − RqKi∆Qg
but Qg = Vtq id − Vtdiq → Qg = Vtqs7 − Vtds6
∴ ∆Qg = Vtq0∆s7 + id0∆Vtq − Vtd0∆s6 − iq0∆Vtd
∴
∆s˙1 = Ki∆Vref −Ki∆s2 −KiRqVtq0∆s7 −KiRqid0∆Vtq +KiRqVtd0∆s6
+KiRqiq0∆Vtd
II
ds2
dt
= (1/Tr) ∗ [Vt − s2] (B.2)
⇒ ∆s˙2 = (1/Tr) [∆Vt −∆s2]
but V 2t = V
2
td
+ V 2tq ⇒ 2Vt0∆Vt = 2Vtd0∆Vtd + 2Vtq0∆Vtq
∴ ∆Vt =
Vtd0
Vt0
∆Vtd +
Vtq0
Vt0
∆Vtq
∴ ∆s˙2 =
Vtd0
TrVt0
∆Vtd +
Vtq0
TrVt0
∆Vtq −
1
Tr
∆s2
III
ds3
dt
= (1/TGpv) ∗ [Pref − (∆ω/Rp)− s3] (B.3)
⇒ ∆s˙3 = (1/TGpv) [∆Pref − (∆ω/Rp)−∆s3]
with ∆ω = ω − ωs. For a converter, the frequency (ω) is obtained as the rate of
change of the bus voltage angle (δ) at the point of connection. In PSLF, internally,
a numerical differentiation of the bus voltage angle is performed. The bus frequency
is then obtained by passing the result of the numerical differentiation through a filter
with a time constant denoted by Tfrq=0.05s. During linearization, the change in
frequency for the active power droop equation is obtained as shown in Figure B.1.
The bus voltage angle can be defined as,
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1
1+sTfrq
∑ 1
377
∆δ
+
sω
-
∆ω
Figure B.1: Block diagram for obtaining ∆ω for linearization of active power droop
equation
tan δ = Vtq/Vtd
⇒ d(tan δ)
dt
=
Vtd0∆Vtq − Vtq0∆Vtd
V 2td0
⇒ sec2 δ0∆δ = ∆δ
cos2 δ0
=
Vtd0∆Vtq − Vtq0∆Vtd
V 2td0
but cos δ0 = Vtd0/Vt0
⇒ ∆δ = Vtd0
V 2t0
∆Vtq −
Vtq0
V 2t0
∆Vtd
but ∆ω = ∆s˙ω/377 where ∆s˙ω is defined by (B.10)
∴ ∆ω = − 1
377Tfrq
∆sω +
Vtd0
377TfrqV 2t0
∆Vtq −
Vtq0
377TfrqV 2t0
∆Vtd
∴
∆s˙3 =
∆Pref
TGpv
− 1
TGpv
∆s3 +
1
377TfrqRpTGpv
∆sω − Vtd0
377TfrqRpTGpvV 2t0
∆Vtq
+
Vtq0
377TfrqRpTGpvV 2t0
∆Vtd
IV
ds4
dt
= Kip [s3 − Pg] (B.4)
⇒ ∆s˙4 = Kip∆s3 −Kip∆Pg
but Pg = Vdid + Vqiq → Pg = Vds7 + Vqs6
∴ ∆Pg = Vtd0∆s7 + id0∆Vtd + Vtq0∆s6 + iq0∆Vtq
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∴ ∆s˙4 = Kip∆s3 −KipVtd0∆s7 −Kipid0∆Vtd −KipVtq0∆s6 −Kipiq0∆Vtq
V
ds5
dt
= Kiq [Qcmd −Qg] (B.5)
⇒ ∆s˙5 = Kiq∆Qcmd −Kiq∆Qg
but ∆Qcmd = ∆s1 +Kp∆Vref −Kp∆s2 −KpRq∆Qg
∴ ∆s˙5 = Kiq∆s1 +KiqKp∆Vref −KiqKp∆s2 −Kiq (KpRq + 1)∆Qg
but ∆Qg = Vtq0∆s7 + id0∆Vtq − Vtd0∆s6 − iq0∆Vtd
∴
∆s˙5 = Kiq∆s1 +KiqKp∆Vref −KiqKp∆s2 −KiqVtq0 (KpRq + 1)∆s7
−Kiqid0 (KpRq + 1)∆Vtq +KiqVtd0 (KpRq + 1)∆s6
+Kiqiq0 (KpRq + 1)∆Vtd
VI
ds6
dt
=
1
TQ
[−IQcmd − s6] (B.6)
⇒ ∆s˙6 = − 1
TQ
∆IQcmd − 1
TQ
∆s6
but IQcmd =
Qcmd
Vt
+ s5
∴ ∆IQcmd =
∆Qcmd
Vt0
− Qcmd0
V 2t0
∆Vt +∆s5
but Qcmd = s1 +Kp [Vref − s2 − RqQg]
∴ ∆Qcmd =
∆s1 +Kp∆Vref −Kp∆s2 −KpRqVtq0∆s7
−KpRqid0∆Vtq +KpRqVtd0∆s6 +KpRqiq0∆Vtd
also ∆Vt =
Vtd0
Vt0
∆Vtd +
Vtq0
Vt0
∆Vtq
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∴∆s˙6 =
−1
TQVt0
∆s1 − Kp
TQVt0
∆Vref +
Kp
TQVt0
∆s2 +
KpRqVtq0
TQVt0
∆s7
+
[
KpRqid0
TQVt0
+
Qcmd0Vtq0
TQV 3t0
]
∆Vtq −
[
KpRqVtd0
TQVt0
+
1
TQ
]
∆s6
−
[
KpRqiq0
TQVt0
− Qcmd0Vtd0
TQV 3t0
]
∆Vtd −
1
TQ
∆s5
VII
ds7
dt
=
1
TD
[IPcmd − s7] (B.7)
⇒ ∆s˙7 = 1
TD
∆IPcmd − 1
TD
∆s7
but IPcmd =
s3
Vt
+ s4
∴ ∆IPcmd =
∆s3
Vt0
− Pcmd0
V 2t0
∆Vt +∆s4
⇒ ∆IPcmd = ∆s3
Vt0
− Pcmd0Vtd0
V 3t0
∆Vtd −
Pcmd0Vtq0
V 3t0
∆Vtq +∆s4
∴ ∆s˙7 =
1
TDVt0
∆s3 − Pcmd0Vtd0
TDV 3t0
∆Vtd −
Pcmd0Vtq0
TDV 3t0
∆Vtq +
1
TD
∆s4 − 1
TD
∆s7
VIII
ds8
dt
=
1
Ted
[Ed − s8] (B.8)
⇒ ∆s˙8 = 1
Ted
∆Ed − 1
Ted
∆s8
but Ed = Vtd0 + idRf − iqXf ⇒ Ed = Vtd0 + s7Rf − s6Xf
∴ ∆Ed = Rf∆s7 −Xf∆s6
∴ ∆s˙8 =
Rf
Ted
∆s7 − Xf
Ted
∆s6 − 1
Ted
∆s8
IX
ds9
dt
=
1
Teq
[Eq − s9] (B.9)
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⇒ ∆s˙9 = 1
Teq
∆Eq − 1
Teq
∆s9
but Eq = Vtq0 + iqRf + idXf ⇒ Eq = Vtq0 + s6Rf + s7Xf
∴ ∆Eq = Rf∆s6 +Xf∆s7
∴ ∆s˙9 =
Rf
Teq
∆s6 +
Xf
Teq
∆s7 − 1
Teq
∆s9
X
dsω
dt
=
1
Tfrq
[∆δ − sω] (B.10)
∴ ∆s˙ω =
−1
Tfrq
∆sω +
Vtd0
TfrqV 2t0
∆Vtq −
Vtq0
TfrqV 2t0
∆Vtd
The state equations of the device will be represented in the following form:
∆x˙ = Ad∆x+Bd
[
∆Vtd ∆Vtq
]T
+ Fd [∆Vref ∆Pref ]
T
[∆id ∆iq]
T = Cd∆x+Dd
[
∆Vtd ∆Vtq
]T (B.11)
where,
Ad =


0 −Ki 0 0 0 KiRqVtd0 −KiRqVtq0 0 0 0
0 −1
Tr
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1
TGpv
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
377TfrqRpTGpv
0 0 Kip 0 0 −KipVtq0 −KipVtd0 0 0 0
Kiq −KiqKp 0 0 0 KiqVtd0 (KpRq+1) KiqVtq0 (KpRq+1) 0 0 0
−1
TQVt0
Kp
TQVt0
0 0 −1
TQ
−
[
KpRqVtd0
TQVt0
+ 1
TQ
]
KpRqVtq0
TQVt0
0 0 0
0 0 1
TDVt0
1
TD
0 0 −1
TD
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
−Xf
Ted
Rf
Ted
−1
Ted
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Rf
Teq
Xf
Teq
0 −1
Teq
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
Tfrq


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Bd =


KiRqiq0 −KiRqid0
Vtd0
TrVt0
Vtq0
TrVt0
Vtq0
377RpTGpvTfrqV
2
t0
−Vtd0
377RpTGpvTfrqV
2
t0
−Kipid0 −Kipiq0
Kiqiq0 (KpRq+1) −Kiqid0 (KpRq+1)
−
[
KpRqiq0
TQVt0
−
Qcmd0
Vtd0
TQV
3
t0
] [
KpRqid0
TQVt0
+
Qcmd0
Vtq0
TQV
3
t0
]
−Pcmd0
Vtd0
TDV
3
t0
−Pcmd0
Vtq0
TDV
3
t0
0 0
0 0
−Vtq0
TfrqV
2
t0
Vtd0
TfrqV
2
t0


Fd =


Ki 0
0 0
0 1
TGpv
0 0
KiqKp 0
−Kp
TQVt0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0


Cd = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ]
Dd = [ 0 00 0 ]
To obtain the system A matrix, the converter is connected to an infinite bus as shown
in Figure 5.59 and the network equations are derived. From (4.13) and Figure 4.9,
the equation for the terminal voltage can be written as,(
Vtd + jVtq
)
= (s8 + js9)− (id + jiq) (Rf + jXf ) (B.12)
where, id and iq are the components of the converter current Iconv along the network
dq axis. By treating the load as a constant admittance load YL = GL + jBL, the
equation for current can be written as,
id+jiq = (s8 + js9) (G+ jB)−(s8 + js9) (G+ jB)
2
(Gx + jBx)
−(V∞ + j0) (G2 + jB2) (G+ jB)
(Gx + jBx)
(B.13)
where, G+ jB = 1/(Z1 +Rf + jXf), G2 + jB2 = 1/Z2 and Gx + jBx = (G+ jB) +
(GL + jBL) + (G2 + jB2). Substituting for id + jiq in (B.12) by using the expression
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in (B.13), the expression for the terminal voltage of the converter can be obtained as,
(
Vtd + jVtq
)
=(s8 + js9)
[
1− (Rf + jXf) (G+ jB) + (Rf + jXf ) (G+ jB)
2
(Gx + jBx)
]
+ (V∞ + j0)
[
(Rf + jXf) (G2 + jB2) (G+ jB)
(Gx + jBx)
]
⇒ (Vtd + jVtq) = (s8 + js9) (YA + jYB) + (V∞ + j0) (YC + jYD)
(B.14)
where,
YA = R
[
1− (Rf + jXf) (G+ jB) + (Rf + jXf) (G+ jB)
2
(Gx + jBx)
]
YB = I
[
1− (Rf + jXf) (G+ jB) + (Rf + jXf) (G+ jB)
2
(Gx + jBx)
]
YC = R
[
(Rf + jXf) (G2 + jB2) (G+ jB)
(Gx + jBx)
]
YD = I
[
(Rf + jXf) (G2 + jB2) (G+ jB)
(Gx + jBx)
]
(B.15)
Linearizing (B.14),
∆Vtd = YA∆s8 − YB∆s9; ∆Vtq = YB∆s8 + YA∆s9
Thus, the network matrix relating the converter terminal voltage to the state variables
can be written as,
Yd =
[
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 YA −YB 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 YB YA 0
]
The final state space representation of the system of Fig. 5.59 can be written as,
∆x˙ = Asys∆x+Bsys [∆Vref ∆Pref ]
T
∆y = Csys∆x+Dsys [∆Vref ∆Pref ]
T
(B.16)
where,
Asys = Ad +BdYd and Bsys = Fd (B.17)
The terminal voltage of the converter (Vt) and the frequency (ω) are taken as the
output variables. Hence,
Csys =

 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Vtd0Vt0 YA+Vtq0Vt0 YB −Vtd0Vt0 YB+Vtq0Vt0 YA 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vtd0
377TfrqV
2
t0
YB−
Vtq0
377TfrqV
2
t0
YA
Vtd0
377TfrqV
2
t0
YA+
Vtq0
377TfrqV
2
t0
YB
−1
377Tfrq


and, Dsys = [ 0 00 0 ]
(B.18)
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C.1 Input Data for Power Flow Program
NRLF Program
System Sp e c i f i c a t i o n
Total number o f buses : 118
Total number o f branches : 186
S lack Bus
Bus Vspec (pu) Pd(MW) Qd(MVAR)
69 1.03500 0.00000 0.00000
PV Buses
Total Number o f PV Buses : 53
Bus Vspec (pu ) Pg(MW) Pd(MW) Qd(MVAR) Qmax(MVAR) Qmin(MVAR)
1 0.9550 0.00 61.20 27.00 15.00 −5.00
4 0.9980 9.00 36.00 12.00 300.00 −300.00
6 0.9900 0.00 62.40 22.00 50.00 −13.00
8 1.0150 28.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 −300.00
10 1.0500 450.00 0.00 0.00 200.00 −147.00
12 0.9900 85.00 56.40 10.00 120.00 −35.00
15 0.9700 0.00 108.00 30.00 30.00 −10.00
18 0.9730 0.00 72.00 34.00 50.00 −16.00
19 0.9620 0.00 54.00 25.00 24.00 −8.00
24 0.9920 13.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 −300.00
25 1.0500 220.00 0.00 0.00 140.00 −47.00
26 1.0150 314.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 −1000.00
27 0.9680 9.00 74.40 13.00 300.00 −300.00
31 0.9670 7.00 51.60 27.00 300.00 −300.00
32 0.9630 0.00 70.80 23.00 42.00 −14.00
34 0.9840 0.00 70.80 26.00 24.00 −8.00
36 0.9800 0.00 37.20 17.00 24.00 −8.00
40 0.9700 46.00 24.00 23.00 300.00 −300.00
42 0.9850 59.00 44.40 23.00 300.00 −300.00
46 1.0050 19.00 33.60 10.00 100.00 −100.00
49 1.0250 204.00 104.40 30.00 210.00 −85.00
54 0.9550 48.00 135.60 32.00 300.00 −300.00
55 0.9520 0.00 75.60 22.00 23.00 −8.00
56 0.9540 0.00 100.80 18.00 15.00 −8.00
59 0.9850 155.00 332.40 113.00 180.00 −60.00
61 0.9950 160.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 −100.00
62 0.9980 0.00 92.40 14.00 20.00 −20.00
65 1.0050 391.00 0.00 0.00 200.00 −67.00
66 1.0500 392.00 46.80 18.00 200.00 −67.00
70 0.9840 0.00 79.20 20.00 32.00 −10.00
72 0.9800 12.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 −100.00
73 0.9910 6.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 −100.00
74 0.9580 0.00 81.60 27.00 9.00 −6.00
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76 0.9430 0.00 81.60 36.00 23.00 −8.00
77 1.0060 0.00 73.20 28.00 70.00 −20.00
80 1.0400 477.00 156.00 26.00 280.00 −165.00
85 0.9850 0.00 28.80 15.00 23.00 −8.00
87 1.0150 4.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 −100.00
89 1.0050 607.00 0.00 0.00 300.00 −210.00
90 0.9850 85.00 93.60 42.00 300.00 −300.00
91 0.9800 10.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 −100.00
92 0.9900 0.00 78.00 10.00 9.00 −3.00
99 1.0100 42.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 −100.00
100 1.0170 252.00 44.40 18.00 155.00 −50.00
103 1.0100 40.00 27.60 16.00 40.00 −15.00
104 0.9710 0.00 45.60 25.00 23.00 −8.00
105 0.9650 0.00 37.20 26.00 23.00 −8.00
107 0.9520 22.00 33.60 12.00 200.00 −200.00
110 0.9730 0.00 46.80 30.00 23.00 −8.00
111 0.9800 36.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 −100.00
112 0.9750 43.00 30.00 13.00 1000.00 −100.00
113 0.9930 6.00 0.00 0.00 200.00 −100.00
116 1.0050 184.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 −1000.00
PQ Buses
Bus Pd(MW) Qd(MVAR) Bus Pd(MW) Qd(MVAR)
2 24.00000 9.00000 3 46.80000 10.00000
5 0.00000 0.00000 7 22.80000 2.00000
9 0.00000 0.00000 11 84.00000 23.00000
13 40.80000 16.00000 14 16.80000 1.00000
16 30.00000 10.00000 17 13.20000 3.00000
20 21.60000 3.00000 21 16.80000 8.00000
22 12.00000 5.00000 23 8.40000 3.00000
28 20.40000 7.00000 29 28.80000 4.00000
30 0.00000 0.00000 33 27.60000 9.00000
35 39.60000 9.00000 37 0.00000 0.00000
38 0.00000 0.00000 39 32.40000 11.00000
41 44.40000 10.00000 43 21.60000 7.00000
44 19.20000 8.00000 45 63.60000 22.00000
47 40.80000 0.00000 48 24.00000 11.00000
50 20.40000 4.00000 51 20.40000 8.00000
52 21.60000 5.00000 53 27.60000 11.00000
57 14.40000 3.00000 58 14.40000 3.00000
60 93.60000 3.00000 63 0.00000 0.00000
64 0.00000 0.00000 67 33.60000 7.00000
68 0.00000 0.00000 71 0.00000 0.00000
75 56.40000 11.00000 78 85.20000 26.00000
79 46.80000 32.00000 81 0.00000 0.00000
82 64.80000 27.00000 83 24.00000 10.00000
84 13.20000 7.00000 86 25.20000 10.00000
88 57.60000 10.00000 93 14.40000 7.00000
94 36.00000 16.00000 95 50.40000 31.00000
206
96 45.60000 15.00000 97 18.00000 9.00000
98 40.80000 8.00000 101 26.40000 15.00000
102 6.00000 3.00000 106 51.60000 16.00000
108 2.40000 1.00000 109 9.60000 3.00000
114 9.60000 3.00000 115 26.40000 7.00000
117 24.00000 8.00000 118 39.60000 15.00000
Bus Shunt Data
Bus GShunt(pu ) BShunt(pu) Bus GShunt( pu) BShunt(pu)
34 0.00000 0.14000 44 0.00000 0.10000
45 0.00000 0.10000 46 0.00000 0.10000
48 0.00000 0.15000 74 0.00000 0.12000
79 0.00000 0.20000 82 0.00000 0.20000
83 0.00000 0.10000 105 0.00000 0.20000
107 0.00000 0.06000 110 0.00000 0.06000
Line Data
FB TB G(pu) B(pu) Bch(pu)
1 2 −2.78030 9.16674 0.02540
1 3 −6.56766 21.58673 0.01082
4 5 −26.35599 119.50043 0.00210
3 5 −1.96818 8.82006 0.02840
5 6 −3.89193 17.66085 0.01426
6 7 −10.11664 45.84445 0.00550
8 9 −2.60627 32.57838 1.16200
9 10 −2.47246 30.85780 1.23000
4 11 −4.04236 13.30690 0.01748
5 11 −4.00922 13.46940 0.01738
11 12 −14.18144 46.71533 0.00502
2 12 −4.51228 14.86397 0.01572
3 12 −1.73212 5.72603 0.04060
7 12 −7.00640 27.63544 0.00874
11 13 −3.81080 12.51997 0.01876
12 14 −3.93720 12.94696 0.01816
13 15 −1.13994 3.74463 0.06268
14 15 −1.43148 4.69142 0.05020
12 16 −2.86293 11.26266 0.02140
15 17 −6.33419 20.96999 0.04440
16 17 −1.31605 5.22072 0.04660
17 18 −4.55296 18.69304 0.01298
18 19 −4.37844 19.29017 0.01142
19 20 −1.75928 8.16809 0.02980
15 19 −7.07397 23.22620 0.01010
20 21 −2.42612 11.25562 0.02160
21 22 −2.12273 9.85191 0.02460
22 23 −1.29297 6.01120 0.04040
23 24 −5.18654 18.90207 0.04980
23 25 −2.34821 12.04210 0.08640
25 27 −1.15300 5.91003 0.17640
27 28 −2.49212 11.13831 0.02160
28 29 −2.50683 9.97442 0.02380
8 30 −1.68443 19.69722 0.51400
26 30 −1.07107 11.52840 0.90800
17 31 −1.77685 5.85910 0.03990
29 31 −8.90905 27.30460 0.00830
23 32 −2.21694 8.06351 0.11730
31 32 −2.81390 9.30097 0.02510
27 32 −3.67892 12.12918 0.01926
15 33 −2.24595 7.35252 0.03194
19 34 −1.12804 3.70515 0.06320
35 36 −20.53960 93.52856 0.00268
35 37 −4.24532 19.18112 0.01318
33 37 −1.89617 6.48809 0.03660
34 36 −10.96834 33.74872 0.00568
34 37 −26.97190 99.03744 0.00984
37 39 −2.61690 8.64149 0.02700
37 40 −1.86828 5.29292 0.04200
30 38 −1.57956 18.38279 0.42200
39 40 −4.60137 15.12950 0.01552
40 41 −5.61593 18.86179 0.01222
40 42 −1.51767 5.00420 0.04660
41 42 −2.05968 6.78187 0.03440
43 44 −0.95122 3.83931 0.06068
34 43 −1.37835 5.61020 0.04226
44 45 −2.59868 10.45272 0.02240
45 46 −2.00126 6.78429 0.03320
46 47 −2.16241 7.22700 0.03160
46 48 −1.52798 4.80512 0.04720
47 49 −4.47196 14.63337 0.01604
42 49 −0.65332 2.95136 0.08600
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42 49 −0.65332 2.95136 0.08600
45 49 −1.74159 4.73589 0.04440
48 49 −6.23550 17.59177 0.01258
49 50 −4.19289 11.80918 0.01874
49 51 −2.29994 6.48338 0.03420
51 52 −5.24612 15.19564 0.01396
52 53 −1.42744 5.76262 0.04058
53 54 −1.68853 7.83272 0.03100
49 54 −0.82161 3.25267 0.07380
49 54 −0.94218 3.15507 0.07300
54 55 −3.19827 13.37976 0.02020
54 56 −27.84387 96.69417 0.00732
55 56 −19.37858 59.96242 0.00374
56 57 −3.26416 9.19295 0.02420
50 57 −2.34621 6.63276 0.03320
56 58 −3.26416 9.19295 0.02420
51 58 −4.38155 12.35425 0.01788
54 59 −0.91274 4.16088 0.05980
56 59 −1.18183 3.59562 0.05690
56 59 −1.26319 3.75969 0.05360
55 59 −0.97080 4.42073 0.05646
59 60 −1.43895 6.58197 0.03760
59 61 −1.39125 6.36245 0.03880
60 61 −13.95204 71.34567 0.01456
60 62 −3.72897 17.00773 0.01468
61 62 −5.56134 25.37698 0.00980
63 64 −4.26843 49.63291 0.21600
38 65 −0.91909 10.05800 1.04600
64 65 −2.92622 32.85194 0.38000
49 66 −2.05254 10.47937 0.02480
49 66 −2.05254 10.47937 0.02480
62 66 −0.96695 4.37336 0.05780
62 67 −1.79733 8.15067 0.03100
66 67 −2.07330 9.39466 0.02682
65 68 −5.35082 62.03849 0.63800
47 69 −1.00123 3.29552 0.07092
49 69 −0.85892 2.82530 0.08280
69 70 −1.76170 7.45787 0.12200
24 70 −0.01305 2.43006 0.10198
70 71 −6.59172 26.53130 0.00878
24 72 −1.19615 4.80422 0.04880
71 72 −1.29692 5.23421 0.04444
71 73 −4.05401 21.25313 0.01178
70 74 −2.09824 6.92261 0.03368
70 75 −1.97118 6.49385 0.03600
69 75 −2.45094 7.38309 0.12400
74 75 −6.83466 22.55994 0.01034
76 77 −1.85966 6.19886 0.03680
69 77 −2.76986 9.05358 0.10380
75 77 −1.37933 4.58781 0.04978
77 78 −22.39460 73.85454 0.01264
78 79 −8.73360 39.02928 0.00648
77 80 −6.43635 18.36252 0.04720
77 80 −2.47280 8.83143 0.02280
79 80 −3.00028 13.53971 0.01870
68 81 −4.25685 49.13616 0.80800
77 82 −3.65011 10.44814 0.08174
82 83 −7.62599 24.95468 0.03796
83 84 −2.93011 6.18839 0.02580
83 85 −1.81030 6.23079 0.03480
84 85 −6.01492 12.76676 0.01234
85 86 −2.14015 7.52110 0.02760
86 87 −0.64545 4.73359 0.04450
85 88 −1.85117 9.44095 0.02760
85 89 −0.78360 5.67209 0.04700
88 89 −2.64125 13.52931 0.01934
89 90 −1.36218 4.94382 0.05280
89 90 −2.26526 9.48934 0.10600
90 91 −3.32717 10.95084 0.02140
89 92 −3.73830 19.06912 0.05480
89 92 −1.48078 5.95702 0.04140
91 92 −2.18922 7.19558 0.03268
92 93 −3.28383 10.79336 0.02180
92 94 −1.76335 5.79230 0.04060
93 94 −3.80837 12.50100 0.01876
94 95 −6.41462 21.09048 0.01110
80 96 −1.03514 5.29203 0.04940
82 96 −5.27440 17.25575 0.05440
94 96 −3.25067 10.50123 0.02300
80 97 −2.02021 10.31081 0.02540
80 98 −1.94596 8.83043 0.02860
80 99 −1.02029 4.62951 0.05460
92 100 −0.71034 3.23380 0.04720
94 100 −4.83585 15.75727 0.06040
95 96 −5.20627 16.65398 0.01474
96 97 −2.12752 10.88355 0.02400
98 100 −1.18095 5.32467 0.04760
99 100 −2.59602 11.72536 0.02160
100 101 −1.65931 7.55972 0.03280
92 102 −3.75446 17.06297 0.01464
101 102 −1.87084 8.51765 0.02940
100 103 −5.31164 17.42883 0.05360
100 104 −1.03322 4.67354 0.05410
103 104 −1.70933 5.81026 0.04070
103 105 −1.82790 5.55204 0.04080
100 106 −1.07841 4.08191 0.06200
104 105 −6.50675 24.74399 0.00986
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105 106 −4.39134 17.15761 0.01434
105 107 −1.46014 5.04160 0.04720
105 108 −4.64140 12.50156 0.01844
106 107 −1.46014 5.04160 0.04720
108 109 −11.17390 30.64841 0.00760
103 110 −1.13562 5.27106 0.04610
109 110 −4.22539 11.58181 0.02020
110 111 −3.55742 12.20843 0.02000
110 112 −5.24852 13.59940 0.06200
17 113 −9.22812 30.42350 0.00768
32 113 −1.36693 4.51199 0.05180
32 114 −3.43713 15.58168 0.01628
27 115 −2.84734 12.86510 0.01972
114 115 −20.27325 91.67034 0.00276
68 116 −20.58348 245.18558 0.16400
12 117 −1.59072 6.76904 0.03580
75 118 −5.74517 19.05811 0.01198
76 118 −5.08004 16.85087 0.01356
Transformer Data
FB TB G(pu) B(pu) Tap Ratio
8 5 −0.00000 37.45318 0.98500
26 25 −0.00000 26.17801 0.96000
30 17 −0.00000 25.77320 0.96000
38 37 −0.00000 26.66667 0.93500
63 59 −0.00000 25.90674 0.96000
64 61 −0.00000 37.31343 0.98500
65 66 −0.00000 27.02703 0.93500
68 69 −0.00000 27.02703 0.93500
81 80 −0.00000 27.02703 0.93500
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C.2 Converged Solution of NR Equation
CONVERGED SOLUTION
The number o f i t e r a t i o n s for convergence : 7
The l a r g e s t mismatch i s : 0 .000000
Bus Vol tages
Bus V(pu) Ang( deg ) Bus V(pu) Ang( deg )
1 0.95500 −18.47446 2 0.97085 −17.78221
3 0.96702 −17.34437 4 0.99800 −12.65515
5 1.00212 −12.19590 6 0.99000 −15.55254
7 0.98922 −16.10603 8 1.01500 −6.37423
9 1.04292 0.87986 10 1.05000 8.46075
11 0.98414 −15.87095 12 0.99000 −16.56790
13 0.96628 −17.38804 14 0.98315 −17.21691
15 0.97000 −16.99274 16 0.98305 −16.74683
17 0.99525 −14.14625 18 0.97300 −16.69244
19 0.96225 −17.11274 20 0.95493 −16.37046
21 0.95482 −14.68254 22 0.96602 −11.83959
23 0.99846 −6.28277 24 0.99200 −5.67337
25 1.05000 0.47157 26 1.01500 2.31805
27 0.96800 −12.77979 28 0.96086 −14.81917
29 0.96266 −15.96298 30 0.98503 −8.44339
31 0.96700 −15.80184 32 0.96300 −13.43800
33 0.96956 −16.54280 34 0.98432 −14.55629
35 0.98026 −15.04754 36 0.98000 −15.06703
37 0.99036 −13.84548 38 0.96206 −9.34235
39 0.96981 −13.88039 40 0.97000 −12.80683
41 0.96582 −13.09655 42 0.98500 −10.46738
43 0.97527 −15.79160 44 0.98134 −14.50294
45 0.98325 −12.93138 46 1.00500 −10.17481
47 1.01670 −7.82487 48 1.01989 −8.24179
49 1.02500 −6.99776 50 0.99917 −9.71351
51 0.96288 −13.23328 52 0.95224 −14.48713
53 0.94309 −15.90491 54 0.95500 −14.95242
55 0.95200 −15.32351 56 0.95400 −15.07383
57 0.96874 −13.25643 58 0.95629 −14.37548
59 0.98500 −10.24190 60 0.99273 −5.49976
61 0.99500 −4.42656 62 0.99800 −5.10670
63 0.96612 −5.73966 64 0.98165 −3.35888
65 1.00500 1.34171 66 1.05000 0.15089
67 1.01853 −3.20104 68 1.00262 2.56108
69 1.03500 0.00000 70 0.98400 −6.00923
71 0.98699 −5.76584 72 0.98000 −4.88148
73 0.99100 −5.64490 74 0.95800 −7.36624
75 0.96651 −5.84028 76 0.94300 −6.28828
77 1.00600 1.35487 78 1.00284 1.11098
79 1.00818 1.71766 80 1.04000 5.12033
81 0.99667 3.54875 82 0.97999 5.56006
83 0.97520 7.93645 84 0.97513 12.45971
85 0.98500 15.04248 86 0.98565 13.35651
87 1.01500 13.60774 88 0.98399 20.21280
89 1.00500 26.06887 90 0.98500 24.64343
91 0.98000 22.89843 92 0.98894 19.18680
93 0.97894 14.46112 94 0.98212 10.91659
95 0.97053 8.49862 96 0.98268 6.80268
97 1.00590 5.53222 98 1.02057 6.24620
99 1.01000 11.67053 100 1.01700 12.11071
101 0.98954 14.02675 102 0.98742 17.34131
103 1.00308 10.21286 104 0.97100 7.88146
105 0.96569 7.44666 106 0.96158 6.99241
107 0.95200 6.70098 108 0.96665 7.73429
109 0.96723 7.89558 110 0.97300 8.73614
111 0.98000 10.38122 112 0.97500 9.26708
113 0.99300 −13.99098 114 0.95962 −13.84419
115 0.95950 −13.85437 116 1.00500 2.97627
117 0.97226 −18.44475 118 0.94848 −6.61952
Generator I n j e c t i o n s
Bus Pg(MW) Qg(MVAR) Bus Pg(MW) Qg(MVAR)
1 0.00000 2.21020 4 9.00000 −18.34685
6 0.00000 19.62324 8 28.00000 68.23638
10 450.00000 −51.04215 12 85.00000 103.62316
15 0.00000 14.31401 18 −0.00000 30.96941
19 0.00000 −8.00000 24 13.00000 −18.03953
25 220.00000 51.97577 26 314.00000 10.26088
27 9.00000 5.78094 31 7.00000 37.00945
32 −0.00000 −9.49068 34 −0.00000 −8.00000
36 −0.00000 10.16795 40 46.00000 0.37370
42 59.00000 2.92222 46 19.00000 −0.10328
49 204.00000 113.10233 54 48.00000 15.78927
55 −0.00000 8.55296 56 −0.00000 9.06898
59 155.00000 91.31797 61 160.00000 −35.11668
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62 −0.00000 7.48508 65 391.00000 104.52162
66 392.00000 −5.41834 69 123.84312 −48.95737
70 0.00000 8.86608 72 12.00000 −17.15057
73 6.00000 7.03703 74 −0.00000 0.78814
76 −0.00000 14.30907 77 0.00000 47.84113
80 477.00000 135.48539 85 0.00000 13.05747
87 4.00000 11.53179 89 607.00000 16.28241
90 85.00000 10.30322 91 10.00000 −16.26921
92 0.00000 9.00000 99 42.00000 −33.17079
100 252.00000 125.43563 103 40.00000 40.00000
104 −0.00000 5.31261 105 −0.00000 −8.00000
107 22.00000 −6.40885 110 −0.00000 9.60382
111 36.00000 −1.84382 112 43.00000 8.14639
113 6.00000 2.52160 116 184.00000 35.94270
L i s t o f Generators on VAR Limits
Bus VAR Limit (MVAR) Min/Max
19 −8.00000 Min
34 −8.00000 Min
92 9.00000 Max
103 40.00000 Max
105 −8.00000 Min
Line Flows
FB TB Pi j (MW) Qi j (MVAR) Pj i (MW) Qji (MW)
1 2 −14.458895 −11.860102 14.566400 9.859231
1 3 −46.741105 −12.929696 47.071997 13.017965
4 5 −106.533850 −27.670219 106.747829 28.430395
3 5 −82.609872 −10.694483 84.391244 15.923493
5 6 107.976110 1.123942 −106.594157 3.732273
6 7 44.194157 −6.109035 −44.101091 5.992138
8 9 −440.635012 −89.733625 445.254650 24.428906
9 10 −445.254650 −24.428906 450.000000 −51.042152
4 11 79.533850 −2.676632 −78.205804 5.331379
5 11 93.181676 0.778881 −91.425944 3.405355
11 12 47.285095 −43.658947 −47.031940 44.003765
2 12 −38.566400 −18.859231 38.926617 18.534623
3 12 −11.262125 −12.323482 11.384024 8.838527
7 12 21.301091 −7.992138 −21.256082 7.313733
11 13 38.346653 11.922214 −37.971023 −12.472407
12 14 16.968818 3.631176 −16.901169 −5.176311
13 15 −2.828977 −3.527593 2.835642 −2.325484
14 15 0.101169 4.176311 −0.074329 −8.876128
12 16 5.394245 5.835803 −5.377699 −7.853452
15 17 −115.295997 −20.591831 117.208942 22.637064
16 17 −24.622301 −2.146548 24.907121 −1.283201
17 18 90.937147 22.958758 −89.841096 −19.715989
18 19 17.841096 16.685394 −17.768400 −17.434400
19 20 −8.471793 6.525298 8.508334 −9.093991
15 19 9.862375 15.616049 −9.816947 −16.409636
20 21 −30.108334 6.093991 30.300309 −7.172824
21 22 −47.100309 −0.827176 47.608895 0.918384
22 23 −59.608895 −5.918384 60.917042 8.101281
23 24 −16.539282 15.274426 16.619022 −19.916459
23 25 −158.858781 −28.562681 162.899855 40.216655
25 27 150.741474 30.292631 −143.725477 −12.318736
27 28 38.735947 −0.909652 −38.429613 0.269684
28 29 18.029613 −7.269684 −17.936393 5.439122
8 30 76.338153 28.640789 −75.967262 −75.716871
26 30 220.358671 −11.429869 −216.495844 −37.816056
17 31 21.359408 9.794173 −21.074795 −12.697279
29 31 −10.863607 −9.439122 10.886916 8.737906
23 32 106.081021 2.186974 −102.482207 −0.383223
31 32 −34.412121 13.968828 34.862579 −14.817281
27 32 14.792101 1.103105 −14.737643 −2.718973
15 33 −5.327690 0.491403 5.340760 −3.452489
19 34 −17.942860 −5.681262 18.210500 0.572763
35 36 3.578056 1.573632 −3.577690 −1.829420
35 37 −43.178056 −10.573632 43.402789 10.309418
33 37 −32.940760 −5.547511 33.426260 3.693562
34 36 33.726862 4.776406 −33.622310 −5.002626
34 37 −135.606441 −26.006375 136.109540 26.894437
37 39 5.833407 16.115807 −5.722728 −18.344133
37 40 −5.419973 11.950724 5.556411 −15.599791
30 38 30.925049 18.998466 −30.804810 −57.601319
39 40 −26.677272 7.344133 26.829255 −8.304390
40 41 11.218683 4.433704 −11.195421 −5.500413
40 42 −21.604349 −3.155819 21.880213 −0.387497
41 42 −33.204579 −4.499587 33.692867 2.834144
43 44 −8.803710 −3.017580 8.853264 −2.590059
34 43 12.869079 0.221632 −12.796290 −3.982420
44 45 −28.053264 4.220366 28.242847 −5.619189
45 46 −36.292498 −5.827437 36.844838 4.418372
46 47 −32.634138 −0.410340 33.035345 −1.477823
46 48 −18.810700 −4.011061 19.022824 −0.160332
47 49 −25.740241 −6.296973 25.868192 5.044056
42 49 −20.486540 −11.262214 20.832881 4.137148
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42 49 −20.486540 −11.262214 20.832881 4.137148
45 49 −55.550348 −0.885580 57.734717 2.346891
48 49 −43.022824 4.762961 43.346400 −5.165194
49 50 68.886564 11.289329 −67.642321 −9.704830
49 51 85.488314 18.615795 −81.914908 −11.924588
51 52 35.977435 4.727933 −35.687701 −5.168765
52 53 14.087701 0.168765 −13.997257 −3.448083
53 54 −13.602743 −7.551917 13.668727 5.065768
49 54 50.731675 11.394740 −48.781356 −10.915793
49 54 50.388115 9.011137 −48.151581 −8.685380
54 55 8.800748 1.054444 −8.785672 −2.827889
54 56 21.331177 3.545129 −21.317003 −4.162811
55 56 −27.404435 −3.865109 27.445608 3.652839
56 57 −31.382533 −4.033874 31.756945 2.851565
50 57 47.242321 5.704830 −46.156945 −5.851565
56 58 −10.912154 0.584324 10.958102 −2.662690
51 58 25.537473 −0.803345 −25.358102 −0.337310
54 59 −34.467714 −6.274896 35.129875 3.665527
56 59 −31.560880 −2.667636 32.463818 0.065188
56 59 −33.073037 −2.303861 34.038141 0.137024
55 59 −39.409892 −6.754037 40.231223 5.196689
59 60 −53.822811 6.998377 54.794739 −6.229445
59 61 −63.850326 8.875613 65.267700 −6.196607
60 61 −134.893968 10.272180 135.384647 −9.201222
60 62 −13.500772 −7.042736 13.528504 5.714787
61 62 28.292119 −14.438053 −28.209294 13.842837
63 64 −201.589921 −63.653014 202.391673 52.487930
38 65 −182.547213 −56.627906 185.797752 −9.030742
64 65 −271.336138 −59.063005 273.437718 45.157507
49 66 −143.895967 8.101356 147.458616 7.418070
49 66 −143.895967 8.101356 147.458616 7.418070
62 66 −46.586146 −14.361354 47.700222 13.335447
62 67 −31.133065 −11.711187 31.410917 9.819429
66 67 65.974895 18.317840 −65.010917 −16.819429
65 68 −131.627819 −4.501664 131.875040 −56.919280
47 69 −48.095104 7.774796 50.090661 −8.670441
49 69 −36.717804 6.088567 38.083938 −10.379345
69 70 89.800324 18.222385 −87.370302 −20.376127
24 70 1.400837 −3.092636 −1.400710 −6.838540
70 71 −12.878754 −5.485794 12.896195 4.703281
24 72 −5.019859 4.969568 5.059296 −9.555665
71 72 −6.904484 3.442519 6.940704 −7.594904
71 73 −5.991711 −8.145799 6.000000 7.037033
70 74 20.877930 11.579080 −20.625142 −13.921128
70 75 1.571836 9.987464 −1.509920 −13.207810
69 75 93.799082 24.578909 −90.104190 −25.881914
74 75 −60.974858 −1.277569 61.473227 1.965155
76 77 −87.694491 −9.774326 91.567320 19.185392
69 77 −13.894867 28.697385 14.289073 −38.221005
75 77 −60.079245 0.475580 62.406542 2.421251
77 78 38.855833 13.288090 −38.792534 −14.354538
78 79 −46.407466 −11.645462 46.531347 11.543905
77 80 −146.728624 −16.824572 150.380083 22.300988
77 80 −68.579508 −12.375656 69.982373 14.999143
79 80 −93.331347 −23.215470 94.744353 27.630463
68 81 −82.031615 −3.212151 82.173111 −75.897786
77 82 −65.010637 52.367636 67.195224 −54.175667
82 83 −94.685587 42.144406 95.956583 −41.613119
83 84 −45.522791 22.622463 47.258501 −21.410101
83 85 −74.433792 18.500857 77.122542 −12.589523
84 85 −60.458501 14.410101 61.690827 −12.979793
85 86 21.436838 −7.615758 −21.256851 5.568702
86 87 −3.943149 −15.568702 4.000000 11.531793
85 88 −81.546183 19.494612 83.006425 −14.722448
85 89 −107.504024 11.747932 110.399416 4.556759
88 89 −140.606425 4.722448 143.449241 7.926344
89 90 14.954106 4.067637 −14.816161 −8.794846
89 90 27.990485 8.432830 −27.761087 −17.967189
90 91 33.977247 −4.934746 −33.671042 3.876802
89 92 235.811970 −2.855634 −230.361489 25.211395
89 92 74.394782 −5.845520 −72.235793 10.415696
91 92 43.671042 −20.146008 −42.763480 19.961651
92 93 90.414684 −13.029858 −88.220386 18.131529
92 94 83.893198 −16.864406 −80.322865 24.648909
93 94 73.820386 −25.131529 −72.415663 27.938882
94 95 92.660383 −0.527509 −91.485401 3.332607
80 96 −9.661605 32.215105 10.092921 −35.066791
82 96 −37.309637 4.238697 37.552365 −8.683390
94 96 73.337599 −21.579250 −71.720798 24.582544
80 97 −0.585112 36.735179 0.830887 −38.139460
80 98 −14.443814 20.536646 14.597030 −22.877501
80 99 −51.589388 26.891074 53.080385 −25.863398
92 100 38.638531 −17.605209 −37.494306 18.065248
94 100 −49.259454 −46.481032 50.057526 43.044957
95 96 41.085401 −34.332607 −40.573531 34.564102
96 97 19.049042 −30.396466 −18.830887 29.139460
98 100 −55.397030 14.877501 56.681562 −14.026310
99 100 −11.080385 −7.307387 11.108845 5.217188
100 101 −20.708849 25.426553 21.020723 −27.307767
92 102 54.414350 −9.089268 −54.033148 9.392131
101 102 −47.420723 12.307767 48.033148 −12.392131
100 103 66.697232 4.924291 −65.999902 −8.104629
100 104 39.147030 12.798192 −38.372729 −14.643946
103 104 28.660120 10.347419 −28.208541 −12.778695
103 105 33.018082 10.855521 −32.349815 −12.780749
100 106 42.110961 11.985509 −40.938663 −13.620855
104 105 20.981270 7.735245 −20.927771 −8.456368
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105 106 14.387974 2.962645 −14.354917 −4.165082
105 107 7.973359 2.755515 −7.923266 −6.922255
105 108 −6.283747 0.170014 6.295095 −1.860788
106 107 3.693579 1.785937 −3.676734 −6.048770
108 109 −8.695095 0.860788 8.703757 −1.547612
103 110 16.721701 10.901689 −16.545299 −14.584355
109 110 −18.303757 −1.452388 18.403388 −0.175617
110 111 −35.702945 0.956135 36.000000 −1.843825
110 112 −12.955144 −0.911966 13.000000 −4.853607
17 113 −6.074561 8.925912 6.085945 −9.647387
32 113 0.221145 −16.678471 −0.085945 12.168987
32 114 11.336127 2.107267 −11.316227 −3.521515
27 115 24.797430 4.906224 −24.683857 −6.224736
114 115 1.716227 0.521515 −1.716143 −0.775264
68 116 −183.879448 −51.031969 184.000000 35.942697
12 117 24.214318 5.465530 −24.000000 −8.000000
75 118 33.820129 25.648990 −33.535965 −25.804776
76 118 6.094491 −11.916602 −6.064035 10.804776
Transformer Flows
FB TB Pi j (MW) Qi j (MVAR) Pj i (MW) Qji (MVAR)
8 5 392.296859 129.329220 −392.296859 −86.426098
26 25 93.641329 21.690751 −93.641329 −18.533512
30 17 261.538057 94.534461 −261.538057 −66.032705
38 37 213.352023 114.229225 −213.352023 −93.484366
63 59 201.589921 63.653014 −201.589921 −46.620451
64 61 68.944465 6.575075 −68.944465 −5.280796
65 66 63.392349 72.896520 −63.392349 −69.907763
68 69 134.036023 111.163400 −134.036023 −101.406264
81 80 −82.173111 75.897786 82.173111 −71.823204
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APPENDIX D
EPCL CODE FOR USER DEFINED CONTROLLED VOLTAGE SOURCE
CONVERTER CONTROL MODEL
214
/∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
/∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗ epcgen model f o r c on t r o l l e d vo l t a g e source r epr e s en t a t i on of conver t e r
along with a s soc i a t e d con t ro l ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
/∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
/∗ Model comments and data de s c r i p t i on
This model dep i c t s t he conver t e r as a c on t r o l l e d vo l t a g e source . The dc bus vo l t a g e has
a l s o been repre sen ted .
Model c reat ed at Arizona Sta t e Univers i t y (ASU)
This i s t he f i r s t ve r s ion of t h i s model and f u r t he r development i s ongoing .
Model Input Parameters
r src Coupling r e s i s t anc e
xsrc Coupling inductance
Tr Voltage t ransducer time constant ( sec )
Kp Propor t iona l Gain
Ki I n t e g r a l Gain
Kip Act ive power i n t e g r a l gain
Kiq React ive power i n t e g r a l gain
Rq Q−V droop c o e f f i c i e n t
TQ Q time de lay ( sec )
Rp P−f droop c o e f f i c i e n t
Tg Time constant ( sec )
T1 Lead time constant ( sec )
T2 Lag time constant ( sec )
TD P time de lay ( sec )
Ted Ed time de lay ( sec )
Teq Eq time de lay ( sec )
MWcap Maximum MW cap f o r the governor par t o f t he conver t e r
Pmax Maximum Act ive power
Qmax Maximum React ive Power
Qmin Minimum React ive Power
dV Voltage var i a t i on f o r t r i p
dt Time f o r vo l t a g e var i a t i on
Imax Max Current
Tf l 1.0 − i n d i c a t e s t ha t governor i s a c t i v e
0.0 − i n d i c a t e s t ha t governor i s not a c t i v e
Sample Input dynamic data record :
epcgen Busno . ”Bus Name” kV ” id ” : #9 mva=100.0 ”convepc . p” 5.0 ” rsrc ” 0.0 ” xsrc ” 0.05
”Tr” 0 . 0 2 . . .
∗∗∗∗∗ End of comments ∗/
de f i n e INIT 2
de f i n e SORC 3
de f i n e ALGE 4
de f i n e RATE 5
de f i n e OUTP 7
de f i n e NETW 8
@mx = dypar [ 0 ] . cmi
@k = model [@mx] . k
@bus=model [@mx] . bus
@mode = dypar [ 0 ] . mode
@kgen = genbc [@k ] . kgen
switch (@mode)
case SORC:
i f ( epcgen [@mx] . er >0.)
@delt=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . e i / epcgen [@mx] . e r )
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . er <0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i >=0.)
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@delt=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . e i / epcgen [@mx] . e r )+(1.570796327∗2)
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . er <0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i <0.)
@delt=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . e i / epcgen [@mx] . e r )−(1.570796327∗2)
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . e r =0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i >0.)
@delt=1.570796327
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . e r =0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i <0.)
@delt=−1.570796327
end i f
/∗ Using Vdc to ge t t he requ i red i n t e r n a l conver t e r ac vo l t a g e ∗/
@E = sqr t ( ( epcgen [@mx] . s6 ∗ epcgen [@mx ] . s6 )+( epcgen [@mx] . s7 ∗ epcgen [@mx ] . s7 ) )
@Vdc = epcgen [@mx] . v10
@VT = epcgen [@mx] . v11
@wst = 2∗(22/7)∗60∗ dypar [ 0 ] . time
@m = @E/@VT
i f (@m>1.0)
@m=1.0
end i f
i f (@m<0.4)
@m=0.4
end i f
i f ( epcgen [@mx] . s6 >0.)
@delt1=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . s7 / epcgen [@mx] . s6 )
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . s6<0. and epcgen [@mx] . s7>=0.)
@delt1=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . s7 / epcgen [@mx ] . s6 )+(1.570796327∗2)
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . s6<0. and epcgen [@mx] . s7 <0.)
@delt1=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . s7 / epcgen [@mx ] . s6 )−(1.570796327∗2)
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . s6=0. and epcgen [@mx] . s7 >0.)
@delt1=1.570796327
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . s6=0. and epcgen [@mx] . s7 <0.)
@delt1=−1.570796327
end i f
@Va = 0.5∗@m∗@Vdc∗ cos ( ( @wst)+@delt1 )
@Vb = 0.5∗@m∗@Vdc∗ cos ( ( @wst)+@delt1 −2.094395102)
@Vc = 0.5∗@m∗@Vdc∗ cos ( ( @wst)+@delt1+2.094395102)
@Ed = (2/3 )∗ ( (@Va∗ cos (@wst))+(@Vb∗ cos (@wst−2.094395102))+(@Vc∗ cos (@wst+2.094395102)))
@Eq = (−2/3)∗((@Va∗ s i n (@wst))+(@Vb∗ s i n (@wst−2.094395102))+(@Vc∗ s i n (@wst+2.094395102)))
epcgen [@mx ] . v14=sq r t ( (@Ed∗@Ed)+(@Eq∗@Eq) )
epcgen [@mx] . angle= @delt+1.570796327
epcgen [@mx ] . ed=@Ed
epcgen [@mx ] . eq=@Eq
break
case NETW:
break
case ALGE:
break
case RATE:
@vmon = vo l t [ @bus ] . vm
@mvabase = gens [ @kgen ] . mbase
/∗ Se t t i n g o f t he l im i t s ∗/
@x=epcgen [@mx] . Imax
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@Qmax1=epcgen [@mx] .Qmax
@Qmax2=sq r t (pow ( (@x∗@mvabase ) , 2 )/1 . 19047 ) /∗ 0.4 power f ac t o r ∗/
@deninv=2.0
i f (@vmon>0.8)
@qmax=@Qmax1−((@Qmax2−@Qmax1)∗ (@vmon−1 . 0)∗4 . 0) /∗Qmax according to vo l t a g e ∗/
else
@qmax=@Qmax1−((@Qmax2−@Qmax1)∗ ( 0 . 8 −1 . 0 )∗4 . 0 ) /∗Qmax according to vo l t a g e ∗/
end i f
@qmin=epcgen [@mx] . Qmin
@lim=pow ( (@x∗@mvabase) ,2)−pow(@qmax, 2 )
i f (@lim<0.0)
@qmax=0.9∗@x∗@mvabase
@lim=pow ( (@x∗@mvabase ) ,2)−pow(@qmax , 2 )
end i f
@pmax=sq r t (@lim) /∗ to pre serve the MVA∗/
/∗ To preserve current ∗/
@I=sq r t (pow( epcgen [@mx] . i t r ,2)+pow( epcgen [@mx ] . i t i , 2 ) )
i f ( dypar [ 0 ] . time >2.0 and @I>@x)
@qmax=0.85∗@x∗@mvabase∗ epcgen [@mx] . s1
@pmax=( sq r t ( (@x∗@x)−pow ( (@qmax/@mvabase )/ epcgen [@mx] . s1 , 2 ) ) ) ∗ epcgen [@mx] . s1 ∗@mvabase
end i f
/∗ Voltage Transducer ∗/
epcgen [@mx ] . ds1 = (@vmon−epcgen [@mx] . s1 )/ epcgen [@mx] . Tr
@verr = genbc [@k ] . v r e f−epcgen [@mx ] . s1−(epcgen [@mx] . Rq∗ gens [ @kgen ] . qgen /@mvabase )
/∗ PI Block ∗/
epcgen [@mx ] . ds0 = epcgen [@mx] . Ki∗( @verr−(100∗ epcgen [@mx] . v3 ) )
@prop = epcgen [@mx] . Kp∗@verr
@Qcmd = @prop+epcgen [@mx] . s0
epcgen [@mx ] . v3=@Qcmd
i f ( (@Qcmd∗@mvabase)>@qmax)
@Qcmd=@qmax/@mvabase
end i f
i f ( (@Qcmd∗@mvabase)<@qmin)
@Qcmd=@qmin/@mvabase
end i f
epcgen [@mx] . v3=epcgen [@mx] . v3−@Qcmd
@Iqcmd = −@Qcmd/epcgen [@mx] . s1−epcgen [@mx] . s9
/∗ Q time de lay ∗/
epcgen [@mx ] . ds4 = (@Iqcmd−epcgen [@mx ] . s4 )/ epcgen [@mx] .TQ
/∗ Governor time constant ∗/
@perr = genbc [@k ] . pref −(netw [ @bus ] . f / epcgen [@mx] . Rp)
epcgen [@mx ] . ds2 = (@perr−epcgen [@mx] . s2 )/ epcgen [@mx] . Tg
/∗ Lead l ag b l o c k ∗/
epcgen [@mx ] . ds3 = ( epcgen [@mx] . s2−epcgen [@mx] . s3
−(epcgen [@mx] . s2 ∗ epcgen [@mx] . T1/epcgen [@mx] . T2 ))/ epcgen [@mx] . T2
@Pcmd = ( epcgen [@mx] . s3+(epcgen [@mx] . s2 ∗ epcgen [@mx] . T1/ epcgen [@mx] . T2 ) )
∗ epcgen [@mx ] .MWcap/@mvabase
i f ( (@Pcmd∗@mvabase)>@pmax)
@Pcmd=@pmax/@mvabase
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end i f
i f ( epcgen [@mx] . T f l =0.0)
@Pcmd=genbc [@k ] . p r e f ∗ epcgen [@mx ] .MWcap/@mvabase
end i f
@Ipcmd = (@Pcmd/epcgen [@mx] . s1)+epcgen [@mx ] . s8
/∗ P time de lay ∗/
epcgen [@mx ] . ds5 = (@Ipcmd−epcgen [@mx ] . s5 )/ epcgen [@mx] .TD
/∗ Ca l cu l a t i n g the inner vo l t a g e ∗/
i f ( epcgen [@mx] . er >0.)
@delt=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . e i / epcgen [@mx] . e r )
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . er <0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i >=0.)
@delt=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . e i / epcgen [@mx] . e r )+(1.570796327∗2)
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . er <0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i <0.)
@delt=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . e i / epcgen [@mx] . e r )−(1.570796327∗2)
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . e r =0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i >0.)
@delt=1.570796327
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . e r =0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i <0.)
@delt=−1.570796327
end i f
@vq=(−epcgen [@mx] . e r ∗ s i n ( @delt ))+( epcgen [@mx] . e i ∗ cos ( @delt ) )
@vd=(epcgen [@mx] . e r ∗ cos ( @delt ))+( epcgen [@mx] . e i ∗ s i n ( @delt ) )
@iq=epcgen [@mx] . s4
@id=epcgen [@mx] . s5
@ed=epcgen [@mx] . v12+(@id∗ epcgen [@mx ] . r s r c )−(@iq∗ epcgen [@mx] . xs r c )
@eq=epcgen [@mx] . v13+(@iq∗ epcgen [@mx ] . r s r c )+(@id∗ epcgen [@mx] . xs r c )
epcgen [@mx ] . ds6 = (@ed−epcgen [@mx ] . s6 )/ epcgen [@mx] . Ted
epcgen [@mx ] . ds7 = (@eq−epcgen [@mx ] . s7 )/ epcgen [@mx] . Teq
epcgen [@mx ] . ds8 = epcgen [@mx] . Kip ∗(@Pcmd−(gens [ @kgen ] . pgen/@mvabase ) )
epcgen [@mx ] . ds9 = epcgen [@mx] . Kiq ∗(@Qcmd−(gens [ @kgen ] . qgen/@mvabase ) )
/∗ s e t v a r i a b l e s f o r output f i l e ∗/
epcgen [@mx] . v0 = gens [ @kgen ] . pgen
epcgen [@mx] . v1 = gens [ @kgen ] . qgen
epcgen [@mx] . v2 = vo l t [ @bus ] . vm
/∗ remaining output v a r i a b l e s ∗/
epcgen [@mx ] . v4=@Qcmd∗@mvabase
epcgen [@mx ] . v5=@Pcmd∗@mvabase
epcgen [@mx ] . v6=@Iqcmd
epcgen [@mx ] . v7=@Ipcmd
epcgen [@mx ] . v8=sq r t ( ( epcgen [@mx] . i t r ∗ epcgen [@mx] . i t r )+( epcgen [@mx] . i t i ∗ epcgen [@mx] . i t i ) )
epcgen [@mx ] . v9=epcgen [@mx] . v14
/∗ Se t t i n g the t r i p s e t t i n g s ∗/
/∗ Overcurrent t r i p ∗/
i f ( epcgen [@mx] . v8 > epcgen [@mx] . Imax)
gens [ @kgen ] . s t=0
logterm (”Tr ipping conver ter at bus ” , busd [ @bus ] . extnum , ” due to over cur r ent<” )
end i f
/∗ Over vo l t a g e t r i p ∗/
i f ( (@vmon−genbc [@k ] . v r e f )>epcgen [@mx] . dV)
i f ( epcgen [@mx] . v15=0.0)
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epcgen [@mx] . v15=dypar [ 0 ] . time
logterm (”Over vo l tage t imer s ta r t ed at bus ” , busd [ @bus ] . extnum , ”<” )
end i f
i f ( ( dypar [ 0 ] . time−epcgen [@mx] . v15 ) > epcgen [@mx] . dt )
gens [ @kgen ] . s t=0
logterm (”Tr ipping conver ter at bus ” , busd [ @bus ] . extnum , ” due to overvo l tage<” )
end i f
end i f
i f ( (@vmon−genbc [@k ] . v r e f )<epcgen [@mx ] . dV and epcgen [@mx] . v15>0.0)
epcgen [@mx] . v15=0.0
logterm ( ”Over vo l tage t imer r e s e t at bus ” , busd [ @bus ] . extnum , ”<” )
end i f
break
case INIT :
@mvabase = gens [ @kgen ] . mbase
@pgen = gens [ @kgen ] . pgen/@mvabase
@qgen = gens [ @kgen ] . qgen/@mvabase
epcgen [@mx] . s1 = vo l t [ @bus ] . vm
genbc [@k ] . v r e f = epcgen [@mx] . s1+(epcgen [@mx ] . Rq∗@qgen )
epcgen [@mx] . s0 = @qgen
@iqcmd = −@qgen/ epcgen [@mx] . s1
epcgen [@mx] . s4 = @iqcmd
epcgen [@mx] . v3=0.0 /∗ f o r ant i−windup l im i t ∗/
genbc [@k ] . p r e f = @pgen∗@mvabase/epcgen [@mx] .MWcap
epcgen [@mx] . s2 = @pgen∗@mvabase/epcgen [@mx] .MWcap
epcgen [@mx] . s3 = epcgen [@mx] . s2 ∗(1−( epcgen [@mx ] . T1/ epcgen [@mx] . T2 ) )
@pcmd = @pgen
@ipcmd = @pcmd/epcgen [@mx] . s1
epcgen [@mx] . s5 = @ipcmd
/∗ Ca l cu l a t i n g the inner vo l t a g e ∗/
i f ( epcgen [@mx] . er >0.)
@delt=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . e i / epcgen [@mx] . e r )
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . er <0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i >=0.)
@delt=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . e i / epcgen [@mx] . e r )+(1.570796327∗2)
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . er <0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i <0.)
@delt=arctan ( epcgen [@mx] . e i / epcgen [@mx] . e r )−(1.570796327∗2)
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . e r =0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i >0.)
@delt=1.570796327
e l s e i f ( epcgen [@mx] . e r =0. and epcgen [@mx] . e i <0.)
@delt=−1.570796327
end i f
@vq=(−epcgen [@mx] . e r ∗ s i n ( @delt ))+( epcgen [@mx] . e i ∗ cos ( @delt ) )
@vd=(epcgen [@mx] . e r ∗ cos ( @delt ))+( epcgen [@mx] . e i ∗ s i n ( @delt ) )
@iq=epcgen [@mx] . s4
@id=epcgen [@mx] . s5
@ed=@vd+(@id∗ epcgen [@mx] . r s r c )−(@iq∗ epcgen [@mx] . xs r c )
@eq=@vq+(@iq∗ epcgen [@mx] . r s r c )+(@id∗ epcgen [@mx] . xs r c )
epcgen [@mx ] . v12=@vd
epcgen [@mx ] . v13=@vq
epcgen [@mx ] . s6 = @ed
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epcgen [@mx ] . s7 = @eq
epcgen [@mx ] . s8 = 0.0
epcgen [@mx ] . s9 = 0.0
/∗ ob t a i n ing the va lue o f dc l i n k vo l t a g e ∗/
@E = sqr t ( (@ed∗@ed)+(@eq∗@eq ) )
@VT = @E/0.6
@Vdc = @E/ ( 0 . 5 ∗ 0 . 6 )
epcgen [@mx] . v4=@qgen
epcgen [@mx] . v5=@pgen
epcgen [@mx] . v6=@iqcmd
epcgen [@mx] . v8=sq r t ( ( epcgen [@mx ] . i t r ∗ epcgen [@mx] . i t r )+( epcgen [@mx] . i t i ∗ epcgen [@mx ] . i t i ) )
epcgen [@mx] . v9=sq r t ( ( @id∗@id)+(@iq∗@iq ) )
epcgen [@mx] . v10=@Vdc
epcgen [@mx] . v11=@VT
epcgen [@mx] . v15=0.0
epcgen [@mx] . ds0 = 0.0
epcgen [@mx] . ds1 = 0.0
epcgen [@mx] . ds2 = 0.0
epcgen [@mx] . ds3 = 0.0
epcgen [@mx] . ds4 = 0.0
epcgen [@mx] . ds5 = 0.0
epcgen [@mx] . ds6 = 0.0
epcgen [@mx] . ds7 = 0.0
epcgen [@mx] . ds8 = 0.0
epcgen [@mx] . ds9 = 0.0
channel head [ 0 ] . type = ”pg”
channel head [ 0 ] . cmin = 0 .
channel head [ 0 ] . cmax = 150.0
channel head [ 1 ] . type = ”qg”
channel head [ 1 ] . cmin = −50.0
channel head [ 1 ] . cmax = 50 .0
channel head [ 2 ] . type = ”vt”
channel head [ 2 ] . cmin = 0 .
channel head [ 2 ] . cmax = 1.050
channel head [ 3 ] . type = ”qwindup”
channel head [ 3 ] . cmin = 0 .
channel head [ 3 ] . cmax = 1.050
channel head [ 4 ] . type = ”qcmd”
channel head [ 4 ] . cmin = 0 .
channel head [ 4 ] . cmax = 1.050
channel head [ 5 ] . type = ”pcmd”
channel head [ 5 ] . cmin = 0 .
channel head [ 5 ] . cmax = 1.050
channel head [ 6 ] . type = ”iqcmd”
channel head [ 6 ] . cmin = 0 .
channel head [ 6 ] . cmax = 1.050
channel head [ 7 ] . type = ”ipcmd”
channel head [ 7 ] . cmin = 0 .
channel head [ 7 ] . cmax = 1.050
channel head [ 8 ] . type = ” I cu r r ”
channel head [ 8 ] . cmin = 0 .
channel head [ 8 ] . cmax = 1.050
channel head [ 9 ] . type = ”E”
channel head [ 9 ] . cmin = 0 .
channel head [ 9 ] . cmax = 1.050
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break
case OUTP:
break
endcase
end
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